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Abstract 
Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is a new-emerging sheet forming process that promises high 
flexibility and formability because it does not need any dedicated dies or tooling. This makes ISF 
well suited for small scale and customised production. ISF uses a simple tool with a smooth end to 
deform sheets along a toolpath typically generated from CAM software. In ISF, the part is fabricated 
incrementally by orderly accumulation of plastic deformations localised around the ball end of the 
tool. Without using dedicated tooling, ISF can quickly adapt to new and modified product shapes via 
toolpath alteration. Hence, ISF is a promising sheet forming process for quick and low-cost 
production for small batch manufacturing. In spite of these outstanding characteristics, ISF still 
suffers from some drawbacks including long processing time and low geometric accuracy. The latter 
one is the major cause of low take-up of ISF in the forming industry. Therefore, the work presented 
in this thesis is mainly focused on the improvement of geometric accuracy of the formed parts via in-
process toolpath correction using feedback control. In this thesis, Model Predictive Control (MPC), 
an advanced model-based control technology, was adopted to develop feedback control strategies for 
ISF toolpath control and correction to improve geometric accuracy.  
The first research aspect of this thesis is focused on the development of a simple MPC algorithm to 
optimise the step depth, a critical toolpath parameter defined by the user in the toolpath generation. 
Firstly, a parameter investigation was performed to experimentally study the influences of the step 
depth on geometric accuracy, surface finish, and thickness distribution. Two sets of experimental 
tests with varying step depth values were conducted in the typical Single Point Incremental Forming 
(SPIF) process that is without toolpath control. The results showed that a smaller step depth led to 
better geometric accuracy and part surface quality in the ISF process, while the material formability 
decreased with the step depth value. Too small step depth values would lead to material failure. The 
parameter investigation work provided significant fundamental information for the development of 
feedback control strategies for toolpath correction. Then, a simple MPC algorithm was developed for 
in-process toolpath control/correction in SPIF. During the forming process using the simple MPC 
algorithm, the step depth of the contour toolpath was optimised at each forming step by solving a 
receding optimal problem based on the measured shape feedback during the forming process. The 
developed algorithm was experimentally verified in two case studies to form two different shapes. 
Results show that the geometric accuracy in ISF with feedback control has been greatly improved 
(from ±3 mm to ±0.3 mm) at the bottom area of the formed parts compared with a standard ISF 
approach without control. Improved geometric accuracy has been achieved on the wall of the parts 
as well, but the errors in the wall areas are still relatively large.  
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In the second research objective of this thesis, a two-directional MPC algorithm was developed by 
augmenting the simple MPC algorithm with a horizontal control module for horizontal toolpath 
correction. With two separate MPC modules in vertical and horizontal directions, the toolpath was 
corrected by optimising the step depth and the horizontal step increment at each step during the 
forming process. Two case studies were conducted to experimentally verify the developed two-
directional MPC algorithm. In the first case study (a truncated pyramid), two control approaches with 
different assumptions for the horizontal springback distribution along the horizontal cross-sectional 
profile were tested and compared. Then, the developed MPC control algorithm was applied to form 
an asymmetric cone. Results show that the developed strategy can reduce the forming errors in the 
wall and base of the formed shape compared to the existing works. The SPIF process with two-
directional MPC control leads to significant accuracy improvement (from ±3 mm to ±0.3 mm) in the 
base and most wall areas of the formed shapes in comparison with the typical SPIF process that is 
without toolpath control.    
The last research objective of this thesis is focused on an enhanced MPC algorithm specially 
developed for Two Point Incremental Forming (TPIF) with a partial die to conduct in-process toolpath 
correction. In the horizontal control module, dense profile points in the evenly distributed radial 
directions of the horizontal section were used to estimate the horizontal error distribution along the 
horizontal sectional profile during the forming process. The toolpath correction was performed 
through properly adjusting the toolpath in the horizontal and vertical directions based on the 
optimised toolpath parameters at each step. A case study for forming a non-axisymmetric shape was 
conducted to experimentally verify the developed toolpath correction strategy. Experiment results 
indicate that the two-directional toolpath correction approach contributes to part accuracy 
improvement of about 90% (from ±3 mm to ±0.3 mm) in TPIF compared with the uncontrolled TPIF 
process.  
The work in this thesis explores various aspects of ISF research, although the most important 
contribution is the feedback control of ISF processes and the experimental validation, which helps to 
achieve great improvement in ISF geometric accuracy and provides good approaches for in-process 
control and optimisation in the field of advanced manufacturing. 
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Chapter	1 Introduction	
The work presented in this thesis is focused on the investigation of control of Incremental Sheet 
Forming (ISF) technology, which includes: process investigation, and development and validation of 
the feedback control algorithms for ISF. This research facilitates the development of ISF technology 
and its industry application for the fabrication of complex sheet parts, such as vehicle and aircraft 
body panels, and fairings. This chapter summarises the background, research scope, and the contents 
of this thesis. A general introduction to ISF is first presented to provide the background and the 
motivation of this thesis. Then, the objectives and structure of this thesis is introduced. 
1.1 Background	and	Motivation	
Sheet metal forming plays a significant role in the manufacturing field and has been widely used in 
manufacturing industries such as automobile and aircraft industries. There is a wide range of 
conventional sheet metal forming processes, including stamping, pressing, drawing, etc. These 
processes require dedicated dies and/or punches to manufacture sheet metal components. The time 
and economic costs for the fabrication, storage, and maintenance of the dies and/or punches are quite 
high [1, ]. Hence, conventional sheet metal forming methods are efficient for mass production but 
less competitive for multi-product and small-batch production due to the high cost of die fabrication 
and storage, and the lack of flexibility [3]. As the market demand in the sheet forming area is 
becoming increasingly customer-oriented and diversified, more flexible manufacturing technologies 
for custom part fabrication or small batch production are demanded [4]. 
ISF is an emerging flexible forming technology targeted at the cost-effective production of small-
batch or customised sheet parts because dedicated dies and tooling are not required. This makes ISF 
a promising alternative to conventional sheet forming technologies to meet the new market demand 
[5, 6]. In the past two decades, intensive research and development of ISF have been performed in 
both academia and industry. In ISF, sheet metal parts are formed by a smooth-end tool, generally 
mounted on a three-axis computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine, with the plastic 
deformations accumulated in a stepwise manner. During the forming process, the simple forming tool 
moves over the surface of the clamped metal sheet along a predefined toolpath so that the plastic 
deformation is highly localized around the tool end. Figure 1-1 schematically illustrates the process 
principles for different variants of ISF. ISF has no need of dedicated tooling and/or dies so that various 
shapes can be fabricated using the same tooling [7]. The product design can be modified easily and 
quickly by changing the toolpath when the part shape changes [8]. Therefore, ISF possesses a high 
degree of flexibility. Additionally, the formability in ISF is higher than conventional processes due 
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to the incremental and localised nature of ISF [9]. The relatively small contact zone and incremental 
step size also leads to small forming forces.  
 
Figure 1-1 Different variants of ISF [9]. 
Three common variants of ISF are shown in Figure 1-1: Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) 
(Figure 1-1a), Two Point Incremental Forming (TPIF) (Figure 1-1c, d), and incremental forming with 
counter tools (Figure 1-1b). SPIF is a truly dieless forming process because it does not use any 
positive or negative dies except a simple backing plate, namely the faceplate in Figure 1-1a. In SPIF, 
there is theoretically only one simple tool that is in contact with the sheet blank for deformation, as 
shown in Figure 1-1a. TPIF needs a simple fixed die to support the deformation and it can be classified 
into two types, namely TPIF with a full die and TPIF with a partial die, as illustrated in Figure 1-1c, 
d. Similarly, incremental forming with counter tools, also referred as Double-sided Incremental 
Forming (DSIF) [10, 11], utilises a moving counter tool to provide flexible support in the local 
forming area.  
As a flexible forming technology, ISF is able to shape metal sheets into a wide range of shapes with 
the use of simple and cheap tooling. It has great potential in cost-effective production of small-batch 
or customised sheet parts in various fields, including automotive, aviation, architectural, and medical 
industries. Some example parts formed by ISF are shown in Figure 1-2.  Figure 1-3 shows the 
potential application fields of this forming technology in terms of small-batch production.  
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Figure 1-2 Example parts formed by ISF: (a) Hood of Honda S800 formed by AMINO Corporation [1]; (b) 
Bullet train nose (scale model) (Amino North America Corporation website); (c) Customised ankle support 
[12]; (d) Architectural Skin parts [13]. 
 
 
Figure 1-3 Potential application fields of ISF [14].  
(a) (b) 
(c) 
CAD model Formed part 
(d) 
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1.1.1 Advantages	of	ISF	
As an innovative sheet forming technology, ISF has great potential in the sheet forming field in terms 
of small batch or customised production. The advantages of ISF over conventional sheet forming 
technologies are summarised as follows,  
 High flexibility: ISF is able to form sheets into a wide range of shapes with the use of the same 
simple tooling. It can deal with products in different sizes from different fields. When the product 
changes or the part shape is upgraded, all it takes for the fabrication of the new part is to change 
the toolpath based on the shape design, which is quick and easy. Additionally, the ISF process 
can be conducted on the forming platform of a wide range of CNC-controlled three-axis machines 
or industrial robots through some simple modifications of the platform, such as replacing the 
forming tool and adding some simple clamping devices [9].     
 Low tooling cost and short lead time: With no need of dedicated dies and/or tooling, ISF uses 
simple tool sets for fabricating different sheet parts. The forming and supporting tools used in ISF 
processes are quite simple and not expensive. Tools with different sizes and head shapes are 
shown in Figure 1-1. The simple dies used in TPIF processes are generally made of cheap 
materials like timber or resin [15] so that the cost in the fabrication and storage of dies is greatly 
saved. At the same time, the time cost for fabricating dies in ISF is also not large while it takes 
quite a long time (8-25weeks) for the prototyping in conventional sheet forming processes due to 
the iterative cycle in tooling design and fabrication [2]. Therefore, the lead time for the products 
can be greatly shortened by using ISF [16].  
 
 
Figure 1-4 Different forming tools: Hemispherical, Flat, Angled and Parabolic. [17] 
 Small forming forces: During the ISF process, plastic deformation is highly localized around the 
tool end when the forming tool deforms the clamped metal sheet following a predefined toolpath. 
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The forming zone is generally small and the incremental step size of the tool movement is small 
as well. Therefore, the forming forces are smaller than the forming forces in conventional sheet 
forming processes. That is also the reason why dies made of wood or resin can be used to support 
the metal sheets. What’s more, the forming forces do not increase with the size of a product 
because they are determined by several process parameters involved with the local deformation 
conditions (tool shape, tool size, sheet material, sheet thickness, and step depth size, etc.). [18] 
 Improved formability: The formability in ISF is higher than the conventional forming processes 
since much higher strains can be achieved in ISF [9], as shown in Figure 1-5. The forming limit 
curve (FLC) of ISF, a straight line in the positive region of minor strain, is above the one of 
conventional sheet forming processes (e.g., stamping/deep drawing) [19].  
 
Figure 1-5 Forming limit curve (FLC) in SPIF against conventional forming [19]. 
1.2.2 Limitations	of	ISF	
The above merits of ISF would make ISF a promising sheet forming technology in terms of small 
batch production. However, ISF still suffers from certain limitations that greatly limit its application 
and take-up in the forming industry.  The major limitations of ISF are: 
 Low geometric accuracy: The major disadvantage of ISF is that the geometric accuracy obtained 
currently cannot reliably reach suitable levels specified by industrial users. Specifically, 
geometric tolerances in most industrial applications are less than ±1 mm over the whole part 
surface and some significant part types require the accuracy level within ±0.2mm. Reported 
geometric inaccuracy levels in ISF usually exceed these limits [20]. The geometric inaccuracies 
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are mainly caused by the sheet bending effect, continuous local springback around the tool, and 
global springback that occurs after the tool and clamping devices are released [19].  
 Long processing time: Due to the point-to-point forming nature [21], the processing time in ISF 
is generally longer than conventional sheet forming processes. This makes ISF only suitable for 
small batch production.  
 Excessive sheet thinning: Excessive sheet thinning and even fracture can occur in ISF when the 
wall angles of the part are large (e.g. 70° or more). It is nearly impossible to form a part with a 
very large wall angle in a single pass [22]. Consequently, the ability of ISF to form a wide range 
of shapes is weakened by excessive sheet thinning.  
 Rough surface finish: Surface finish quality is a weakness of the products formed via ISF. The 
wavy tool marks on the forming surface of the part and the “orange peel” phenomenon on the 
other side of the part are the main causes of rough surface quality [23]. Several process parameters, 
including tool diameter, step depth size, scallop height, sheet material, and thickness, have direct 
effects on the part surface quality. 
The limitations listed above have limited the development and industrial applications of ISF in the 
past two decades. On the other hand, extensive research work on addressing the major limitations of 
ISF is motivated to enhance the applications in the forming industry.  
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1.2 Scope	and	Objectives	of	this	Thesis	
This thesis aims to develop feedback control algorithms for toolpath control/correction in ISF to 
improve the part accuracy via in-process correction of the springback, the major type of SPIF 
geometric errors. More specifically, the toolpath control/correction strategies are developed based on 
Model Predictive Control (MPC). This thesis will focus on three aspects in ISF: process investigation, 
toolpath control/correction in SPIF and toolpath control/correction in TPIF. The objectives of this 
thesis are: 
Objective 1. Develop and verify a model predictive control algorithm to optimise a single toolpath 
parameter (step depth) for geometric accuracy improvement in SPIF. 
(a) Investigate the influence of step depth on the part accuracy, surface finish and formability; 
(b) Based on shape feedback, develop a simplified MPC control algorithm to optimise step depth 
for in-process toolpath correction in SPIF;  
(c) Verify the developed MPC algorithm in SPIF by experimentally forming two typical test 
shapes. 
Objective 2. Develop and verify a two-directional MPC control algorithm with the optimisation of 
two critical toolpath parameters for the SPIF process. 
(a) Further develop the MPC control algorithm developed in Objective 1 to optimise two critical 
toolpath parameters, namely the step depth and the horizontal step increment, for toolpath 
correction in the vertical and horizontal directions in SPIF. 
(b) Experimentally verify the MPC algorithm for two-directional toolpath correction in SPIF 
using two case studies.    
Objective 3. Develop an enhanced MPC control algorithm for TPIF to improve geometric accuracy 
via two-directional toolpath correction and experimentally verify it. 
(a) Develop an enhanced MPC control algorithm for TPIF with a partial die to correct the 
toolpath by optimising the two critical toolpath parameters.  
(b) Experimentally verify the TPIF MPC algorithm in the experiment by forming a non-
axisymmetric shape.  
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1.3 Thesis	Outline	
To achieve the aims of the research, this thesis consists of 5 chapters in total. This chapter, Chapter 
1, provides a brief introduction of the background, merits and limitations of ISF as well as the 
objectives of the research work. The subsequent chapters of this thesis are organised in the following 
manner.  
Chapter 2 reviews the state-of-the-art research work involved with ISF. It provides an overview of 
the ISF processes and summarises the current studies on part accuracy improvement in ISF, with a 
particular focus on strategies for toolpath correction/optimisation and control of ISF. Besides this, 
control techniques used in contemporary industry, especially MPC, are also introduced. A summary 
at the end of this chapter outlines the current gaps in the geometric accuracy improvement in ISF.  
Chapter 3 details the methodology, including the design and modelling methods and validation 
experiments, to fulfil the proposed aims of this thesis.  
Chapter 4 presents the research results with a comprehensive illustration about how the research 
progresses were made step by step and how the research findings contribute to the development of 
the ISF technology. This chapter also provides a summary of published/submitted papers that were 
all completed during the PhD studies of the candidature, either as the first author or a co-author. All 
the papers are appended to the main body of this thesis. 
Chapter 5 summarises this thesis and describes the expected contributions of the research to the ISF 
field and the process control in the manufacturing field. At the same time, this chapter also suggests 
some potential research topics to further explore the ISF technology in the future. 
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Chapter	2 Literature	Review	
This chapter presents a detailed literature review of the current research related to the general 
development of ISF technology and geometric accuracy improvement in ISF processes. First of all, a 
brief research development of ISF is introduced to understand the development of ISF research, 
followed by a discussion on the part accuracy in ISF. Subsequently, various strategies, presented in 
the published literature, for part accuracy improvement are reviewed and summarised. In particular, 
toolpath correction/optimisation strategies based on feedback control technologies are summarised 
and discussed in a separate section. Finally, an overall summary of this chapter is provided to identify 
the limitations and opportunities in the ISF field in terms of geometric accuracy improvement.  
2.1 Research	development	of	ISF		
The conceptual ideas of ISF were patented about four decades ago by Roux (1960) [24] and Leszak 
(1967) [25]. However, academic research in ISF only began in the early 1990s, mainly due to the 
development of the CNC machines [26]. Recently, global attention has been increasingly paid to this 
flexible forming approach. In 2003, Park and Kim [27] conducted a fundamental study on the ISF 
technique. They demonstrated the higher formability of ISF, compared with conventional sheet 
forming techniques, under several different forming conditions and formed some shapes that are 
difficult to form. Later, Allwood et al. [20] explored the applications and potential of ISF based on 
economic and technical data. This study provided useful indicators about future development and 
applications of ISF that are mainly involved with the low-volume high-value products.  
Two comprehensive reviews of research and development of ISF are provided by Jeswiet et al. (2005) 
[9] and Echrif et al. (2011) [6], respectively. Jeswiet et al. [9] focused on the a wide variety of 
fundamental aspects and the “makeability” of products in the widest sense. More specifically, the 
authors summarised the definition, common types, process advantages and disadvantages of ISF 
processes. Besides this, they reviewed the tooling and the equipment used for ISF processes, and a 
wide range of process parameters and aspects including formability, forming limits, surface 
roughness, forming forces, thinning, toolpath generation, process mechanics and FEA, and process 
accuracy. Additionally, this study also reviewed some applications of ISF in the previous literature 
and discussed the potential business applications for ISF, the potential research aspects, and 
challenges in the ISF field.  In 2011, Echrif et al. [6] used a new classification of the process variables 
to review the research and progress in ISF. Previous studies were reviewed by several aspects: 
forming methods, sheet materials, toolpath strategies, forming limits, simulation work, and forming 
tools. The authors provided the distribution and trend of reported studies in these aspects from 2004 
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to 2010. They also summarised some potential research areas that could be improved to enhance the 
capability of current ISF processes. This review work provided a helpful guideline for the research 
studies in the ISF field in terms of different process variables.  
In 2012, Hirt and Bambach wrote a separate chapter (chapter 13) to introduce the ISF technology in 
a published book [28] on sheet metal forming processes and applications. They presented various 
parts formed by ISF using different metal materials in the introduction part. This chapter summarised 
the significant aspects of ISF, including current ISF variations, the ISF machines and process 
parameters, the process limits, multi-stage forming strategies, finite element (FE) simulation, and 
hybrid ISF processes: ISF with stretch forming and laser-assisted ISF. Then, Nimbalkar and 
Nandedkar (2013) [29] summarised the research status of ISF in a review paper, covering process 
types, ISF equipment and tooling, toolpath generation, material process parameters, deformation 
mechanism, the forming of lightweight materials via ISF, and numerical simulation. In 2014, Reddy 
et al. [19] presented an significant overview of ISF processes. The authors discussed the advantages 
of ISF over conventional sheet forming technologies, its basic features and various ISF 
configurations, especially the DSIF process. They also summarised previous literature on formability, 
thinning, part accuracy, surface finish, and toolpath planning.  At the same year, Ishikawa et al. [1] 
introduced the basic aspects of ISF and its industrial applications from AMINO Corporation. In 
particular, this study introduced the development of ISF technology and machines in AMINO 
Corporation and presented several example applications of ISF in the fabrication of automotive panel 
parts and frame parts with thick/high-strength materials.  
In the past two decades, there are various forming machines that have been developed for the ISF 
processes since ISF can theoretically be conducted using all the three-axis CNC machines [9], or 
industrial robots. The size of the forming platform directly determines the maximum size of parts that 
can be formed. Some ISF machines from different research institutes or companies are shown in 
Figure 2-1. An ISF machine, used in the early years of the development of this technology, was 
developed by adding a moveable blank holder to a conventional milling machine [9] (Figure 2-1a). 
In 2002, a dedicated commercial ISF machine (Figure 2-1b) was designed and developed by AMINO 
Corporation based on the work by Amino et al. [30] and Matsubara [31] as well as a technology 
patented by Aoyama and Amino et al [32]. The commercial ISF machine has an electro-pneumatically 
controlled clamping platform and it can form parts via ISF at high feed rates [9]. Additionally, some 
researchers also developed self-designed forming systems for ISF, such as an ISF machine by 
Allwood et al. [33] (Figure 2-1c) and a DSIF machine by Cao et al. [10, 34] (Figure 2-1d). Besides 
these, ISF processes can also be performed using industrial robots, as seen in Figure 2-1e and f. 
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Figure 2-1 ISF forming platforms: (a) Modification of a conventional milling machine [9]; (b) Dedicated ISF 
machine from AMINO Corporation [35]; (c) A self-designed ISF machine at the University of 
Cambridge [33]; (d) A self-designed DSIF machine at Northwestern University [11]; (e) A DSIF systems 
using two industrial robots [36]; (f) An ISF system based on an industrial robot [37]. 
2.2 ISF	Geometric	Accuracy		
In the forming industry, fabricated part accuracy is one of the most significant aspects for all the 
forming techniques. Specifically, the importance of geometric accuracy to incremental forming 
processes is clearly illustrated in [20]. However, low geometric accuracy is still one of the major 
(b) (a) 
(c) (d) 
(e) 
(f) 
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limitations of ISF which greatly limits its industrial applications. The geometric accuracy obtained in 
current ISF processes cannot reliably meet the geometric specifications in most applications in the 
aircraft and automotive industries. Specifically, geometric tolerances in most industrial applications 
are less than ± 1mm over the whole part surface and some significant part types would require around 
± 0.2mm while reported accuracy levels in ISF usually exceed these limits [20]. The geometric 
inaccuracies in ISF are mainly caused by the sheet bending effect, sheet thinning, continuous local 
springback around the tool, and global springback that occurs after the tool and clamping devices are 
released [19, 38]. Allwood et al. [39] explained the ISF part accuracy in three different stages during 
the part fabrication process: (a) clamped accuracy, (b) unclamped accuracy, and (c) final accuracy. 
Reported research studies were mainly focused on the improvement of the clamped accuracy. Micari 
et al. [40] illustrated that the measurable differences between the formed shapes before and after 
unclamping are small based on some preliminary tests on Alloy 1050-O sheets. Micari et al. [40] also 
claimed that the changes of part accuracy resulted by the unclamping, and trimming procedures are 
strongly influenced by the part shape, sheet material, and sheet thickness so that these changes of part 
accuracy should be carefully investigated case by case.  
In [40], Micari et al. defined the geometrical errors in ISF as the distance between the designed profile 
and the formed one. There are mainly three types of geometrical inaccuracies associated with SPIF 
after releasing the forming tool (Figure 2-2):  
 Sheet bending near the clamped sheet edges; 
 Springback, the major type of ISF defects, which results from the sudden decrease of stress 
as the deformation load from the tool is released. It causes a smaller final depth than the 
designed depth; 
 The “pillow effect” that is the unwanted curvature at the flat base of the final product. 
 
Figure 2-2 Typical geometrical errors in ISF [40] 
Ambrogio et al. [41] comprehensively summarised the parameters that affect ISF accuracy, into 
different categories based on previous studies, which are collected in Table 1: 
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Table 1 ISF parameters related to part accuracy 
Parameter type Parameters 
Process parameters 
tool diameter 
toolpath (step depth, etc.) 
tool feed speed 
spindle speed 
use of lubricant 
 
Parameters related to 
component being fabricated 
sheet thickness 
geometry (forming depth, 
forming wall angle) 
Material parameters strain hardening, normal anisotropy, Young modulus 
2.3 Strategies	for	part	accuracy	improvement		
Low geometric accuracy has been the major limitation of ISF processes in the past few decades.  To 
improve the geometric accuracy in ISF, various approaches have been reported in existing literature. 
These approaches can generally be categorised into several categories: (a) ISF variation development; 
(b) Multistage strategies; (c) Toolpath correction/optimisation; (d) Feedback control in ISF; (e) Some 
alternative strategies. These are reviewed in the following sections. 
2.3.1 Development	of	ISF	variations		
In the process development of the ISF technology, SPIF and TPIF are the two most common types of 
ISF. In 1989, the modern ISF process was developed by Iseki et al. [42]. Later, Matsubara developed 
TPIF using a positive die in [31]. In both of these processes, the shell parts are deformed by a simple 
forming tool following the specified toolpath with the sheet clamped on a blank holder during the 
whole process. The major distinction between them is that there is a partial or a full die for support 
in TPIF while no support tooling is needed in SPIF. Although this can make SPIF more flexible, it 
adversely influences the part accuracy. It has been shown in a comparative study [43] that the use of 
a supporting die leads to better geometric accuracy, but further improvements are required [44]. 
Besides the two most commonly-used ISF processes, several ISF variations have been developed and 
studied for reducing part inaccuracies. 
2.3.1.1 Double‐sided	incremental	forming	(DSIF)	
As the third typical ISF process (Figure 1-1b), DSIF recently has drawn much attention in the ISF 
field for its improved geometric accuracy and enhanced formability [19, 45]. In 2007, Meier et al. 
[36, 45] developed a DSIF machine using two moving tools mounted on two industrial robots (KUKA 
KR360), as shown in Figure 2-3. During the DSIF process, a forming tool is used to form one side of 
the metal sheet, which is similar to SPIF and TPIF, while a moving supporting tool is added to provide 
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flexible support on the backside of the sheet. The two tools move in a synchronous manner with a 
predefined gap between them, as shown in Figure 2-3b.  
 
Figure 2-3: (a) Robot-based DISF setup; (b) Forming principles in DSIF; (c) A free-form shape; (d) A 
cylinder with undercut [36]. 
In 2008, Wang and Cao [46] developed a simple DSIF facility by using two moving tools mounted 
on a lathe to form parts by locally squeezing the metal sheet between the forming tool and the 
supporting tool. They demonstrated that the gap between the tools, the tool diameter and the feed rate 
could influence the geometric accuracy and the surface finish quality of the formed parts. Cao [34] 
and Wang [47] also developed another simple DSIF system with two moving tools connected on a 
rigid C-frame to improve geometric accuracy. The results of their work showed that geometric 
accuracy of the formed part was improved with the use of a larger amount of squeezing on the sheet 
by the tools. However, the main shortcoming of this DSIF system was that it was only able to form 
parts with the wall angle in a certain range due to the structure of the C-frame. 
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Figure 2-4 Two simple DSIF systems: (a) two tools mounted on a C-clamp [46]; (b) two tools mounted on a 
C-clamp [34, 47]. 
Later, an enhanced DSIF machine, as shown in Figure 2-5a, was presented by Malhotra and Cao et 
al. [10, 11]. Figure 2-5b schematically illustrates the DSIF process, in which the two tools on either 
side of the sheet were independently controlled during the forming process. It was pointed out that 
the gap between the tools should be smaller than the thickness of contact area to achieve improved 
geometric accuracy. Otherwise, this technique will suffer from the loss of contact between the sheet 
and the lower tool, which would degrade the DPIF process into the SPIF process. 
 
Figure 2-5: (a) A enhanced DSIF machine at Northwestern University [11]; (b) Schematic illustration of  
DSIF [10]. 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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2.3.1.2 Hybrid	ISF	
To solve major limitations of ISF, especially the geometric accuracy improvement, some hybrid ISF 
variations were reported in the previous studies, including a combination of ISF with stretch forming, 
laser assisted ISF, and electric hot ISF. 
In 2009, Taleb et al. [48, 49] put forward a hybrid ISF process by combining TPIF with stretch 
forming (Figure 2-6) to address the ISF limitations. As shown in Figure 2-6, a stretch forming process 
was used to get a preform shape in the first step before the normal TPIF process with a full die. The 
detailed features were not formed in the stretch forming process, but would be detailed in the normal 
TPIF process. In particular, the proposed hybrid ISF process was conducted on an AMINO DNLC-
RB ISF machine. To implement the stretch forming process, four screws jacks driven by a servo 
motor were used to replace the original hydraulically controlled clamping frame. The screws jacks 
could provide large downward forces (up to 50 kN) to preform relatively soft metal materials, such 
as aluminium alloys, in the stretch forming step. The results in [48] showed that the hybrid ISF 
process led to more uniform sheet thinning and less forming time than the typical TPIF process. Taleb 
et al. also mentioned that, the tensile stresses resulting from stretch forming could reduce the residual 
stresses caused by the cyclic bending and unbending on the sheet in ISF [48]. 
 
Figure 2-6 Principle of the hybrid ISF process [48]. 
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In [49], Taleb et al. reported a new forming machine for the combination of stretch forming and ISF. 
The new forming machine for hybrid ISF was built based on a 5-axis portal milling machine and used 
four independent modules with two independently controlled axes for stretch forming, as seen in 
Figure 2-7. The results of the experimental test, in which an AIRBUS A320 door panel was formed 
using mild steel (DC04), showed that the maximum error was reduced from 3.34mm in pure ISF to 
1.26mm in the hybrid ISF. 
 
Figure 2-7 A new machine for hybrid ISF at the Institute of Metal Forming (IBF) [49]. 
In 2011, Taleb et al. [49] also reported another hybrid forming process: the laser assisted ISF process. 
Taleb et al. [49] developed a different setup, as shown in Figure 2-8, with the forming tool and the 
laser on the forming side of the metal sheet. The laser was used to locally heat the unformed area that 
was going to be formed by the forming tool. They mentioned that this approach could realise both 
laser assisted SPIF and laser assisted TPIF. From their results, the laser assisted ISF was able to 
improve the formability of magnesium and titanium alloys, which are hard to form in ISF. 
 
Figure 2-8 The setup of laser assisted ISF at IBF [49].  
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In 2007, Duflou et al. [50] developed a forming machine for laser assisted SPIF (Figure 2-9) for 
formability and accuracy improvement. The forming machine used on a 6-axis robot to hold the 
forming tool, and a laser, located on the backside of the metal sheet, as the local heating device. Their 
results showed that the use of a laser for local and dynamic heating was able to reduce the forming 
force in ISF. Also, the final dimensional accuracy from laser assisted SPIF was improved, as seen in 
Figure 2-10, since the local heating helped to reduce the residual stresses and the springback effect. 
Their results also demonstrated that the increased formability was achieved in the hybrid SPIF process 
compared with the typical SPIF process.  
 
Figure 2-9 The laser assisted SPIF machine structure [50]. 
 Figure 2-10 Comparison of geometric accuracy in typical SPIF and laser assisted SPIF processes [50]. 
Another hybrid ISF variant with a local heating system was the electric hot incremental forming 
reported by Fan and Gao et al. [51]. With a closed circuit comprising a DC power source, cables, a 
tool and metal sheet, the heat was generated locally in the contact zone by high-current density when 
the current flowed from the tool to the sheet, as shown in Figure 2-11. The generated heat raised the 
temperature in the tool-sheet contact zone, which enhanced the ductility of the material at that area 
and the material formability. This hot ISF enabled the incremental forming of hard-to-form materials, 
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like magnesium and titanium alloys. The results showed that more geometric distortion occurred on 
the asymmetric parts (e.g., a truncated pyramid) than the axisymmetric parts (e.g., a truncated cone) 
after the hot ISF process. A strategy with the use of small tool diameter, small pitch, and low feed 
rate in the early forming stage could reduce the geometric distortion of the parts formed in electric 
hot ISF.  
 
Figure 2-11 The principle of electric hot ISF [51]. 
Using the same electric hot ISF system in [51], Shi and Gao et al. [52] reported a study on accuracy 
improvement in electric hot forming of low carbon steel sheets. They investigated the influence of 
the current on the “pillow effect”, an unwanted curvature at the flat base of the part formed in SPIF, 
by using 4 different current values (0, 200A, 300A, 400A) in the experimental test. From the test 
results, it was demonstrated that the “pillow effect” was reduced with the use of higher current values 
in electric hot ISF. More specifically, the pillow height at the flat base decreased with the increase of 
the current value. The pillow height of a formed pyramid was reduced from 1.2 mm (non-heated ISF) 
to 0.26 mm with the current value as 400A in the electric hot ISF process. Based on the results of 
another test for forming a pyramid with two different wall angles, they concluded that the electric hot 
ISF process could improve the geometric accuracy in terms of the reduction of sheet bending caused 
by the change of the wall angle.   
In 2012, Ambrogio et al. [53] developed a similar hot ISF equipment using DC power to study the 
improved formability of hot ISF using three light weight alloys. In that work, they also investigated 
the microstructural changes and surface roughness in the hot ISF process.  
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In 2015, Xu et al. [23] reported a customised electrically-assisted DSIF (E-DSIF) system [54], in 
which the closed circuit Mode I was adopted to avoid the possible overheating in Mode II, as shown 
in Figure 2-12. In [23], the authors investigated the geometric accuracy and the surface finish and in 
E-DSIF in a series of tests, in which the test shape was a truncated cone and the 1.4mm thick sheet 
was made of AZ31B magnesium alloy. The results showed that E-DSIF helped to reduce geometric 
errors but they were still large. Then, a modified toolpath strategy, in which the supporting tool acted 
as a flexible backing plate at the early forming stage, was demonstrated as able to reduce sheet 
bending near the clamped sheet edges. Additionally, a strategy with the use of lower backing pressure 
from the air cylinder at the early stage could further reduce the geometric errors caused by the sheet 
bending. They also analysed the geometric accuracy in different strategies in terms of clamped, 
unclamped, and trimmed accuracy. They concluded that E-DSIF could help to decrease the part 
springback in the unclamping and trimming procedures. On the other hand, the authors also 
mentioned that the materials with larger electrical resistance were favourable in the E-DSIF process 
because it would be energy-consuming to form materials with low electrical resistance, such as 
aluminium alloys, in this hybrid DSIF process due to the need of larger current for local heating.  
 
Figure 2-12 Illustration of the E-DSIF setup [23]. 
Several different variations of ISF have been reviewed in this section in terms of geometric accuracy 
improvement in ISF. These new variations of ISF have identified new directions of the development 
of the ISF process. Some of them are still under investigation since the geometric errors generated 
are still considerably large although part accuracy and formability have been improved. These 
techniques also require further research efforts to realise the industrial applications of ISF processes. 
Nevertheless, the development of these ISF variations provides great potential in addressing ISF 
limitations, especially low geometric accuracy.   
2.3.2 Multistage	strategies		
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Inspired by the forming strategies used in other sheet forming processes, such as sheet metal spinning, 
multistage forming strategies were recently developed in ISF to improve the geometric accuracy and 
increase the formability of ISF [55]. 
In the typical ISF process, a part is generally formed in a single forming stage by using a single-stage 
forming toolpath. More specifically, the part is deformed sequentially level by level in only one stage, 
in which the tool moves following a toolpath that is identical to the final target shape. In multi-stage 
ISF, a pre-form shape is firstly formed. After that, the sheet will be deformed into intermediate shapes 
in several following forming stages and the final shape is obtained in the last stage. Actually, each 
forming stage can be considered as an independent single-stage forming process in which the toolpath 
is generated from a definite intermediate shape in that stage. Figure 2-13 shows a multi-stage strategy 
[56] for forming a cup with a vertical wall, which cannot be successfully produced in single-stage 
ISF. 
 Figure 2-13 Five stage strategy for forming a cup with a vertical wall [56]. 
Early attempts of multistage ISF were firstly presented by Kitazawa et al. [57, 58]. In particular, a 
two-stage ISF process was adopted to produce hemi-ellipsoidal axisymmetric parts [58]. An 
intermediate conical shape was deformed prior to fabricating the final part in the second stage. Kim 
and Yang [59] proposed a double-pass forming method to get a more uniform thickness distribution 
in the products, which gives improved formability and higher mechanical strength. Similarly, Young 
and Jeswiet [60] used a double-stage forming method to improve the final thickness distribution by 
reducing thinning in the zones where the material fracture could occur in the single-stage ISF, thereby 
improving the formability of ISF. This enables successful fabrication of parts with steep walls that 
cannot be achieved via the conventional SPIF technique.  
Referring to the multistage forming strategies for axisymmetric components in [61], Hirt et al [62] 
extended the multi-stage strategy to TPIF, as shown in Figure 2-14, for producing non-axisymmetric 
parts. In this method, a preform with a shallow wall angle is produced by using a typical TPIF with a 
partial die in the preforming stage (Figure 2-14a). Then, the forming direction alternates from upward 
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(Figure 2-14b) to downward (Figure 2-14c) in the following stages until the part is finished. Each 
intermediate shape is generally designed with an increase in wall angle of 3°or 5°from that of the 
last stage. A four-sided pyramid with rectangular side walls (Figure 2-15) was successfully formed 
using this strategy. It is also suggested that decreasing the number of intermediate stages could avoid 
surface wear and greatly save forming time but may lead to wrinkling on the part. 
 
Figure 2-14 Multistage forming strategy [62]. 
 
Figure 2-15 Preform and four-sided pyramid with a = 81° [62]. 
Recently, Skjoedt et al. [56] and Verbert et al. [63] developed different multistage forming strategies 
for SPIF, with which cylindrical parts with vertical walls was successfully formed in multiple forming 
stages. Duflou et al. [16] experimentally demonstrated that the multi-stage strategy has the ability of 
obtaining part geometries exceeding conventional single-step forming limits through a number of 
case studies.  
Bambach et al. [15] proposed a method by combining multi-stage forming with a stress-relief 
annealing process to improve the final accuracy of formed and trimmed parts. Using the proposed 
multi-stage approach, a pyramidal benchmark part and a fender section were fabricated and the 
geometric accuracy obtained was improved compared with single-stage forming (Figure 2-16). 
However, the enhanced geometric accuracy obtained in multi-stage forming is lost after trimming the 
formed fender section due to the residual stresses generated in the forming process. Then, an 
additional stress-relief annealing process after multi-stage forming annealing was adopted to reduce 
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the final deviations, which has given improved part accuracy, although the maximum error (4.9 mm) 
was still large.  
 
Figure 2-16 Comparison of geometry accuracy between single-stage and multi-stage forming (before 
trimming) [15]. 
Interestingly, Ambrogio et al. [41] proposed a novel two-stage approach by adding an additional 
back-drawing incremental forming step (Figure 2-17b) after the conventional ISF deformation 
(Figure 2-17a). The tool deforms the formed sheet on the other side during the back-drawing step to 
correct the shape errors in the traditional ISF step. To further understand the effect of this strategy, 
they also increased the number of back-drawing steps to two (double back-drawing incremental 
forming) and compared it with simple back-drawing ISF and conventional ISF. According to the 
presented results, the geometric accuracy was significantly improved, with both the maximum and 
the average geometric errors reduced by 50% compared with that of normal ISF. Moreover, there is 
no big difference between simple back-drawing and double back-drawing ISF strategies. 
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Figure 2-17 Two-stage Backdrawing ISF [41]. 
Later, Skjoedt et al. [22] established the forming limits of multi-stage SPIF by adopting 
experimentally determined fracture forming-limit curves (FFLCs) and utilized an enhanced multi-
stage strategy for forming cylindrical cups with flat bottom vertical walls (Figure 2-18). Liu et al. 
[64] proposed and compared three different multistage strategies for SPIF to achieve better sheet 
thickness distribution and to successfully form cylindrical cups. Later, Liu et al. [65] developed a 
multi-stage ISF strategy using analytical models to optimise the design of the intermediate forming 
stages in TPIF with a full die. The developed strategy was validated in finite element analysis (FEA) 
and experiments. The results showed that the optimised design of intermediate stages was able to 
prevent material failure and led to improved thickness distribution.   
 
Figure 2-18 Cylindrical cup obtained via the multi-stage SPIF strategy [22]. 
Malhotra et al. [66] developed a multi-stage approach using a combination of in-to-out and out-to-in 
toolpaths for forming each intermediate shape so as to reduce the final geometric errors. The authors 
proposed analytical formulations to predict and compensate for the rigid body motion during the 
forming process. Based on this, they then developed a multi-stage strategy and experimentally 
demonstrated its effectiveness in eliminating the stepped features on the cylinder base which was 
originally raised and discussed in [16].  
Very recently, Li et al. [67] presented a feature-based multi-stage approach. To get better thickness 
distribution and avoid part fracture, the intermediate stages were designed based on the types of part 
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features in terms of the forming depth. In their work, a car taillight bracket (Figure 2-19), was 
successfully formed with no obvious part fracture while cracks and wrinkles were detected in the two 
critical regions in traditional multi-stage forming.  
 
Figure 2-19 The processed taillight bracket: (a) fabricated part via ISF (b) laser trimmed part [67]. 
Overall, studies above have indicated that multi-stage forming can be an effective alternative for 
improving the geometric accuracy and part formability in ISF. Nonetheless, a drawback of this 
strategy is that reprocessing the sheet blank can greatly increase the forming time and may lead to 
worse final surface quality in some areas of the part. More importantly, current multi-stage strategies 
lack validation via fundamental models and are only practical for certain circumstances. Most of them 
are based on intuition, experience or trial-and-error [15]. Further understanding of sheet springback 
and bending in ISF still need to be achieved for the development of more efficient multi-stage forming 
strategies. However, the strategy of multi-stage forming is a good approach to improve material 
formability and the part accuracy of ISF. The integration of the multi-stage strategies with other 
strategies, such as toolpath correction, would be a promising approach for geometric accuracy 
improvement in ISF.   
2.3.3 Toolpath	optimisation/correction	
Besides the use of the multi-stage forming strategy, toolpath optimisation/correction for part accuracy 
improvement in ISF has attracted extensive attention recently [62, 68, 69]. The toolpath can directly 
affect the final part accuracy since the shape is formed by a simple forming tool following the 
designed toolpath. Toolpath optimisation/correction is an important aspect of ISF to improve 
geometric accuracy as it can be combined with the aforementioned approaches for further 
improvement of geometric accuracy.  
The most commonly-used toolpath type is a contour toolpath (Figure 2-20) generated in the milling 
module of the commercial CAM software and consists of a series of z-level contours that are parallel 
to the horizontal plane [70, 71]. However, this method normally fails to fabricate parts with good 
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geometric accuracy. Many studies on toolpath optimisation/correction have been carried out to 
improve the geometric accuracy of the formed part and to overcome other limitations of ISF.  
 
Figure 2-20 The contour toolpath in ISF [71].  
Hirt et al. [62] developed a toolpath optimisation strategy based on a iterative correction algorithm to 
enhance the geometric accuracy, illustrated in Figure 2-21a. In the correction module, a trial 
component is produced using regular ISF. Then, this preliminary shape is measured and compared 
with the ideal one. Based on this, the trial points of the new path (Figure 2-21b) will be calculated to 
compensate the error obtained. If necessary, several correction processes can be repeated until the 
geometric accuracy reaches the required level. Their result (Figure 2-22) shows that the strategy with 
one correction loop leads to reduced geometric deviation in comparison with the regular process.  
 
 
Figure 2-21: (a) ISF process with correction module; (b) Determination of corrected points [62]. 
(a) 
(b) 
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Figure 2-22 Geometric deviations of uncorrected and corrected components [62]. 
Behera et al. [72] proposed another toolpath compensation strategy to enhance the geometric accuracy 
in SPIF by using multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) for the prediction of the formed 
shape. Based on the detection of the category of feature and interaction between features in the shape 
design, the formed profile is firstly predicted in the proposed model. To offset the deviations between 
the predicted and ideal profiles, a compensated single stage toolpath can be generated by translating 
the points in the STL (STereoLithography) model. In a number of test cases, it has been demonstrated 
that the compensated toolpaths can reduce the average dimensional errors to within ±0.4 mm. 
Nevertheless, the MARS method has a significant weakness in forming parts with features close to 
failure because there are some zones with wall angles greater in the compensated model than the 
designed one. These angles may exceed the forming limits for material fracture. 
Ceretti et al. showed in [73] that a spiral toolpath leads to a better result than the conventional one 
with parallel contours. To compensate the elastic springback, Ambrogio et al. [74] modified the 
toolpath by using a steeper slope (Figure 2-23) for forming the part to the first half depth. This method 
was further developed to form correct shapes using vitiated trajectories, i.e., it actually uses an 
incorrect toolpath to form accurate parts by error compensation [12]. Later, Ambrogio et al. [75] 
proposed another toolpath optimisation strategy to reduce geometric errors in SPIF. This work used 
a measuring system, composed of a digital inspector and a CNC open program, to measure the 
geometry data and modify the position of the tool. At each loop during the forming process, the open 
program modified the position of the tool (a specified point) of next loop based on the feedback of 
the error between a specified point on the formed shape profile and the corresponding point on the 
ideal shape profile. This simple approach could improve the geometric accuracy in SPIF. This 
approach is very simple and could be extended to achieve good accuracy improvement since it only 
used a single point on the sectional profile of the formed shape to represent the whole shape and the 
toolpath modification was performed based on the modification of the coordinates of a single point, 
namely the tool position at each loop.   
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Figure 2-23 The modified toolpath [74]. 
Attanasio and his co-workers [44, 76] reported their study on experimental toolpath optimisation in 
TPIF. They investigated the effects of two path generation methods (Figure 2-24) on surface quality, 
dimensional accuracy and thickness distribution with step depth and scallop height set as constant, 
respectively. They optimised the two parameters in a series of tests and concluded that the toolpath 
type with constant scallop height and variable step depth, contributes to good results with regard to 
surface finish quality, geometric accuracy and sheet thinning. Additionally, scallop height and 
maximum step depth should be set at low values in toolpath design if they do not exceed the tolerance 
range.  
 
Figure 2-24 The two toolpath types and the illustration of scallop height parameter [77]. 
Interestingly, Verbert et al. [78] proposed a feature-based toolpath optimisation method in SPIF. 
Based on feature detection, the workpiece is divided into zones with different feature types, such as 
planes, edges, freeform surfaces and others. The toolpath for forming each zone is optimised specially 
in terms of the forming characteristics of its feature type. The optimised toolpath enables the 
fabrication of parts with better accuracy compared to the conventional one.  
To compensate the errors caused by the springback, Zettler et al. [79] developed an iterative toolpath 
correction approach for ISF with a incremental die. This approach needed several iterations, which 
can be conducted in the FE simulation or experimental trials, to form serveral full parts to achieve 
improved geometric accuracy. In each iteration, a new toolpath was generated using the new CAD 
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shape after compensating for the springback measured in the last iteration in their model. They 
applied this method in TPIF with a partial die to form a benchmark shape and the overall geometric 
errors were reduced to less than 1mm after 4 iterations. They mentioned that the major drawback of 
their procedure for springback compensation was that the finial shape would be wavy in terms of the 
overall error distribution and distortions might occur in the part areas with a large wall angle.   
These studies above used commerial CAM software for toolpath generation while other researchers 
have presented different toolpath generation techniques for toolpath optimisation. Malhotra et al. [70] 
developed an automatic spiral toolpath generation method for SPIF. In their methodology, parallel z-
level contours are firstly obtained by adaptive slicing of the surface of a CAD model. Then, a spiral 
path is generated by linear interpolation between points on the two successive parallel contours with 
constraints on both scallop height and volumetric errors. The geometric accuracy obtained is similar 
or better and the processing time is reduced when compared with methods using commercial CAM 
toolpaths. Zhu et al. [80] proposed a new method for generating the spiral toolpath with a constant 
scallop height by using a customized special software system based on a triangular mesh model. 
Continuous and smooth spiral toolpaths can be obtained in their software, which makes the ISF 
process even and continuous and impoves the surface quality. However, the effectiveness of the 
proposed method still needs to be validated in experimental work. 
Moreover, another feature-based toolpath generation approach was introduced by Lu et al. [81]. In 
the algorithm, the key edges on the part are initially defined and contours are calculated based on the 
proper gradients between neighbouring contours and a specified scallop height. Then, the toolpath 
for forming the part is generated from the obtained contours. The results of some test cases (Figure 
2-25) showed that the proposed feature-based method is advantageous over the conventional z-level 
based algorithm with improved geometric accuracy and surface quality as well as reduced forming 
time. 
 
Figure 2-25 Comparison of geometric accuracy: (a) z-height based slicing algorithm and (b) feature-based 
algorithm [81]. 
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In summary, the toolpath optimisation strategies presented above have made contributions to part 
accuracy improvement in ISF and play a vital role in boosting the development of ISF. To optimise 
the toolpath, many methods are based on the compensation of errors measured on previously formed 
parts. Consequently, multiple parts need to be fabricated to achieve the ideal part accuracy. The 
improvement of part accuracy by toolpath optimisation requires deeper research in the future.  
2.3.4 Some	alternative	strategies	
Control strategies in ISF, reported in previous literature, for geometric accuracy improvement are 
directly related to this thesis and they will be reviewed in a separate section, (see Section 2.4). In this 
section, some other strategies related to part accuracy improvement will be reviewed.  
Allwood et al. [82] proposed the use of partially cut-out blanks in which tabs or holes were created 
at the perimeter of the target part. The aim of this method was to reduce geometric deviations by 
localising deformation to the area where the tool travels. The results indicated that cut-outs did not 
contribute to large improvement in part accuracy. They also concluded that the idea of localising the 
deformation area around the tool earlier has great significance in the fabrication of more accurate 
parts via ISF. Ambrogio [83] conducted a parameter investigation to study the ISF parameters in 
terms of part accuracy improvement.  
2.4 Control	in	ISF	
Although extensive studies on improving ISF geometric accuracy have been conducted, not too much 
attention has been given to the feedback control aspect of this technology, which is an important 
approach to improve the part accuracy and quality of formed parts. This section mainly discusses the 
current research status of control in ISF. Firstly, several control technologies commonly used in the 
industry will be generally introduced. Then, previous research on the control of ISF will be reviewed. 
To be more specific, previous research into the control of the ISF process has been categorized into 
several approaches: control with force feedback and control with shape feedback. The advantages 
and limitations of these methods are discussed and summarised in this section.  
2.4.1 Control	techniques	
There are many different control techniques used for process control in the manufacturing industry. 
Major control techniques used are Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control, robust control, 
fuzzy logic control, optimal control, neural network control and MPC.  
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 PID control: PID control is a generic control loop feedback mechanism widely used in industrial 
control systems since this control technology is simple to be implemented and can offer a 
satisfactory performance in a wide variety of industrial processes. On the other hand, PID has low 
robust ability and the use of the PID algorithm for control that the closed loop system is optimal 
or stable [84].   
 Robust control: Robust control is a branch of control theory that explicitly deals with uncertainty 
in its approach to controller design. In contrast with adaptive control in which the controller must 
adapt to the controlled process with varying or uncertain parameters [85], a robust control policy 
is static. Rather than adapting to measurements of variations, the controller is designed to work 
assuming that certain variables will be unknown but, for example, bounded. This combined 
approach is systematic and very general [86, 87].  
 Fuzzy logic control: Fuzzy logic control, which mathematically emulates human reasoning, 
provides an intuitive way to design function blocks for intelligent control systems, advanced fault 
detection and other complex applications. It deals with uncertainty in engineering by attaching 
degrees of certainty to the answer to a logical question. Nonetheless, fuzzy logic is not the answer 
to all control problems, but has been found to be useful for control problems where simplicity and 
speed of implementation is important. Tuning and retuning of the controllers might be time-
consuming, especially in large industrial applications, since the controller needs to be re-tuned 
even in similar industrial cases. [88-90].  
 Optimal control: Optimal control aims to maximize or minimize one or more of the process 
specifications while keeping all others within their constraints. It deals with the problem of finding 
an optimal control law for a given system such that a prescribed optimality criterion is achieved. 
However, optimal control methods are typically only tractable for restrictive classes of system 
models, such as linear systems. It is difficult to build proper control models for complex systems 
in optimal control [91, 92]. 
 Neural network control: Neural network (NN) control includes learning unknown nonlinear 
dynamics and compensating for structured/unstructured uncertainties existing in the dynamic 
model. Neural networks are built based on biological neuronal structures of interconnected nodes. 
NN control is developed as a natural extension of adaptive control approaches to deal with 
learning systems that may not be linearly parameterised [93]. 
 Model predictive control: Model predictive control is an advanced model-based control 
technology for its ability to explicitly handle complex system constraints using linear system 
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models. Unlike the optimal control techniques, MPC can use a wide range of models for process 
control [94-96]. Detailed information of MPC will be introduced subsequently, as the focus of 
this thesis. 
2.4.1.1 Model	Predictive	Control	(MPC)		
MPC was first proposed in the 1960s [97], however its development was slow with early industrial 
implementation emerging in the late 1970s, before reaching a level of maturity in the late 1990’s [98]. 
MPC was proposed for this work due to its flexibility in the type of model used in the controller 
compared to optimal control. 
Generally, MPC (Figure 2-26) uses the receding horizon paradigm: implemented by solving a finite-
horizon optimal control problem at each sampling instant and applying the first input only to the 
system under control. That is, at a certain sampling time k, it solves an open-loop optimal control 
problem over a finite future horizon then applies only the first optimal move to the process. At the 
next sampling time k+1, based on new measured feedback, a finite horizon optimization problem is 
solved, and again, only the first optimal move is applied to the process under control. The actions of 
measurement, solving the finite horizon optimization problem, then applying the first input to the 
system under control is repeated until the process is completed. This receding horizon manner of 
optimisation is the unique feature that distinguishes MPC from other control techniques. 
 
Figure 2-26 MPC control process (1 - target trajectory; 2 - optimal predicted output; 3- optimal control 
move) [95]. 
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MPC uses a predictive model of the process for output prediction in the optimisation process. Unlike 
the optimal and robust control techniques reviewed above, which have strict requirements on the 
model structure, MPC can directly utilise a wide range of models for prediction, including traditional 
models (state-space equation and transfer function) non-parametric models (e.g., impulse response 
and step response) and other models or systems with available information for prediction. In complex 
industrial processes, model-plant mismatch, time-varying behaviour and disturbances are inevitable 
and they will cause uncertainties that can greatly reduce the effectiveness of traditional control 
actions. MPC is a receding horizon optimisation process, during which the optimisation for the future 
is always based on the real-time measurements and references at each sampling instant and only the 
first optimal move is applied so that the receding finite-horizon optimisation can be more powerful 
and adaptable to plant uncertainties than the global one-time optimisation (open-loop optimal control) 
[95]. Therefore, MPC is an effective control strategy in complex industrial processes with 
uncertainties. MPC can be used to deal with inputs and state constraints for large-scale multivariable 
plants and to handle coupled variables and robustness to run uncertainties. These advantages offer 
MPC the ability to be applied in the complex industrial processes, such as in oil-refineries, chemical, 
metallurgical, and machinery producing industries [97, 99]. 
Even though academic research on ISF has been conducted for decades, there is still no accurate 
mathematical model to model this process. The ability of MPC to use simple prediction models and 
handle the uncertainty using feedback is a promising alternative for the development of a feedback 
control strategy to improve ISF part accuracy. Studies on MPC of SPIF has been reported by Wang 
et al. [68, 100]. It has been demonstrated that MPC has good capacity to control and optimise toolpath 
for improving geometric accuracy. A detailed introduction and review of this work will be provided 
subsequently. In general, it can be concluded that MPC has great potential in reducing ISF part 
inaccuracy through toolpath control and optimisation.   
2.4.2 ISF	Control	with	force	feedback		
Several researchers proposed control methods with force feedback in their research work. Petek et al. 
[101] proposed an autonomous on-line system for fracture identification in ISF using a dynamometer 
for force measurement. The forming force in the z-direction was considered as an indicator in 
identifying the material fracture. Specifically, an unexpected sudden drop of the reaction force in the 
z-direction occurs when the workpiece fractures. Strictly speaking, this system is not a control system 
because it cannot make any adjustments before part fracture occurs and can only be used for fracture 
identification. Even so, the system is a versatile tool for the identification of the location and time of 
the occurrence of the fracture.  
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An on-line control strategy for failure prevention in SPIF was presented by Filice et al. [102]. The 
on-line control model was based on a failure prevention algorithm proposed in one of their previous 
studies [103]. It used the force gradient after the contact force peak as a critical criterion to predict 
the occurrence of failure and defined the threshold value in order to predict the initiation of failure. 
During the forming process, if the measured value of the force gradient increased to the threshold 
value, the process had to be considered as unsafe. Then, some critical process parameters (step depth, 
tool diameter), whose influence on the force trend have been previously investigated, would be 
changed automatically to avoid the material failure. Simple parts could be safely formed using the 
control strategy, without which part fracture occurred. Nevertheless, this control method was based 
on prediction models which need quite a large number of experiments for validation. The number of 
experiments required for parameter investigation would grow rapidly with the number of input 
parameters in the fabrication of complex shapes. 
Interestingly, Fiorentino [104] proposed a real-time force-based failure criterion and tested its 
effectiveness on several materials (steel, aluminium, and titanium alloys). It has great potential in 
fracture prevention through an online control method.  Li et al. developed [105, 106] analytical 
models for force prediction in ISF, which would provide significant information for building control 
models based on force feedback to prevent material failure and improve part accuracy.  
The common feature of a force feedback control system is that a precise force measurement device 
is required during the ISF process. Duflou et al. [107] used a table type force dynamometer with an 
incremental forming fixture mounted on top to measure three components of force throughout the 
forming process. The force measuring systems utilised by Filice [102], Petek [101], and Duflou [107] 
are illustrated in Figure 2-27a, b and c, respectively. 
 
Figure 2-27 The devices for force measurement in ISF [101, 102, 107]. 
(a) (b) (c) 
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2.4.3 ISF	Control	with	shape	feedback	
Besides force feedback, shape feedback also has been used for feedback control of ISF in the past 
few years. In 2009, a closed-loop feedback control system, using spatial impulse responses to control 
part geometry, was presented by Allwood et al. [108]. This paper presented an online feedback control 
model formed from a set of spatial impulse responses found by linearisation around a pre-planned 
toolpath, with shape feedback provided by a Vialux Z-Snapper stereo-vision camera, as shown in 
Figure 2-28a. In their work, a set of experiments were conducted in a simplified single-point 
incremental forming process as illustrated in Figure 2-28a to evaluate their approach. In the results, 
the final dimensional deviation was within ±0.2 mm using feedback control compared to the deviation 
of 2-3 mm without feedback control. They mentioned, in the discussion, that the proposed control 
approach would be difficult to conduct in terms of freeform parts since the impulse responses must 
rely on the current curvature of the toolpath. Also, multiple workpieces in trial fabrication were 
required to predict the spatial impulses of a toolpath.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-28 Control system setup and representation: (a) process setup with feedback control; (b) control 
system representation [108]. 
Using the ISF Machine in Allwood’s research group at Cambridge University, Wang et al. [68, 100] 
used a closed loop MPC control scheme to optimise the tool trajectory of an ISF process. Based on 
the shape feedback, a simplified linear forming process model was firstly derived and then modified 
to tackle the “tool contact” issue and after that a full MPC formulation was established. In a contour 
(b) 
(a) 
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following toolpath, the tool movement between two consecutive layers can be illustrated in Figure 
2-29. The vertical inputs ( ku ), namely step depth, are constant for all layers. In their control strategy, 
the inputs ( ku ) are varying and optimised in a constrained MPC model to get a better geometric 
accuracy, with the radial input set as constant. Two types of shapes (Truncated Cone and Truncated 
Square Pyramid) were produced, which showed that the final geometrical errors could be reduced 
compared to a standard contour following approach, as shown in Figure 2-29.  
 
Figure 2-29 Consecutive layers of the contour toolpath for a cone: [68]. 
Both Allwood’s and Wang’s control methods could lead to great accuracy improvement at the base 
of the formed shapes while the errors in the wall areas of the test shape were still relatively large. 
What’s more, the error distribution map of the whole part, a significant indicator for fully evaluating 
the accuracy of the whole part, was not reported in these studies [68, 100, 108]. 
Similarly, Han et al. [109] developed a closed loop control model, shown in Figure 2-30, to 
compensate for springback and enhance the work piece precision. A closed loop algorithm of the 
trajectory profile for incremental sheet forming based on the wavelet transform combined with fast 
Fourier transform was constructed and a finite element method (FEM) was developed to simulate and 
correct the springback of incremental sheet forming. The proposed algorithm could predict a desirable 
processing path and minimize the springback error to improve workpiece dimensional accuracy in 
numerical simulation. Later, this study was further expanded in [110]. To verify the correction 
algorithm, a truncated pyramid was formed using the corrected toolpath after three iterations based 
on simulation and the results showed relative high accuracy in geometry. However, at each iteration 
step, it requires the part shape measured from the previous iteration to correct the toolpath in the next 
forming process until the geometric accuracy reaches the specified level. This iterative control 
method would take several iterations to obtain improved geometric accuracy, which would be time-
consuming, especially using the FEM method for toolpath correction in this work. 
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Figure 2-30 Feedback control model for ISF [109]. 
Rauch et al. [111, 112] proposed a new method for the generation and in-process control of an 
Intelligent CAM (ICAM) toolpath. During the control process, as shown in Figure 2-31, process data 
(tool loads or probing) are firstly evaluated directly from CNC data. Based on this, CNC controllers 
are used to adjust the initial CAM toolpath in real time. In particular, they have carried out two types 
of ICAM applications, based on tool load evaluation and probing, respectively. Notwithstanding 
being able to online optimise the toolpath, this approach is limited to accuracy improvement in the 
final part depth and the surface roughness. 
 
Figure 2-31 ICAM approach for toolpath control [112]. 
Recently, Fiorentino et al. [113, 114] reported an artificial cognitive system based on the Iterative 
Learning Control (ILC) for part accuracy improvement via toolpath correction, as shown in Figure 
2-32. More specifically, their work was an iterative toolpath correction approach so that there were a 
number of iterations. In each iteration, after a whole part was fabricated and measured, the correction 
algorithm would correct the intermediate part shape to be produced in the next iteration, other than 
directly correct the toolpath to compensate the geometric errors. The algorithm was developed into a 
self-developed software and was experimentally verified using two different shapes. They mentioned 
that it took only a few iterations to reduce the geometric deviations of the formed shape to the 
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reasonable level. Therefore, multiple parts would be formed to obtain the final part with improved 
accuracy. 
 
Figure 2-32 The application of ILC in ISF[114]. 
According to the studies above, the ISF control strategy with shape feedback has great potential in 
accuracy improvement via feedback control since it directly deals with the correction and 
compensation of shape errors during the forming process. 
2.4.4 Shape	measurement	in	ISF		
To measure the formed geometry in ISF, various camera systems have been developed for shape 
measurement in ISF. Sasso et al. [115] developed a system, which consists of a projector and four 
fixed cameras, to measure the final formed shape through the fringe projection and phase shift 
techniques. Orteu et al. [116] developed a multiple-camera system (more than two cameras), as shown 
in Figure 2-33c, to measure the shape variations and the 3D displacement field of a sheet metal part 
during a SPIF operation. Setti et al. presented a trinocular system, as illustrated in Figure 2-33a, for 
shape measurement in ISF by using three cameras and random pattern projection in [117]. In our lab, 
a non-contact 3D laser scanner (VIVID 9i) was used to measure the formed shape, as seen in Section 
3.5.2. Paniti et al. [118] used a Hall-effect sensor integrated into the forming tool for precise real-
time thickness measurements in the ISF processes. 
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 Figure 2-33 Shape measurement systems developed for ISF. 
Various camera systems have been developed for shape measurement in ISF. In this thesis, shape 
feedback is adopted as the main feedback for MPC control in ISF.      
2.5 Summary		
The goal of this chapter was to provide an overview of previous research on part accuracy 
improvement in ISF, especially those studies considering control strategies. Firstly, the early research 
development of ISF was briefly introduced. Then, various strategies, presented in published literature 
so far, for the part accuracy improvement were reviewed and summarised. These strategies can be 
categorized into several types: ISF variation development, multistage strategies, toolpath 
optimisation/correction and feedback control in ISF. The review of research on the first three types 
offer useful information in understanding the ISF forming process, limitations and factors that affect 
the part accuracy. These works also provide significant guidance in many areas of future research.  
The previously reported studies on control in ISF were reviewed in detail as a separate section 
(Section 2.4) as a focus of this thesis. Several typical control techniques were firstly reviewed in this 
section. In the control strategies for ISF, some researchers proposed control models using force 
feedback while others used shape feedback in their control strategies. Most previous control strategies 
could improve the final geometrical accuracy to a higher level but had some limitations. Some of 
them were complex and time-consuming because quite a large number of experiments were required 
for prediction models or trial fabrication while the control algorithms used in others were only suitable 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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for simplified ISF processes. Additionally, the final geometric accuracy obtained still could not meet 
the requirements in most industrial applications.  
Although a simple ISF control strategy based on MPC has been successfully achieved by Wang et al. 
[68, 100], the control model used in that work was empirically built based on the information obtained 
from the uncontrolled forming process and only dealt with the optimisation of step depth in control 
process in simple SPIF cases. The results showed that final geometric errors were reduced at the base 
of the formed shapes using the control strategy while the errors in the wall areas of the test shape are 
still relatively large. What’s more, the error distribution map of the whole part was not reported in 
these studies. 
This thesis builds upon and addresses the limitations of the previous research on a simple MPC 
control strategy for ISF [68, 100]. The MPC control algorithm for ISF have been developed and 
enhanced step by step in this PhD project. The developed MPC algorithms use analytical models, 
which are developed based on the incremental nature of the ISF deformation, for shape state 
predictions so that control actions can be directly performed in the forming process. Two-directional 
control algorithm is developed to control and correct the toolpath in both the vertical and horizontal 
directions. Two key toolpath parameters, horizontal step increment and step depth, are optimised for 
in-process toolpath correction. The MPC algorithms have been developed for SPIF and TPIF 
processes and also have been experimentally verified for forming different test shapes. The review of 
previously reported studies will motivate this PhD project in which the unsolved low part accuracy 
in ISF will be improved through in-process toolpath correction using MPC feedback control 
algorithms. 
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Chapter	3 Methodologies	
This chapter summarises the methodologies of the major research work in this thesis to achieve the 
objectives listed in Chapter 1. Firstly, Section 3.1 introduces the critical toolpath parameters in ISF 
and the methodology used for ISF process investigation. Section 3.2 illustrates the methodology for 
the design and the experimental validation of a MPC algorithm for toolpath correction in SPIF. 
Section 3.3 provides the introduction of a toolpath correction strategy developed for TPIF with a 
partial die as well as the experimental validation of this strategy. Further details about the 
methodologies are provided in the Appended papers. 
3.1 Parameter	investigation	(Objective	1a)		
This section briefly introduces the methodology of investigation of step depth in SPIF. More details 
of the methodology can be found in Papers 1 in Chapter 4. 
3.1.1 Critical toolpath parameters 
In ISF, sheet parts are generally formed by a smooth-end tool in a stepwise way. The simple tool 
moves over the surface of the clamped metal sheet along a toolpath generated from a definite 3D 
shape design. Figure 3-1 schematically illustrates the SPIF process. The vertical distance between 
two neighbouring z-level steps is the step depth ( zu ), also referred to as the step down in some 
literature [44, 50, 81, 119], which determines the downward displacement of the tool between the z-
level planes of two neighbouring forming steps.   
Blankholder
Experimental rig
Current 
shape
Initial 
metal sheet
Final shape
Backing 
plate
Forming tool
Step depth
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X
 
Figure 3-1 The principle of the SPIF process. 
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Currently, there are no specialised modules for generating an ISF toolpath in commercial CAM 
software. The most commonly-used toolpath type in ISF is the parallel contour toolpath generated in 
the milling module of CAM software [70]. It consists of a sequence of z-level contours that are 
parallel to each other. To determine the toolpath for a given shape, the horizontal step increment ( hu ) 
and the step depth ( zu ) are the critical toolpath parameters in ISF, shown in Figure 3-2.  
 
Figure 3-2 Two critical parameters of the typical ISF toolpath for an example shape (a truncated cone). 
There are a number of contour points on each single contour and their coordinates are defined in a 
cylindrical coordinate system. X ( , , )j j j jk k k kr z  is the jth contour point on contour k. At a single step, 
e.g., step k+1, all the points of a single contour are on the same z-level plane so that ( 1)zu k   is 
taken as a scalar. It can be expressed as,   
1( 1)z k ku k z z    ,                                                   (1) 
where 1kz   and kz  are the z coordinates of Xjk  and 1Xjk , respectively. hu  is a vector that captures 
the radial distances between points of interest on two successive contours. hu  of step k+1 can be 
expressed by the following equation, 
1 2( 1) ( 1), ( 1), , ( 1), , ( 1)j mh h h h hu k u k u k u k u k               ,              (2)  
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where m is the number of points on a single contour and 1jh ku   is the radial distance between the jth 
pair of points (Xjk  and 1Xjk ) on two neighbouring contours, as shown in Figure 3-2. The value of  
zu  is typically defined by the user. The values of hu  are computed, according to the zu  value 
and the part design, in the CAM software.  
3.1.2 Experimental investigation of step depth 
Currently, the initial contour toolpath generated by the CAM software fails to reliably fabricate parts 
with good geometric accuracy. Toolpath correction/control is one of the most promising approaches 
to improve the geometric accuracy in ISF. The step depth is of significance in the generation, 
correction/control of the ISF toolpath since the step depth is a critical toolpath parameter defined by 
the user in the generation of the ISF toolpath using the CAM software. Therefore, the investigation 
of step depth can provide helpful information to understand the influences of this parameter on the 
geometric accuracy, surface finish, and formability in ISF. 
Two sets of tests with varying zu  values were performed in SPIF to study this parameter. CAD 
models of truncated cones with two different wall angles were designed in SOLIDWORKS. 
Dimensional accuracy, surface morphology and material formability of the formed parts were 
compared and analysed. The parameter settings of the experimental tests are illustrated in detail in 
Table 2. 
Table 2 Parameter settings of experiments on step depth 
Parameter Geometric accuracy and  surface quality test Formability test 
Shape design  Truncated cone  Truncated Cone 
Wall angle (  °) 50 60 
Feed rate (mm/min) 4000 4000 
Sheet thickness (mm) 1.6 1.6 
Tool diameter (mm) 30 30 
Step depth/ zu  (mm) 0.1, 0.6, 1.1 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0 
In summary, two critical toolpath parameters in ISF are discussed and they have direct effects on the 
forming process and formed geometric accuracy. The parameter investigation work focuses on the 
investigation of step depth, which is directly defined by the user in toolpath generation. This would 
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provide useful information for building models for toolpath control and correction in ISF. The results 
of this methodology are provided in Section 4.1.  
3.2 SPIF	toolpath	correction	using	a	simplified	MPC	algorithm	(Objective	
1b	and	1c)		
This section briefly introduces a simplified MPC algorithm for single-directional toolpath correction 
in SPIF. More details about the development of this MPC algorithm can be found in Papers 2 of the 
Appended Papers. 
3.2.1 Simplified MPC algorithm 
MPC [94] is a control strategy that uses a predictive model of the system under control to choose 
inputs that optimise a system performance index, such as minimising geometric errors in ISF, while 
ensuring system constraints are satisfied over a prediction horizon. To achieve Objective 1 of this 
thesis, as described in Section 1.3, a simplified MPC algorithm was developed for vertical toolpath 
correction in SPIF. To improve the poor geometric accuracy of the SPIF process, the toolpath is 
corrected by optimising the step depth ( zu ) in a receding fashion during the forming process with 
feedback control while the horizontal increment ( hu ) is the same as that of the initial toolpath. The 
structure of MPC application in ISF is shown in Figure 3-3.  
 
Figure 3-3 Structure of a simplified MPC algorithm for ISF. 
In this simplified MPC algorithm, zu  is defined as the input to the ISF process. The forming of a 
single contour is taken as a “time” step. The number of steps taken to form the shape depends on the 
designed depth of the shape and the initial zu  value. At each step, the MPC optimiser optimises a 
sequence of zu  values over a predefined prediction horizon by solving a finite-horizon optimisation 
problem, in which the optimiser is aimed to drive the predicted shape states to be close to the target 
shape states with the inputs within the constraints. However, only the first optimal move, namely the 
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optimal zu  of the next single step, will be applied to form the next single contour. This control 
process will be repeated at each subsequent step until the shape is formed.  
During the forming process, the cross-sectional profile, obtained by sectioning the scanned 3D shape 
of the formed part through a predefined section plane, is taken as the shape state at each step (Figure 
3-4). At the beginning of step k+1, the profile state of last step is measured as ( ) nzy k R ,  
1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ), , ( ) Ti nz z z z zy k y k y k y k y k     ,                                      (3) 
where n is the number of profile state points. ( )izy k  is the z-coordinate of the ith point on the profile.  
 
Figure 3-4 Incremental deformation of the metal blank between two neighbouring steps. 
The shape state of the next step is  1y k  , which is expressed as, 
  11 ( ( ), )ky k f y k u   ,                                                    (4) 
where f is the process model of SPIF that determines how the shape state changes with the step depth. 
It is difficult to find an accurate mathematical model ( f ) to formulate the future shape states in ISF 
since the part is formed by a single tool and the sheet material undergoes deformation caused by 
bending, stretching, shearing and the springback effect. In the previous literature [100, 108], 
simplified linear models were empirically built based on experimental forming data to estimate the 
process model ( f ). Besides this, MPC control is also known for its ability to use linear models to 
achieve good control of constrained nonlinear systems in various industries [68, 120]. Based on the 
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incremental nature of ISF, the shape is formed incrementally step by step and the size of zu  
typically is small. Therefore, the amounts of springback in two neighbouring steps are very close to 
each other and can be considered to be approximately equal to each other for building a linear model 
for MPC control, as expressed in the following equation.  
 1|ˆ ( ) )) ( 1 ( 1z z z zy k k y k B k ku                                        (5) 
Similarly, at step k, the predicted profile states along the prediction horizon are given in the following 
equation,  
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where 1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ) , 1, 2, ,Tnz z z z pk j b k j b k jB b k j j N          , pN  is the prediction horizon, 
which stands for the next pN  steps. Note that all predictions in the future are formulated in terms of 
currently measured state ( )zy k  and the future control move ( )z ju k  , where 1,2, , pj N  . 
Equations (5) and (6) can be collected together into a compact matrix form as, 
     zˆ z z zY k Y k B U k   ,                                              (7) 
where        ˆ ˆ ˆ1| , 2| , ˆ, |  Tz z z z pY k y k k y k k y k N k        are the predictions along the prediction 
horizon, ( ) [ ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( )]z z Tz z zY k y k y k y k y k   and ( )zY k  can be written as, 
1( ) ( )pz N zY k I y k  ,                                                  (8) 
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product, an operation to calculate the product of two matrices with 
arbitrary sizes [121]. ( 1) ( 2( ) , , ,) ( )z z Tpz zk k kU k u u u N          , and zB  is the coefficient 
matrix to predict how future inputs influence the changes of the vertical profile state in the linear 
model. zB  is expressed as, 
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Actually, the coefficient matrix determines how the profile state changes when the tool is driven by 
future input moves. Figure 3-4 shows how the vertical cross-sectional profile varies with the vertical 
input between two consecutive steps in an example case. This approach can be generalised to general 
shapes that can be produced via ISF. The green lines are the formed profiles ( )zy k  and ( 1)zy k  and 
the black one represents the target profile in design. 1P  and nP  are the first point and the last point 
on the formed profile, respectively. 
kc
P  and 1kcP   are denoted as the point of tangency, where the 
tool is tangential to the wall, at step k and step k+1 and they are detected based on the local geometry. 
1kcP   is the projection of 1kcP   onto profile ( )zy k . The profile ( 1)zy k  can be divided into three 
zones, namely Zone A ( 1P ~ kcP ), Zone B ( kcP ~ 1kcP  ), and Zone C ( 1kcP  ~ nP ).  
In the linear model, as the tool moves down from contour k to contour k+1, the material in Zone C 
will be pushed down by approximately the step depth size ( zu ). Since Zone A is a formed region 
and will not be directly formed by the tool in the future, the small deformation of material in this 
region can be ignored in this model. The metal blank in Zone B will be pushed down and stretched 
by the single tool following the predefined slope in the forming step. Therefore, in this linear model, 
the ( 1)zB k  coefficients within Zone A can be estimated as 0 while those values of points within 
Zone C can be estimated as 1. Regarding Zone B, the ( 1)zB k  values at point kiP  and 1kiP   are 0 and 
1, respectively. All the other ( 1)zB k  values are obtained in a linear interpolation, as illustrated in 
Equation(10). Generally, Zone B contains only a few points. Therefore, all the elements in 
1 2( 1) ( 1), ( 1), , ( 1) Tnz z z zk bB k b k b k         can be computed in the following equation, 
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where i  is the index number of the profile points, and kc  and 1kc   are the index number of points 
kc
P   and 1kcP  , respectively. 
Consequently, all 1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ) Tnz z z zk j b k j b k j b k jB         , 1,2, , pj N  , of the next pN  
steps can be obtained similarly.  
At each step (e.g., step k), the optimisation problem can be posed as, 
min 
2ˆ T
z z z z z zY W UJ U    ,                                               (11) 
subject to  
1
ˆ ( ) ( ) 1,2,| ,( ) ,z z z
i
z
j
py k j k y k B uk i k i Nj

      
maxmin 1 , ,( ) ,2,z z z pk j Nu u ju       
where zJ  is the cost function, ( ) ( 1), ( 2), , ( ) , 1, 2, ,Tz z z z pU k u k u k u k N k N             is 
the inputs, N is the number of total steps, zW  is the target profile states, The second item of zJ  is added 
to conduct penalties on large oscillation of the control inputs, and z  is a non-negative weighting 
factor and is set as 0.2 after tuning. 
3.2.2 Quadratic Programming for MPC solution 
In the MPC algorithm, the optimisation problem at each step, see Equation(11), can be transformed 
into Quadratic Programming (QP) problems. The QP problem involves optimising a quadratic 
objective function subject to equality and inequality constraints. It is a special type of convex 
optimisation problem. The standard quadratic programming problem can be formulated in the 
following form [122], 
min 12
T Tx P x q x r  ,                                                    (12) 
 subject to Gx h  (inequality constraints) 
               Bx c  (equality constraints) 
where P, q, r, G, h, B and c are compatible matrices or vectors. It is required that P should be 
symmetric and positive semidefinite to ensure that the objective is convex quadratic. 
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Therefore, the above QP problem is solved to obtain the optimal input ( )zU k  for the receding 
optimisation problem in constrained MPC of ISF. At step k, the cost function can be expressed as, 
2ˆ T
z z z z z zY W UJ U    .                                                    (13) 
By putting(7), (12) and (13) together, the cost function can be defined as,  
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,      (14) 
where ), 2( ) , ( ) (( )2 T T T Tz z z z z z z z zB I q Y W B r W Y W YP B       . The cost function in Equation 
(14) is solved in a script programmed in Python to obtain the optimal input values. 
3.2.3 Case studies 
To verify the developed closed-loop feedback control strategy, a truncated cone and a truncated 
pyramid, two commonly used shapes in the validation of ISF processes, were chosen as benchmark 
shapes for the experiments. CAD models of the test shapes were designed in SOLIDWORKS. The 
parameter settings of experiments are summarised in Table 3. The designed depth is consistent with 
previous approaches [68, 100].  
Table 3 Experimental parameter settings 
ISF Parameters Truncated cone (Case 1); Truncated pyramid (Case 2) 
Wall angle ( ° ) 50 
Designed depth (mm) 30 
Feed rate (mm/min) 4000 
Initial sheet thickness (mm) 1.6 
Tool diameter (mm) 30 
Step depth / zu  (mm) 2 (uncontrolled); varying (controlled)  
In this work, the initial toolpath used for feedback control is generated using the CAD/CAM software, 
Unigraphix NX7.5 (UG NX7.5) from Siemens. Figure 3-5 illustrates the initial toolpaths of test 
shapes. Both of them are parallel contour toolpaths with a constant step depth.  
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To evaluate the geometric accuracy of the formed part, the 3D geometry of formed parts can be 
measured using a non-contact 3D Digitiser (VIVID 9i), which will be introduced in detail in Section 
3.5.2. GEOMAGIC Qualify is used to produce 3D geometry data of the scanned shape and analyse 
the dimensional error between deformed test parts and designed CAD models. Specifically, both 
produced and designed profiles are given in large sets of points in the same Cartesian coordinate 
system. In particular, the cross-sectional profile along a defined section plane is used to evaluate the 
geometric accuracy since test shapes are symmetric. A system plane (plane XOZ) across the 
symmetric axis of the test shape is set as the section plane. The deviation in Z direction between the 
designed and fabricated profiles is calculated as the geometric error in the cross-sectional comparison. 
 
 
Figure 3-5 Illustration of initial toolpaths of test shapes: (a) Truncated cone; (b) Truncated Pyramid. 
3.3 SPIF	toolpath	correction	using	a	two‐directional	MPC	algorithm	
(Objective	2)	
This section briefly introduces a two-directional MPC algorithm for toolpath correction in the vertical 
and horizontal directions in SPIF. More details about the development and implementation of this 
MPC algorithm can be found in Papers 3 in Chapter 4. 
(b) (a) 
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3.3.1 Two-directional MPC algorithm for SPIF 
To correct the geometric errors of the formed part in the horizontal and vertical directions (Figure 
3-6), a two-directional MPC algorithm was developed by augmenting the simplified MPC algorithm 
above with a new control module for horizontal toolpath correction. There are two separate MPC 
modules that are used to optimise hu  and zu  (Figure 3-6). As similar to the simplified MPC 
algorithm discussed above, each MPC “time” step is also taken to be the forming of a single contour 
and the number of steps taken to form the shape depends on the designed depth of the shape and the 
initial zu  value. The forming of a single contour depends on the values of zu  and hu  computed 
in the control strategy. The ISF process with two-directional MPC control is shown in Figure 3-6.  
 
Figure 3-6 Structure of an enhanced MPC algorithm for ISF.  
 
Figure 3-7 Incremental deformation in the two directions. 
Figure 3-7 illustrates the incremental deformation between two neighbouring steps in terms of the 
vertical and horizontal sections of the shape. In the top view of Figure 3-7, the vertical cross-sectional 
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profile ( )zy k  is obtained in a vertical section through points skQ  and 1skQ  , which are the contact 
points 
kc
P  and 1kcP   in the section view, respectively. Meanwhile, the horizontal cross-sectional 
profile ( )hy k  is on the horizontal section plane through the contact point ( kcP ).  
3.3.1.1 Vertical	control	module	
To correct the toolpath in the vertical direction, the MPC algorithm in this control module is identical 
to the algorithm described in Section 3.2.1. Therefore, the optimisation problem of step k is 
summarised as, 
min 2ˆ Tz z z z z zY W UJ U    ,                                          (15) 
subject to  
1
ˆ ( ) ( ) 1, 2,| ,( ) ,z z z
i
z
j
py k j k y k B uk i k i Nj

      
maxmin 1 , ,( ) , 2,z z z pk j Nu u ju       
where ( ) ( 1), ( 2), , ( ) , 1,2, ,Tz z z z pU k u k u k u k N k N            . The solution of Equation  
(15) can be found using the quadratic programming (QP) described in Section 3.2.2. 
3.3.1.2 Horizontal	control	module	
In the two-directional MPC algorithm for SPIF, a new horizontal MPC module is added for toolpath 
correction in the horizontal direction with the aim to reduce geometric errors in the wall area of the 
parts. In the horizontal control module, the horizontal cross-sectional profile is represented by a 
number of profile points for optimisation, as shown in Figure 3-7. jkQ  and 1jkQ   is the jth pair of points 
on ( )hy k  and ( 1)hy k  , respectively. At step k, the radial coordinate ( jkR ) of each profile point ( jkQ
) is the profile state of this point. Therefore, the horizontal profile state at step k is measured as ( )hy k   
expressed as follows, 
1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ), , ( )j mh h h h hy k y k y k y k y k     ,                                  (16) 
where ( )j jh ky k R , m is the number of profile points on the profile.  
However, in this horizontal module, not all m profile points will be directly measured and used for 
error correction in the horizontal direction. Only several profile points in the predefined radial 
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directions, which is selected using a feature-based method, would be directly measured and used to 
correct the horizontal geometric errors. The profile point states and the horizontal errors in the other 
radial directions will be calculated with the use of two different models for estimating the horizontal 
springback distribution along the horizontal profile. More details will be discussed in the case studies 
(Section 3.3.2).  
In SPIF, the part is formed incrementally step by step with the sizes of hu  and zu  typically being 
small. Consequently, the amounts of vertical and horizontal springback in two neighbouring steps are 
very close to each other and can be taken to be equal to each other. Therefore, a linear model was 
built in this module based on the incremental deformation nature of SPIF for MPC control. That is 
the horizontal distance between jkQ  and 1jkQ   is taken to be the horizontal input ( 1)jh ku  . At step 
k, the state of a point on the profile of next step can be predicted by, 
ˆ ( (1) ) 1)(j j jh h hk ky y ku   .                                           (17) 
Consequently, the profile state of step k+1 can be predicted by, 
(ˆ ( 1 1( )| ) )h h hy k k y k u k    ,                                         (18) 
where 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1) ( , ( , , (1) 1) , ,1) 1)(j mh h h h hk k ky k y y ky y          is the predicted profile state of step 
k+1, and 1 2( , ( ,( 1) 1) , ( , , (1) 1) 1)j mh h h h hk k k k ku u u u u             is the horizontal step 
increment of step k+1. 
Also, the profile predictions along the prediction horizon can be expressed as, 
 
   
1| ( ) 1)
2 | 1| 2)
(
ˆ (
ˆ ˆ (
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h
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h p h p
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u
u
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    
    
     
           



.       (19) 
Equation (19) can also be written as, 
     hˆ h h hY k Y k L U k   ,                                             (20) 
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where        1| , 2 | ,  , |ˆ ˆˆ ˆh h h h pY k y k k y k k y k N k        is the collection of predicted profile 
states of next pN  steps, ( ) [ ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( )]h h Th h hY k y k y k y k y k   is the measured profile state at step 
k and can be written as 1( ) ( )ph N hY k I y k  , ( ) ( , ( , , (1) 2) )h h hh pk kU k k Nu u u         , 
hL  is the coefficient matrix to determine how the horizontal profile state varies with the horizontal 
input in the next pN  steps. hL  is expressed in the matrix-vector form in Equation(21). 
hL =
0 0 0
0 0
0
m m
m m m m
m m m m m m m m
I
I I
I I I I

 
   
      
                                             (21) 
At each step, the optimisation problem for the horizontal control module can also be summarised as 
a finite-horizon optimisation problem: 
min 2 20ˆh h h h h hY WJ U U     ,                                               (22) 
subject to 0( 1, , ,) 2( ) , ph h k Nk i i iu eu     
1
(ˆ ( | ) ( ) 1,) 21 , ,,jh h h p
i
ky k i k y k u Nj

       
where hJ   represents the cost function, hW  is the horizontal profile state in design, the last item of  
hJ  is to limit the variation range of the control inputs around the initial inputs, h  is the non-negative 
weighting factor. In this work, 0.7h   has been adopted after tuning, 0( )h k iu   is the initial 
horizontal step increment in the initial toolpath, e is the inequality constraints of the horizontal inputs 
and is set as 0.5. The optimisation problem given in Equation (22) can be transformed into the form 
of a quadratic programming (QP) problem and can be solved using the method described in Section 
3.2.2. 
3.3.2 Case studies 
The proposed two-directional MPC algorithm was experimentally verified in SPIF using two forming 
case studies. In the first case study (a truncated pyramid), two control approaches with different 
assumptions for the horizontal springback distribution along the horizontal cross-sectional profile 
were tested and compared. Then, the developed MPC control algorithm was applied to form a more 
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complex asymmetric shape. The detailed parameter settings of the experiments and the MPC 
controllers are illustrated in Table 4. 
Table 4 Parameter settings in experiment  
Parameters Truncated pyramid Asymmetric Cone 
Tool diameter (mm) 30 20 
Raw thickness (mm) 1.6 1.6 
Feed rate (mm/min) 4000 4000 
Total depth  (mm) 35 35 
Wall angle ( ° ) 40 Varying at different radial directions 
Prediction Horizon ( pN ) 6 6 
3.3.2.1 Case	Study	1	
In this case study, the developed control algorithm is verified by forming a truncated pyramid (Figure 
3-8), which is a typical test shape in ISF because it has flat wall areas as well as relatively sharp 
corners where the shape bends significantly. The yellow area is the concerned region.  
 
Figure 3-8 Test shape in case study 1. 
To optimise zu , the vertical cross-sectional profile is obtained in a section through the corner of the 
pyramid, as shown in Figure 3-9. The optimisation of hu  will only consider one eighth of the shape 
due to its symmetry. Two models with different assumptions of the horizontal springback distribution 
were utilised to simplify the optimisation problem in the control process. The first model assumes 
that the horizontal component of springback is uniformly distributed along the horizontal cross-
sectional profile at each step. The second model assumes that the horizontal springback linearly varies 
with the radial coordinate of the point on the horizontal cross-sectional profile. The use of a simplified 
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model allows the entire horizontal contour to be adjusted based upon the optimised hu  values of 
only a few profile points rather than all the profile points. 
Uniform	horizontal	springback		
In the first model, under the assumption of uniform horizontal springback, the correction of this 
springback is taken to be uniformly distributed along the cross-sectional profile, as shown in Figure 
3-9. That is, the optimised contour is assumed to be obtained by slightly enlarging or shrinking the 
initial contour by a constant scale factor. Therefore, this scale factor can be calculated using a profile 
point in any radial direction. In Figure 3-9, ( , )j j jk k krX   is the point on the initial contour k and 
( , )j j jk k kQ R   is the point on the profile ( )hy k .   
 
Figure 3-9 Optimisation of contour in the horizontal direction. 
The scale factor can be calculated in the following equation, 
* ** ( ) ( ))/ ( ( ) ( ) /)/ 1 (j j j jh h hj j j j jk k k k hk kr r r rk k k kru u u u             ,          (23) 
where k  is the scale factor, jkr  is the radial coordinate of point jkX  on the initial contour k, * jkr  is 
the radial coordinate of point * jkX  on the optimised contour. ( )jh ku  and * ( )jh ku  are respectively 
the initial horizontal input and the optimised input in the direction of jk  .   
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In this case, the profile point at the corner, namely point skQ ( , 45s sk kR    ), is chosen for calculating 
the scale factor. skQ  is also where the shape is vertically sectioned to get the vertical profile. 
Therefore, k  is calculated as, 
* ( )1 ( /( )) ss sh hk krk ku u     ,                                     (24) 
where ( )sh ku  and * ( )sh ku  are respectively the initial horizontal input and the optimised input in 
the direction of sk  . The horizontal input in any direction can be obtained by combining Equations 
(23) and (24),  
* *( ) ( ) ( )( / , 1, 2, ..( )) . ,j sk kj j s sh h h hk k k kr r j mu u u u       .                 (25) 
Therefore, the optimisation of * * 1 * 2 * *, ,( ) , ,( ) ( ) ( ) (, )j mh h h h hk ku u k ku ku u          shrinks to an 
optimal problem requiring the optimisation of * ( )sh ku  with the use of the horizontal MPC module.  
Interpolated	horizontal	springback	
From the experimental results of the simplified MPC algorithm described in Section 3.2.1 [71], it 
appeared that while there was significant error at the corner of the pyramid, the use of the MPC 
module for vertical toolpath correction was able to reduce errors in the middle of the wall to be fairly 
low, as shown in Figure 3-10. This suggests that the horizontal springback is not uniformly distributed 
along the horizontal profile, which is consistent with other sheet forming processes, such as air 
bending [123]. A model with varying horizontal springback is developed to correct the horizontal 
errors. More specifically, the horizontal springback distribution is assumed to vary linearly between 
the springback of point 1kQ ( 1 1, 0k kR    ) and point skQ ( , 45s sk kR    ) based on the radial coordinates 
of the points, as shown in Figure 3-10.  
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Figure 3-10 Optimisation of contour at step k (enhanced model). 
To control this springback effect, the contour is adjusted based on the model with varying springback 
distribution. Consequently, the scale factor k  for adjusting the initial contour varies at different 
radial directions and can be expressed as, 
1 2, , , , ,j mk k k k k         .                                          (26) 
For the linearly interpolated horizontal springback model, only springback at the two radial directions 
( 1k   and sk  ) will be detected and the springback at any radial direction ( jk  ) is estimated 
by a linear interpolation based on the radial coordinates. Therefore, the scale factor value jk  can be 
obtained using the following equation, 
1 1 1 1( )( ) /( )j s j sk k k k k k k kr r r r        .                                   (27) 
Also, jk  can be expressed in a generalisation of Equation(24),  
* ( ) (1 ( /))j jhk hj jkk k ru u     .                                          (28) 
Similarly, sk  is expressed as, 
* ( ) (1 ( /))s shk hs skk k ru u     .                                         (29) 
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With the use of the simplified MPC algorithm described in Section 3.2.1, geometric accuracy in the 
middle of four pyramid walls was greatly improved to the desirable level (±0.3 mm) when only zu  
is optimised and hu  is kept unchanged from the initial CAD toolpath [71]. The radial direction 
1
k   corresponds to the middle of the pyramid wall. Therefore, 1k  is taken to be 1. It means that 
the position of the contour point in this direction will not be adjusted while optimising the contour.  
By combining Equations (27), (28) and (29) together, the optimal input at any radial direction can be 
obtained using the linear interpolation,  
* *
1
1
( )( , 1,2( , ... ,() ( ) ( )) )) (
j j s
j
s
h h
j
k k k
s
k
h s
k k
h
rk k k r r j m
r r r
ku u u u         .         (30) 
Once again, the optimisation of * * 1 * 2 * *, ,( ) , ,( ) ( ) ( ) (, )j mh h h h hk ku u k ku ku u          shrinks to an 
optimal problem for optimising * ( )sh ku . After * ( )sh ku  is calculated in the horizontal MPC module 
at each step, the optimised contour can be obtained for springback correction. Hence, the 
computational complexity for using either of the two springback models is identical.  
3.3.2.2 Case	Study	2	
To further verify the developed MPC control algorithm, another case study was performed using a 
more complex asymmetric shape. The test shape is an asymmetric truncated cone, as shown in Figure 
3-11, with the wall angle varying at different radial directions from the centre.    
 
Figure 3-11 Test shape in case study 2. 
Top view Side view 
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In the vertical optimisation, the formed shape is sectioned through point skQ ( , 45s sk kR    ), as shown 
in Figure 3-12, to obtain the vertical cross-sectional profiles. As for the horizontal optimisation, the 
model with interpolated horizontal springback distribution was used to estimate the horizontal errors. 
The optimised hu  values in five selected radial directions ( 0 ,45 ,90 ,180 ,270      ), which are 
marked by arrow lines in Figure 3-12, are computed directly in the horizontal MPC optimiser. The 
optimised hu  values in other radial directions are calculated using linear interpolation between the 
sample points, that is, using an appropriate modification to Equation (30) for each inter-sample 
segment.  
 
Figure 3-12 Application of the horizontal model with interpolated springback. 
3.4 TPIF	toolpath	correction	using	an	enhanced	MPC	algorithm	
(Objective	3)		
This section briefly introduces the methodology for a two-directional toolpath correction strategy 
developed for TPIF. More details about the development and experimental validation of this control 
algorithm can be found in Papers 4 in Chapter 4.  
Currently, there are not many studies that have been reported on in-process toolpath correction in 
TPIF. In TPIF with a single full die, it is difficult to correct the geometric errors by freely adjusting 
the toolpath because the tool movement is greatly limited by the full die with a definite shape as 
shown in Figure 3-13b. A possible way for toolpath correction in TPIF with a full die is to use 
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different full dies with modified shapes at the intermediate stages of the forming process. It would be 
time-consuming to fabricate multiple full dies for forming a part. On the contrary, TPIF with a partial 
die (Figure 3-13c) is more flexible and the toolpath can be more freely adjusted in a wide range to 
improve the geometric accuracy of the formed part. The toolpath correction was performed through 
properly adjusting the toolpath in two directions based on the optimised toolpath parameters at each 
step. 
  
Figure 3-13 SPIF and TPIF processes. 
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Figure 3-14 Parameters of contour toolpath in TPIF. 
3.4.1 Enhanced MPC algorithm for TPIF with a partial die	 
In this section, an enhanced MPC algorithm has been developed specially for TPIF with a partial die 
to correct the toolpath in the vertical and horizontal directions. Based on the deformation nature of 
TPIF with a partial die, the vertical predictive model used in the TPIF MPC algorithm is slightly 
different from the model used in SPIF, see Section 3.2.1. Besides this, an enhanced horizontal control 
module in this MPC algorithm was modelled by further developing the interpolated springback model 
in the horizontal control module for SPIF. In the horizontal control module, dense profile points in 
the evenly distributed radial directions of the horizontal section were used to estimate the horizontal 
error distribution along the horizontal sectional profile during the forming process, which provide an 
achievable method to estimate the horizontal error distribution in forming general shapes.  
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Figure 3-15 Cross-sectional profiles of formed shapes during TPIF. 
Figure 3-15 shows the cross-sectional profiles of the formed shape in two directions during the 
forming process of TPIF. At each step, the formed shape is scanned and sectioned horizontally and 
vertically to get the cross-sectional profiles in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The 
cross-sectional profiles in the two directions are taken as the shape states for optimisation in the 
control modules. Each vertical sectional profile is obtained in a vertical section plane through each 
radial direction ( 1, 2, , )s jk k j m    . In the side view of Figure 3-15, the vertical cross-sectional 
profile at each step is a curve that also can be represented by a number of points. At step k, 
kc
P  is the 
contact point where the flat local wall is tangential to the hemispherical end of the tool, while 
kb
P  is 
the point where the bottom point of the ball end touches the metal blank. On the vertical sectional 
profiles, contact points 
kc
P  and 1kcP   in the side view are the points skQ  and 1skQ   in the top view, 
respectively. The top view of Figure 3-15 illustrates the horizontal sections, which corresponds to the 
horizontal section planes in the side view, at two neighbouring steps.   
3.4.1.1 Horizontal	control	module	
Compared with the interpolated springback model in Section 3.3.1.2, which only uses a few profile 
points in the selected radial directions for horizontal springback estimation, this horizontal control 
module for TPIF uses dense profile points in the evenly distributed radial directions of the horizontal 
section, as shown in the top view of Figure 3-15, to estimate the horizontal error distribution along 
the horizontal sectional profile. As a matter of the resolution for representing a curve, more profile 
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points can give more accurate estimation of the formed sectional profiles. To guarantee enough 
accuracy in representing the formed profiles and the horizontal error distribution, the horizontal 
sectional profile at each step is sampled in 360 uniformly distributed radial directions in this study. 
That is, the number of profile points is set as m=360.  
The structure of this horizontal control module is similar to the one used in the two-directional MPC 
algorithm for SPIF (Section 3.3.1.2). Therefore, at step k, ( , )j j jk k kQ R   is the jth profile point of 
horizontal profile ( )hy k  and its radial coordinate ( jkR ), is taken as the profile state of this point. The 
horizontal profile state of step k is defined in Equation(16).   
Similarly, at step k, the control problem in the horizontal module can be summarised as an 
optimisation problem to optimise the horizontal toolpath inputs through minimising the difference 
between the predicted profile states and target profile states in the prediction horizon, as expressed in 
Equation(22). In particular, the values of e and h  are set as the same as the values used in the two-
directional MPC algorithm for SPIF (Section 3.3.1.2). 
3.4.1.2 Vertical	control	module	
To optimise zu  for toolpath correction in the vertical direction, the vertical MPC module is 
developed using a similar control structure as the horizontal control module in Section 3.4.1.1. The 
vertical cross-sectional profile at each step is represented by a number of points, as seen in the side 
view of Figure 3-15. Due to the springback, the formed depth of the shape is generally smaller than 
the target depth. This control module is aimed to drive the metal blank to the target depth by using 
the optimised zu . That is, the vertical control module aims to drive the bottom point on the cross-
sectional profile to the target position. Considering the vertical sectional profiles in all the radial 
directions ( 1 2, , , ,j mk k k k k       ) in the top view of Figure 3-15, the z coordinates of the bottom 
points of these vertical sectional profiles are taken as the shape state in the vertical direction. The 
vertical shape state at step k can be expressed as, 
1 2( ), ( ), , ( ), , (( ) )j mz zz z zy k y k y k y ky k      .                            (31) 
In TPIF, the shape is formed incrementally contour by contour and the size of zu  typically is small. 
Therefore, the amounts of vertical springback in two neighbouring contours are very close to each 
other and can be considered to be equal to each other for building a linear model for MPC control. 
Under this simplification that the vertical springback amounts at step k and step k+1 are equal, the 
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vertical distance between 
kb
P  and 1kbP   in the radial direction 
s
k   can be taken as ( 1)szu k   
when the vertical springback is taken into consideration in the model. ( 1)szu k   can be expressed 
in the following equation,  
 ˆ( () 1| )1s s sz z zu y k kk y k   .                                       (32) 
In the contour toolpath, the contours are parallel to each other. The contour points of each contour 
are on the same z-level plane, which is consistent with the way they are defined in the initial contour 
toolpath. Therefore, the ( 1)zu k   values in all the radial directions are the same. That is, 
1 2( , ( ,( 1) 1) , ( , , (1) 1) 1)j mz z z z zk k k k ku u u u u             can be expressed as, 
1( 1) ( 1)sz z mk Iu ku     .                                             (33) 
Based on this, the optimised ( 1)zu k   can be obtained in the optimisation of just one element, 
namely ( 1)szu k  , in a selected radial direction. In this work, the radial direction through the middle 
of one of the curved fillets ( 45sk   ) was used for optimising ( 1)zu k   in the vertical control 
module. 
Consequently, only one element of 1 2( ), ( ), , ( ), , (( ) )j mz zz z zy k y k y k y ky k      , namely ( )szy k , is 
investigated in the vertical control module. The vertical shape state at each step can be simplified 
as, 
) (( )zz syy k k ,                                                      (34)  
where ( )szy k  can be obtained in the cross-sectional profile in the selected radial direction ( 45sk   ) 
after measuring the formed shape at step k. The vertical state of next step can be predicted as, 
 ˆ ( 1)
( 1)
1| ( )
( )
s
z z z
s s
z z
ky k k y k u
y k u k
  

 
   ,                                            (35) 
where ˆ ( 1)zy k   is the predicted profile state of next step. Similarly, the vertical shape states over the 
prediction horizon can be obtained by, 
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Equation (36) can be gathered into the matrix-vector form, 
     zˆ z z zY k Y k L U k   ,                                             (37) 
where        ˆ ˆ ˆ1| , 2 | , ˆ, |  Tz z z z pY k y k k y k k y k N k        collects the state predictions of future 
pN  steps,  ( ) [ , ,( ( )]( ) ,)s s sz z z z Ty k y k yY kk    is the measured shape state at step k and can be written 
as 1( ) ( )p sN zzY k I y k  , ( 1) ( 2)( ) ( ), , ,s s sz z z z
T
pu k u k kU k Nu           is the vertical 
toolpath inputs, zL  is a matrix obtained by collecting Equation (36) together and is expressed as, 
zL =
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0
1 1 1
      
  

.                                                       (38) 
To the drive the formed depth as close as possible to the target depth at each step, the control problem 
in the vertical control module at step k can also be summarised as an optimisation problem in 
Equation(39). The second item is used to limit the size of vertical toolpath inputs that are negative at 
all steps. z  is set as 0.2, which is the same as in [71]. 
min 2ˆ Tz z z z z zY W UJ U                                                          (39) 
subject to ( 1)( ) , ,( 2) ( ), , 1,2, ,Tps s sz z z zu k u kU k N k Nu k         
 
1
ˆ ( ) 1,( ) 2, ,| ,s sz z z
j
p
i
y k j k y k u k i Nj

     , maxmin 1 , ,( ) , 2,z z z pk j Nu u ju       
where zJ  is the cost function and zW  is the target vertical states. 
In summary of Section 3.4.1, two separate MPC control modules have been developed to provide the 
optimal hu  and zu  for in-process toolpath correction at each step. To solve the optimisation 
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problems in the two control modules, the cost functions can be transformed into typical quadratic 
programming (QP) problems and would be solved using the method described in Section 3.2.2. After 
solving the optimisation problems, *zU  and *hU , the optimised toolpath inputs over the next pN  
steps will be obtained. Only the first optimal move, namely the optimised toolpath inputs in the next 
one step, will be applied to form the contour in the next single step. Control actions will be conducted 
using the two-directional MPC control algorithm at each subsequent step until the shape is finally 
formed. 
3.4.2 Case studies 
A case study for forming a non-axisymmetric shape was conducted to experimentally verify the 
developed toolpath correction strategy. The test shape used for the experiments was a non-
axisymmetric shape, which contains both flat and curved walls (Figure 3-16). The wall angle was 40° 
and the total depth was 35mm. There are a number of z-level contours in the initial toolpath, as shown 
in Figure 3-16. The initial step depth was set as 1mm. Consequently, the number of steps in the 
forming process was calculated as 35. The metal sheet used for tests was made of aluminium (AA 
7075-O) and the raw thickness was 1.6 mm. The unformed blank size was 300 mm × 300 mm. A 
ball-ended tool with a 20 mm diameter was used in the experiments. The feed rate in the forming 
process was 4000 mm/min. Based on the test shape, a partial die (Figure 3-17) made of timber was 
fabricated for the TPIF forming process in the test.  
 
Figure 3-16 Test shape and the initial toolpath from CAM software. 
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Figure 3-17 The partial die used in the TPIF process. 
3.5 Experimental setup  
3.5.1 AMINO ISF machine 
Experiments were carried out on an AMINO® DLNC-PC ISF machine equipped with a 3D laser 
scanner (Figure 3-18). The machine has a large forming platform controlled by a FANUC controller 
and an electro-pneumatically controlled clamping platform. The maximum size of the part that can 
be formed using this ISF machine can reach 2100 mm×1450 mm×550 mm. The moving speed of the 
X and Y axes can reach a maximum value of 60 m/min with a repeatability of ± 0.05 mm, which 
enables the part fabrication at high feed rates. The Z axis is driven by an AC servo motor with the 
power of 1 kW that allows a maximum forming force of 3 kN. Hemispherical tools with the diameters 
ranging from 10 mm to 30 mm are equipped with this machine. 
The sheet blank is clamped between a blank holder and a steel backing plate to limit the movement 
of the blank edges during the forming process. The metal blank, with 1.6 mm in thickness and 300 
mm × 300 mm in size, is made of aluminium (AA 7075-O), which is a commonly-used metal material 
in aviation and automotive industries. A 30 mm diameter cylindrical steel tool with a hemispherical 
end was used to deform the blank; the tip of the tool is tungsten carbide and the body is made of K110 
steel which was hardened and tempered to HRC60. Lubricant (oil-Shell Tellus Oil 68) was used to 
reduce the wear of the tool and friction between the tool and the blank.  
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Figure 3-18 The AMINO® DLNC-PC ISF Machine equipped with a 3D Digitiser. 
3.5.2 Geometry measurement 
To measure the geometric accuracy, the 3D geometry of formed parts can be measured using a laser 
scanner, a non-contact 3D Digitizer (VIVID 9i), mounted on the top of the forming platform, as 
shown in Figure 3-18. The VIVID 9i digitizer uses the light-stripe method to emit a horizontal stripe 
light through a cylindrical lens to the object. The reflected light from the object is received by the 
CCD, and then converted by triangulation into distance information. This process is repeated by 
scanning the stripe light vertically on the object surface using a Galvano mirror, to obtain 3D 
dimensional data of the test part. The scanning accuracy is within ±0.05mm, which is sufficiently 
accurate for the shape measurement in ISF. It takes about 2.5 seconds for a single scan of a formed 
shape. GEOMAGIC Qualify is used to produce 3D data of the scanned shape and analyse the 
dimensional error between deformed test parts and designed CAD models.  
3.5.3 ISF manufacturing system with feedback control  
To experimentally implement the developed control algorithms, an ISF manufacturing system with 
feedback control has been developed based on the AMINO® DLNC-PC ISF machine in the lab, as 
shown in Figure 3-19. After the forming of a certain step was finished, currently formed shape was 
measured by the 3D digitiser. The shape states of current shape used for feedback control were 
generated by sectioning the scanned geometry. The shape states then were imported into the MPC 
control module where toolpath parameters were optimised in the well-defined optimisers. As a result, 
the metal blank was deformed by the tool following a corrected toolpath in the next step. As the tool 
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formed down step by step, the toolpath was continuously corrected based on the shape feedback to 
get improved geometric accuracy in the final part.  
 
Figure 3-19 Structure of the closed-loop control system for ISF. 
 Figure 3-20 illustrates the flow chart of the implementation of the developed MPC algorithms 
in the ISF processes. The system inputs include the target shape states ( zW  and/or hW ) and toolpath 
contours generated from CAM software. After forming contour k, the formed shape is measured and 
the measured profile state is then used by the predictive models to predict the shape states of next 
several steps in terms of vertical and horizontal directions. Then, the MPC optimisers will determine 
a sequence of control inputs that minimise the difference between the target shape states and the 
predicted shape states. Optimised inputs of the next pN  steps, namely ( )zU k  and ( )hU k , will 
be obtained by solving the optimisation problems in the control modules. For each direction, only the 
first element of the optimised parameters will be used to correct the toolpath in the following single 
step. The entire control process is then repeated at each subsequent step (forming contour) until the 
shape is formed. 
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 Figure 3-20 Flow chart for MPC application to ISF.  
The results of these methodologies are provided in the subsequent chapter.   
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Chapter	4 Results		
This chapter presents the main results that have been achieved for this PhD project. Much of the 
results are the summary of some key sections of the published/submitted papers during the PhD 
studies, as attached in Appended Papers. The published/submitted papers are briefly summarised at 
the end of this chapter.  
4.1 Results	of	parameter	investigation	(Objective	1a)	
To achieve Objective 1a of this thesis, the influence of step depth on the part accuracy, surface finish 
and formability was firstly investigated (Paper 1). This section presents the experimental results 
obtained in tests to analyse the influence of step depth in the SPIF process. 
In this study, two sets of experiments were conducted in a typical SPIF process (no toolpath control) 
to investigate this toolpath parameter defined by the user in generating the toolpath in CAM software. 
A test was performed to analyse the geometric accuracy and surface morphology of formed parts 
using three different step depth sizes (0.1, 0.6, 1.1mm). A formability test was conducted to analyse 
the material formability in SPIF in the form of the total depth of the formed parts using a series of 
varying step depth sizes (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0mm).  
The test shape used for the experiments was a truncated cone. In the geometric accuracy test, the wall 
angles was 50° and the total target depth was 35mm. In the formability test, the wall angle was 60° 
and the total target depth was 75mm. The sheet blank was clamped between a blank holder and a steel 
backing plate to prevent any movement of the blank during forming process. The metal blank, with 
1.6 mm in thickness and 300 mm × 300 mm in size, is made of aluminium (AA 7075-O). A 30 mm 
diameter cylindrical steel tool with a hemispherical end was used to deform the blank. The feed rate 
in the forming process was set as 4000 mm/min. Lubricant (oil-Shell Tellus Oil 68) was used to 
reduce the wear of the tool and friction between the tool and the blank. 
4.1.1 Geometric accuracy 
GEOMAGIC Qualify was used to produce 3D geometry data of the scanned shape (the truncated 
cones) and analyse the dimensional error between deformed test parts and designed CAD models. In 
this work, cross-sectional comparison along a defined section plane was used to evaluate the 
geometric accuracy since the truncated cone is symmetric. A system plane (plane XOZ) across the 
symmetry axis of the cone was set as the section plane. The deviation in the Z direction between the 
designed and fabricated profiles was calculated as the geometric error in cross-sectional comparison. 
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Figure 4-1 (a) Cross-sectional comparison among deformed profiles and the target profile; (b) Error 
distribution of deformed parts.  
The comparison among profiles of formed parts and the designed shape in the geometric accuracy 
test is illustrated in Figure 4-1a, while detailed error distributions are correspondingly shown in Figure 
4-1b. According to the curves in Figure 4-1, the profile with a 0.1 mm step depth has the best 
dimensional accuracy in the test compared with the target profile. Therefore, step depth can 
significantly affect the geometric accuracy. Specifically, the geometric accuracy increases when 
decreasing the step depth size. This observation can be due to the fact that the generated forming 
contours are denser when setting step depth at a small value. With the use of a smaller step depth, the 
movement of the forming tool would be smaller between two adjacent parallel contours, providing 
more homogeneous material distribution and deformation as well as the reduction of the spring-back 
effect. 
(a)  
(b)  
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4.1.2 Surface morphology  
Surface morphology of inner faces, namely the machined faces, of deformed cones was shown in 
Figure 4-3. Obviously, in the comparison of surface waviness among three produced parts, step depth 
has a great influence on the surface finish quality. As can be seen in Figure 4-3a and Figure 4-3b, 
there are obvious wavy tool marks left on the machined surfaces when using large step depth sizes 
(0.6mm and 1.1mm). The distance between two adjacent tool marks on the formed surface, d, 
illustrated in Figure 4-2, increases with the increase of step depth value. The relationship between d 
and zu , coincides with the sine law, as shown in the following equation, 
/zd sinu  ,                                                             (40)      
where ߙ is the wall angle of the truncated cone. 
Due to the geometric error, the measured d values (1.406mm and 0.751mm with zu  at 1.1mm and 
0.6mm, respectively) are a little smaller than calculated ones (1.436mm and 0.783mm). On the 
contrary, as for small step depth (0.1mm), the formed surface shown in Figure 4-3c is much smoother 
than the two surfaces above, with no visible tool marks on the surface. Thus, it can be concluded that 
the surface quality can be improved by choosing small step depth in the ISF process in this case. 
α  d
∆UZ
 
Figure 4-2 Diagram of tool marks on the inner part face.  
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Figure 4-3 Surface morphology of deformed parts in surface quality test: (a) zu  =1.1mm; (b) zu  =0.6mm; 
(c) zu =0.1mm. 
4.1.3 Fracture analysis 
Based on the analysis above, smaller step depth contributes to better geometric accuracy and part 
surface quality but lower efficiency due to the increase of forming time. More importantly, small step 
depth also adversely affects the forming process in terms of material formability, especially when the 
forming wall angle gets close to the forming wall angle limit. In the formability test, a truncated cone 
with a 60° wall angle (close to the wall angle limit) was used to evaluate the formability at different 
step depth sizes, with zu  ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 mm. The sheet fractured during the forming 
process with small step depth below 0.5 mm while only the parts with zu  over 0.7mm were 
successfully produced. Figure 4-4a shows the material fracture of a deformed cone with zu  being 
0.1mm. Furthermore, the material fracture occurs at a smaller forming depth in the Z direction when 
the step depth is smaller, which is illustrated in Figure 4-4b. This can be due to the fact that a smaller 
step depth size means a smaller tool contour distance between two neighbouring contours. Thus, more 
intensive contact between the sheet material and the tool end will happen in the ISF process, during 
which material in the contact zone of the metal sheet is pressed and hardened by the tool end in each 
forming contour. More already hardened material would be deformed again by the tool in the 
1.406 mm 
0.751mm 
 (a) 
 (c) 
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following several contours when using a tool path with smaller step depth. This leads to a great 
increase in the contact stress required to reach the target deformation. Consequently, sheet formability 
will be reduced due to a higher stress state induced in the material. Therefore, too small step depth 
values should be avoided in consideration of material failure. In this case, 0.7 mm step depth was 
suggested to be the optimum value for the forming of the truncated cone with a 60° wall angle. 
 
(a) 
  
(b) 
Figure 4-4: (a) Part fracture in formability test ( zu =0.1mm); (b) Formed depth of parts in formability test. 
4.2 Results	of	SPIF	toolpath	correction	using	a	simplified	MPC	algorithm	
(Objective	1b	and	1c)		
 
To achieve Objective 1b and 1c of this thesis, a simplified MPC control algorithm has been 
developed and experimentally verified for geometric accuracy improvement in SPIF via in-process 
toolpath correction (Paper 2). This section presents the experimental results of this work.  
The geometry of the deformed components is measured at each step. To demonstrate the feedback 
control strategy is effective, the formed shape at each step is compared with the one formed in 
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uncontrolled ISF (fixed zu ) and the target one via cross-sectional profile comparison. Specifically, 
dimensional errors of the whole shape in both ISF with and without control are analysed by using 
contour graphs. In addition, history of the average depth at the bottom and its error along the steps 
are compared to provide the evolution of the control action and its effectiveness. 
The test shapes for the two case studies were a truncated cone and a truncated pyramid, with the wall 
angles as 50° and the designed depth as 30mm. The initial step depth value was set as 2mm in the 
uncontrolled process. The sheet blank was clamped between a blank holder and a steel backing plate. 
The backing plate can provide a rigid support for the undeformed areas of the blank. This helps to 
reduce geometric inaccuracies caused by the sheet bending effect. The metal blank, with 1.6 mm in 
thickness and 300 mm × 300 mm in size, is made of aluminium (AA 7075-O). A 30 mm diameter 
cylindrical steel tool with a hemispherical end was used to deform the blank. The feed rate in the 
forming process was set as 4000 mm/min. Lubricant (oil-Shell Tellus Oil 68) was used. 
4.2.1 Case study 1: Truncated Cone 
The test shape in Case study 1 is a truncated cone. The results are shown in the figures from Figure 
4-5 to Figure 4-9. In the first two steps of the forming process, dramatic springback was observed 
when the tool is released due to a large proportion of elastic deformation in the early forming stage. 
The formed shape is nearly flat and the formed depth is much shallower than the target depth by over 
2mm. This makes it difficult to capture the shape features for the comparison work. The first three 
steps are formed in an uncontrolled fashion. Then, closed-loop control is conducted from the end of 
the third step after measuring the formed shape at this step. 
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Figure 4-5 Cross-sectional comparison at three steps: (a) Step 5; (b) Step 10; (c) Final Step. 
 
Figure 4-6 Error distribution of truncated cone finally formed. 
In Figure 4-5, formed shapes in ISF with MPC control and without control are compared together 
with the designed shape by using cross-sectional profiles at three different steps. For the validation 
of the developed MPC feedback control strategy, the number of steps is set as 15. In this work, we 
only present the profile comparison at the 5th, 10th and final steps that represent the early stage, the 
middle and the end of the control process, respectively. Figure 4-5(a) shows that in the early stage of 
the MPC control process, the errors between the formed profile and the target profile are reduced but 
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still need to be improved. This is also shown in Figure 4-7, which illustrates the values of the average 
depth at the bottom and the corresponding errors along the steps. Figure 4-5(b) and (c) illustrate that 
the dimensional accuracy has been improved compared with that in uncontrolled ISF. The error 
distributions of the final profiles are shown in Figure 4-6. The final formed shape and the designed 
one are well-matched in the region concerned (the bottom area and the wall area). The geometric 
errors at the bottom have been greatly reduced from ±3 mm to ±0.25 mm while the geometric errors 
in the wall areas have been reduced but are still relatively large. The geometric errors in the region 
near the clamped edges (Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6) are caused by the bending effect. This type of 
geometric errors can be greatly reduced in DSIF with a flexible supporting tool [19, 23] or by using 
a proper backing plate underneath the metal blank in SPIF. In this study, a steel backing plate was 
used to reduce the bending effect. Nevertheless, the bending effect is still difficult to control in SPIF 
[100]. The work of this thesis mainly deals with the in-process correction of the springback, which 
accounts for the majority of SPIF defects, for geometric accuracy improvement in ISF. The accuracy 
in the area affected by the bending effect will not be fully studied in this work. 
To provide an overview of the effectiveness of the developed feedback control strategy, the average 
depth of the part bottom, is analysed along the steps, as shown in Figure 4-7. More specifically, the 
average depth is the average of the formed depth of points at the bottom plane.  
Step depth, is optimised from the third forming step to the end. From step 3 to step 7, the formed 
depth is getting closer to the target one at each step. From then on, the error between the formed depth 
and the designed one is greatly reduced (within ±0.2mm). Optimised inputs at different steps are 
varying while the inputs are set as constant at 2mm in uncontrolled ISF, as illustrated in Figure 4-8.    
 
Figure 4-7 History of average depth of the part bottom and its error along the steps.  
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Figure 4-8 Inputs along the steps. 
 
Figure 4-9 Top view of accuracy colour plots: (a) Formed cone in uncontrolled ISF; (b) Formed cone 
in ISF with MPC control. 
To examine the global geometric accuracy, parts formed in both uncontrolled and controlled ISF are 
compared with the nominal model through colour contour plots. The scanned point cluster can be 
directly compared with the CAD file in 3D comparison module of Geomagic Qualify. Figure 4-9 
shows the global dimensional accuracy in the normal direction in these two processes. Results in the 
figures indicate that the geometric deviations in ISF with MPC control has been significantly reduced 
compared to uncontrolled ISF. More specifically, the geometric error in the bottom area has been 
reduced from ±3.0mm to ±0.25mm. Improved geometric accuracy also has been observed in the wall 
area but does not reach the accuracy level of the bottom area. This lack of improvement is due to 
horizontal increment values being kept the same as those used in the uncontrolled ISF process and 
only the step depth values are optimised during the forming process with control.  
Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-9 also show that changes of step depth values have direct influence on the 
deformation of the wall area. In a single step with the horizontal increment set as unchanged, the wall 
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area will be stretched down further by the tool as current step depth increases, and vice versa. 
Similarly, the wall area of formed shape can be driven closer to the target one through adjusting the 
horizontal increment values. The geometric accuracy of the wall area could be further improved by 
optimising the horizontal increment and step depth at the same time.  
4.2.2 Case study 2: Truncated pyramid 
The results for the truncated pyramid are shown in Figure 4-10 to Figure 4-17. Like Case study 1, the 
control actions were also conducted after measuring the formed part at the third step. The cross-
sectional comparison of formed profiles at three steps is shown in Figure 4-10. Figure 4-10(a) 
illustrates that geometric errors are reduced in the early stage of the feedback control process but are 
still relatively large. This is also shown in Figure 4-12 that shows the history of the average depth and 
its error during the ISF processes. Figure 4-10(b) and (c) represent the stable stages of the control 
process. Figure 4-11 shows corresponding error distributions of the final profiles in Figure 4-10(c). 
The dimensional accuracy has been greatly enhanced compared with that in uncontrolled ISF. The 
final formed shape and the designed one are well-matched at the bottom.  
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Figure 4-10 Cross-sectional comparisons at three steps: (a) Step 5; (b) Step 10; (c) Final Step. 
 
Figure 4-11 Error distribution of truncated pyramid finally formed.  
Figure 4-12 illustrates the average depth of the bottom along the steps. This demonstrates the 
effectiveness of developed feedback control strategy. The input, namely step depth, is optimised from 
the third step to the end. From step 3 to step 7, the formed depth is getting closer to the target one at 
each step. From then on, the error between the formed depth and the designed one is greatly reduced 
(within ±0.2mm). Optimised inputs at different steps are varying while the inputs are set as constant 
at 2mm in uncontrolled ISF, as illustrated in Figure 4-13.    
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Figure 4-12 History of average depth of the part bottom and its error along the steps. 
 
Figure 4-13 Inputs along the steps. 
In Figure 4-14, the global geometric accuracy of the formed pyramid is evaluated by comparing parts 
formed in both uncontrolled and controlled ISF with the designed one. The colour contour plots show 
the distribution of geometric deviations. The geometric accuracy in the bottom area has been 
significantly improved via feedback control of ISF. The accuracy level at the bottom can reach ±0.3 
mm compared with that in uncontrolled ISF (±3.0mm) while the geometric errors in the wall areas 
have been reduced but are still relatively large. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the accuracy in the area 
affected by the bending effect near clamped edges will not be fully studied in this work due to fact 
the bending effect is still difficult to control in SPIF after using a steel backing plate underneath the 
metal blank.  
The MPC control strategy can also help to reduce the geometric errors in the wall areas excluding the 
four corners from ±3.0mm to ±1.0mm. That is, the wall area of the part obtained in controlled ISF is 
less accurate than its bottom area. This is due to the fact that only the step depth is optimised during 
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the forming process with control. Larger geometric errors can be observed in the four corners of the 
formed pyramid in Figure 4-14(a). These errors are reduced in controlled ISF but still are relatively 
large, as shown in Figure 4-14(b). Further improvement of the inaccuracy in the wall area will be 
investigated in the subsequent sections in which the horizontal increment will be optimised. As for 
the nonaxisymmetric shapes, some key features, such as the corners of the truncated pyramid, will be 
taken into consideration in the module of horizontal increment optimisation.  
 
Figure 4-14 Top view of accuracy colour plots: (a) uncontrolled ISF; (b) ISF with MPC control. 
Overall, these indicate that the average geometric deviation in ISF with MPC control has been greatly 
reduced in comparison with that in uncontrolled ISF. The formed cone and pyramid in ISF with 
feedback control are shown in Figure 4-15 (a) and (b), respectively. 
 
Figure 4-15 Formed parts in ISF with feedback control. 
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4.3 Results	 of	 SPIF	 toolpath	 correction	 using	 a	 two‐directional	 MPC	
algorithm	(Objective	2)		
To achieve Objective 2 of this thesis, an enhanced MPC control algorithm has been developed and 
experimentally verified for two-directional toolpath correction in SPIF (Paper 3). This section 
presents the experimental results of this work. 
Two case studies was performed to verify the developed control algorithm. In the first case study, the 
test shape was a truncated pyramid with the wall angles as 50° and the designed depth as 35mm. In 
the second case study, the test shape was an asymmetric cone, with the designed depth as 35mm and 
the wall angle varying at different radial directions from the centre. In the SPIF process, a 3 mm thick 
steel backing plate and clamping blocks were used to clamp the sheet blank. Besides this, the backing 
plate can also provide a rigid support for the undeformed areas of the blank. This helps to reduce 
geometric inaccuracies caused by the sheet bending effect. The test material is aluminium (AA 7075-
O). The initial blank is a 300 mm × 300 mm square and the thickness is 1.6 mm. A ball-ended tool 
with a 30 mm diameter was used in the experiments. The feed rate in the forming process was set as 
4000 mm/min. Lubricating oil was used for lubrication during the forming process. 
4.3.1 Justification of the predictive model 
To model the forming process for MPC control, simplifications were made to predict the formed 
vertical profiles during the control process. Before analysing the results of MPC control strategies, 
the simplified model (Figure 3-7) used for vertical profile predictions was experimentally justified in 
forming the test shape in Case study 1. In the uncontrolled ISF process, the formed shape of each step 
was measured during the forming process. To verify this model, the predicted profile of the next step 
was compared with the formed profile of the next step (Figure 4-16a). The predicted profile of the 
next step was obtained in the predictive model based on the formed profile of the current step. The 
comparisons from two example steps show that the majority of the predicted profile of the next step 
matches well with the formed one while the prediction error near the position where the tool touches 
the blank, namely Zone B in Figure 3-7, is relatively large. However, there are only a few profile 
points within this region so that it will not significantly affect the optimisation in the control strategy.  
Figure 4-16b illustrates how the prediction error changes along the steps in terms of the centre point 
in Figure 4-16a. The prediction error is defined as the difference between the predicted z-coordinate 
of the centre point and the formed one at each step. In the first three steps of the forming process, the 
metal blank is formed without control and the MPC control modules are turned on when the forming 
of third step is finished, since the formed shape at the early stage is too shallow to accurately capture 
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the formed features. The control strategy in the vertical direction was applied after the first three steps 
so that the prediction of the profile begins from the 4th step. The prediction error is relatively large 
at the early stage of the forming process, which is due to the fact that the springback is relatively large 
in the first few steps. As the formed depth increases, the prediction error begins to fluctuate in a small 
range (-0.05~+0.12mm) from about the 10th step. This result illustrates that the prediction error will 
not accumulate due to the feedback of measured shape state at each step. The prediction errors cannot 
be ignored, especially in the first few steps, but the influence of the prediction errors can be partially 
compensated in the MPC optimiser by updating the feedback of the measured shape state and control 
actions at each step. Therefore, the simplifications in the model can be considered as reasonable for 
in-process feedback control of ISF in this case.  
 
 
Figure 4-16 Experimental justification of the predictive model in typical ISF (no control):  
(a) Comparison of the predicted profile and formed file at two example steps;  
(b) Prediction errors at the centre point of the cross-sectional profile at different steps.  
4.3.2 Case study 1 
To verify the developed control algorithm, the test shape is formed in four tests using different 
strategies (Table 5). Control strategy MPC-0 is the one reported in our previous work [71] and in 
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Section 4.2. It only deals with the optimisation of zu . In the two-directional MPC strategy, two 
parameters will be optimised at the same time. To determine hu  at each step, strategy MPC-1 uses 
a simplified model with uniform horizontal springback while an enhanced model with interpolated 
horizontal springback is used in strategy MPC-2. In the experimental verification of the MPC 
strategy, the cross-sectional profile through the centre axis and two corners is chosen as the shape 
state for feedback control. The profile provides the vertical states of all the points for vertical 
optimisation. Control actions are conducted after the measured state and the target state are compared 
and computed in the MPC optimisers.  
Table 5 Different strategies 
Strategies zu  hu  
 No control 
(typical ISF) 
from CAM 
(1mm) from CAM 
MPC-0 
(previous work [71]) MPC-vertical from CAM 
MPC-1 MPC-vertical MPC-horizontal (uniform horizontal springback)  
MPC-2 MPC-vertical MPC-horizontal (interpolated horizontal springback) 
After experimental justification of the predictive model, the results obtained from the four strategies 
are analysed and compared in several aspects. Figure 4-17a shows the comparison of profiles from 
cross-sections through the corners and the corresponding error distributions. The deviations in z 
direction are regarded as the geometric errors. The results show that errors formed from the 
uncontrolled ISF process are quite large and those in the wall area reach about 3mm. In Strategy 
MPC-0, errors at the bottom are greatly reduced to ±0.3 mm while those on the wall are also reduced, 
compared with those in uncontrolled ISF, and are still relatively large (±1 mm). With the addition 
of the horizontal MPC module, significant accuracy improvement (within ±0.3 mm) is achieved in 
both the bottom and wall areas in MPC-1 and MPC-2. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, a steel backing 
plate was used to reduce the bending effect in this study but the bending effect is still difficult to 
control in SPIF [100]. The errors in the sheet bending region (Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 ) are caused 
by the bending effect and will not be fully studied in this work.   
However, in MPC-1, the model with an assumption of uniform horizontal springback fails to obtain 
high-level accuracy on the wall in terms of the cross-section through the centre and the middle of the 
wall. Figure 4-18a and b show that the accuracy of the wall area gets worse in MPC-1 compared with 
MPC-0. In MPC-1, each contour was horizontally enlarged in a constant scale based on the horizontal 
error of cross-sectional profile through the corners. This leads to too much deformation on the planar 
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walls of the pyramid shape because the horizontal springback values on the planar walls are less than 
those at the curved corners where there are larger residual stresses. Using an enhanced model that 
better accounts for the spatial variance of horizontal springback, MPC-2 helps to address the issue in 
MPC-1 and greatly reduces the error on the planar walls, as shown in Figure 4-18b. In all three 
controlled processes, accuracy at the bottom have been improved to the range of ±0.3 mm. Figure 
4-19a illustrates the vertical inputs along all the steps and Figure 4-19b and Figure 4-19c show how 
the horizontal input differs from the initial one at each step at the radial directions through the corner 
and the wall middle, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4-17 : (a) Cross-sectional profiles through the corners; (b) Corresponding error distribution. 
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Figure 4-18: (a) Cross-sectional profiles through the middle of walls; (b) Corresponding error distribution. 
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Figure 4-19 Inputs along the steps: (a) Step depth; 
(b) Horizontal step increment through the corner (deviations from initial inputs); 
(c) Horizontal step increment through the wall middle (deviations from initial inputs). 
To fully evaluate the geometric accuracy from different strategies, error maps of the formed parts, in 
the clamped condition, are presented in Figure 4-20. The scanned shape and the CAD file are 
compared in the 3D comparison module of Geomagic Qualify. In additional to these maps, horizontal 
sections were made through a horizontal plane with the depth of 25mm to quantify the horizontal 
error distribution more clearly. Horizontal cross-sectional profiles along a section trajectory (from A 
to B in Figure 4-20 b, c, and d) and the corresponding error distributions are compared in terms of 
strategy MPC-0, strategy MPC-1, and strategy MPC-2, as shown in Figure 4-21.  
Compared with uncontrolled ISF with no toolpath control (Figure 4-20a), large accuracy 
improvements have been observed at the bottom area and part of wall areas in strategy MPC-0 while 
errors around the corners have been reduced to some extent and still need to be further reduced (Figure 
4-20b). Figure 4-21 shows that most of the wall areas have high accuracy (+0.3mm) but errors around 
the corners have reached the level of +1.5mm.   
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In strategy MPC-1, a horizontal optimisation module was added to improve the poor accuracy in the 
horizontal direction. Figure 4-20c shows that errors around corners are significantly lessened and the 
accuracy at the bottom area remains similar to MPC-0. This indicates that the horizontal module in 
strategy MPC-1 helps to increase the geometric accuracy around the corners and it does not have 
significant influence on the vertical optimisation. This means the varying of hu  in a range at one 
step does not substantially influence the formed depth of bottom areas. Figure 4-21 shows that a new 
problem occurred associated with MPC-1. The errors of main wall areas have increased to a higher 
level (-1.0 mm) from strategy MPC-0 as these areas were over-deformed beyond the walls of the part 
design. Figure 4-21 also shows that the horizontal errors are not uniformly distributed along the 
section trajectory at a certain z-level, which demonstrates that the springback is not uniformly 
distributed in the horizontal direction. 
With the use of strategy MPC-2, the bottom area and most parts of the wall areas have high accuracy 
(±0.3 mm) while a small part of the wall areas near the corner is less accurate but still has improved 
accuracy (±0.5 mm), as illustrated in Figure 4-20d and Figure 4-21. This can be due to the fact that 
the estimation of the distribution of springback effect along the horizontal profile is not perfect. This 
limitation might be solved when more sample points on the horizontal profile are considered for the 
estimation of horizontal errors in various radial directions. Overall, these show that strategy MPC-2 
with an interpolated springback model can give better evaluation of the horizontal springback 
distribution than MPC-1 with a uniform springback model. Compared with uncontrolled ISF and the 
previous work described in Section 4.2, the dimensional accuracy of the formed part has been greatly 
improved in the concerned areas. 
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Figure 4-20 Geometric error maps of the formed parts: (a) No control; (b) MPC-0; (c) MPC-1; (d) MPC-2.  
 
Figure 4-21 Comparison of horizontal cross-sectional profiles and the corresponding error distributions. 
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4.3.3 Case study 2 
The developed MPC control algorithm was applied to form an asymmetric cone to demonstrate the 
applicability of the developed control strategy to asymmetric shapes. More specifically, strategy 
MPC-2 using the model with interpolated horizontal springback was used in this case study. To 
compare uncontrolled ISF and controlled ISF, the geometric accuracy of formed shapes in the 
unclamped condition were analysed in terms of the geometric error maps. At the same time, the 
influence of the release of clamping plates on the formed shapes was analysed. 
 
Figure 4-22 Comparison of the formed shapes in clamped and unclamped conditions: (a) Section through 
plane XOZ ( 0   ); (b) Section through the radial direction 45   . 
Figure 4-22 shows that there is large springback at the clamped edges of the metal blank after the 
removal of clamping plates, which is caused by the residual stress around the clamped areas. In 
contrast, the release of clamping plates nearly has no influence on the concerned region of the formed 
part. These results indicate that the formed region should not be too close to the clamped edges when 
choosing the size of the metal blank for part fabrication.  
(a) 
(b) 
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The error distributions of the whole parts are shown in Figure 4-23. In the base and most wall areas 
of the formed part, the geometric accuracy is greatly improved from ±3 mm to ±0.3 mm (a 90% 
decrease) with the use of the MPC control strategy.  
In Figure 4-23b, an annulus zone in light blue colour can be observed at the bottom, which is the 
“pillow effect” that occurs at the flat base of the part formed in SPIF (Figure 2-2). This area is where 
the tool travels at the final step and it is lower than the centre area of the bottom due to the residual 
stress. The “pillow effect” can also be observed in Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-23a. This work focused 
on reducing the geometric errors caused by springback so that the errors caused by “pillow effect” 
will not be studied here. In the region near the clamped edges, which can be identified in dark blue 
colour in Figure 4-23, the geometric error level in the controlled forming process is similar to the 
error level before control and remains to be large. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the errors in this 
region are caused by the bending effect. A steel backing plate was used to reduce the bending effect 
in this study but the bending effect is still difficult to control in SPIF [100]. The bending effect will 
not be fully studied in this work.   
In some very small areas of the wall, the geometric errors have been reduced but remain slightly 
larger than the desirable level. These can be due to fact that current model with interpolated horizontal 
springback does not fully capture how the horizontal springback is actually distributed along the 
horizontal profiles. Nevertheless, the developed two-directional control algorithm leads to an order 
of magnitude overall improvement in geometric accuracy compared to ISF without toolpath control.   
 
Figure 4-23 Comparison of the formed parts in terms of the geometric error map: (a) No control; (b) Control 
strategy MPC-2. 
(a) (b)
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In the toolpath control/correction work for SPIF presented by Wang et al. [68], the geometric errors 
in the major areas were reduced from ±1.2 mm to ±0.3 mm, with a 75% decrease, in the 
experimental test for forming a truncated pyramid. However, only the comparisons of cross-sectional 
profiles obtained from two sectional planes of the formed part were presented in the results while the 
error distribution map of the whole part, a significant indicator for fully evaluating the accuracy of 
the whole part, was not reported. Recently, Fiorentino et al. [113] reported the geometric errors in the 
major areas of the formed part were reduced from ±1.34 mm to ±0.3mm (a 77.61 % decrease) with 
the use of iterative toolpath correction strategy in SPIF. In comparison, the geometric accuracy in the 
major part areas was improved from ±3 mm to ±0.3 mm (a 90% decrease) with the use of the two-
directional MPC control strategy in SPIF in this work. Overall, this is only a rough comparison due 
to the fact that the previous studies in the literature and the work in this thesis may use different test 
shapes, sheet material types, sheet thickness, forming tools, forming machines and etc. Each of these 
parameters might have influences on the formed geometric accuracy.      
4.4 Results	of	TPIF	toolpath	correction	using	an	enhanced	MPC	algorithm	
(Objective	3)		
To achieve Objective 3 of this thesis, an enhanced MPC control algorithm has been developed for 
TPIF with a partial die to correct the toolpath for geometric accuracy improvement. The developed 
algorithm has been experimentally verified in a case study for forming a non-axisymmetric shape 
(Paper 4). This section presents the experimental results of this work. In particular, the developed 
control strategy for TPIF with a partial die was experimentally verified in forming a non-
axisymmetric shape. The experiment results from uncontrolled and controlled TPIF processes were 
compared and analysed in terms of the geometric accuracy.   
In the case study, the test shape used for the experiments was a non-axisymmetric shape, which 
contains both flat and curved walls. The wall angle was 40° and the total depth was 35mm. The initial 
step depth value was set as 1mm. The metal sheet used for tests was made of aluminium (AA 7075-
O) and the raw thickness was 1.6 mm. The unformed blank size was 300 mm × 300 mm. A ball-ended 
tool with a 20 mm diameter was used in the experiments. The feed rate in the forming process was 
4000 mm/min. Lubricating oil was used for lubrication during the forming process. 
4.4.1 Case study results 
In this section, the results of toolpath correction in TPIF are firstly illustrated by the comparison of 
initial toolpath and the corrected toolpath. Figure 4-24 shows the contours of the corrected toolpath 
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and initial toolpath in terms of three sample steps (10th, 20th, and 30th). The initial depth of the 
contours at the three steps are z = -10, -20, -30mm, respectively, since the initial step depth was set 
as 1mm. From the comparison in the isometric view and the top view, it can be observed that the 
toolpath is corrected in the horizontal and vertical directions. This is achieved based on the optimised 
zu  and hu  at each step during the forming process.  
 
 
Figure 4-24 Contours of the corrected toolpath and the initial toolpath at three sample steps: (a) Isometric 
view; (b) Top view. 
To analyse the geometric accuracy of uncontrolled and controlled TPIF processes, formed parts in 
the unclamped condition are compared using horizontal sectional profiles (Figure 4-25) and error 
(a) 
(b) 
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distribution colour maps from the top view (Figure 4-26). The sectional profiles in Figure 4-25 were 
obtained in the horizontal sections at three z levels (z = -10, -20, -30mm). 
In the TPIF process without toolpath control, the formed part has low geometric accuracy in the wall 
areas and the errors reach as large as 3 mm near the outside (bottom) edges, as shown in Figure 4-25 
and Figure 4-26a. This is mainly caused by the sheet springback. However, from the top view (Figure 
4-26), the inside base area (top) supported by the partial die is of high accuracy (±0.3 mm) in both 
controlled and uncontrolled TPIF processes. Also, there is no notable “pillow effect”, which occurs 
in the flat base of the formed part in SPIF, observed in the base areas in the TPIF processes.  
Compared with the part formed in uncontrolled TPIF, the part formed with MPC control has improved 
accuracy in most areas, as shown in Figure 4-26b. This can also be demonstrated by the comparison 
of the sectional profiles (Figure 4-25). In particular, there is significant improvement (from ±3 mm 
to ±0.3 mm) on the geometric accuracy in the wall areas. Nevertheless, the accuracy in certain areas 
of the corner fillets is still out of the desirable range and is slightly worse than the result from TPIF 
without toolpath control. In the areas of corner fillets, the local curvature of the shape changes sharply 
in a relatively small distance since the fillet radius equals the tool radius in the shape design. This 
could cause sudden changes of the strain when the tool deforms this area. As a result, the springback 
in the corner fillet areas varies rapidly so that the springback would be more complex and more 
difficult to capture. The springback of these areas was not well compensated in the current control 
model, which is the primary limitation of the current work. 
Figure 4-27 shows the comparison of deviation distributions (percentage) between TPIF processes 
with and without control. More specifically, the formed shape was scanned into a large number of 
scatter points. This figure illustrates how dimensional deviations of all the points are distributed in 
different deviation ranges in the form of percentage distribution. The percentage of deviations ranging 
from +0.6 mm to +3.0 mm is greatly reduced from 78% to 8.5% by using the MPC control algorithm. 
The percentage of deviations in the range ±0.3 mm significantly increases from 19.5% to 70%. 
Compared with uncontrolled TPIF, the deviations of the points are more intensively distributed near 
the desirable range in terms of the TPIF with toolpath control.  
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Figure 4-25 Comparison of sectional profiles from three horizontal sections. 
 
(a) 
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Figure 4-26 Geometric accuracy colour maps: (a) No control; (b) MPC control. 
 
Figure 4-27 Deviation distributions (percentage) of different error ranges in the colour maps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
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4.5 Summary	of	papers		
This section summarises all the published papers during the PhD studies. 
Paper 1 (Lu, H. B., Li, Y. L., Liu, Z. B., Liu, S., & Meehan, P. A. (2014). Study on step depth for part 
accuracy improvement in incremental sheet forming process. Advanced Materials Research, 939, 
274-280): This paper presented a study on step depth, a critical parameter in ISF, for improving the 
geometric accuracy, surface quality and formability. Two sets of experiments were conducted to 
investigate the influence of step depth on part quality. Dimensional accuracy, surface morphology 
and material fracture of deformed parts were compared and analysed. An optimum value of step depth 
was suggested for forming a truncated cone. The reported work provided significant fundamental 
information for the development of toolpath control/correction strategies for ISF. 
Paper 2 (Lu, H., Kearney, M., Li, Y., Liu, S., Daniel, W. J., & Meehan, P. A. (2015). Model predictive 
control of incremental sheet forming for geometric accuracy improvement. The International Journal 
of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, 82(9-12), 1781-1794): This paper presented a feedback 
control strategy using Model Predictive Control (MPC) to obtain improved geometric accuracy in 
ISF. Based on the incremental deformation mechanism of ISF, a novel model for shape state 
prediction has been proposed. The step depth of the toolpath was optimised based on shape state 
feedback during the forming process. Two different cases were studied for experimental validation 
of the developed control strategy. Comparisons between formed parts in both controlled and 
uncontrolled ISF processes were implemented in terms of cross-sectional profiles, formed depth at 
the bottom area and global deviation distribution. Results showed that the geometric accuracy in ISF 
with feedback control had been greatly improved at the bottom area of the formed parts compared 
with a standard ISF approach without control. Improved geometric accuracy had been achieved on 
the wall of the parts as well. 
Paper 3 (Lu, H., Kearney, M, Liu, S., Daniel, W. J., & Meehan, P. A (2016). Two-directional toolpath 
correction in single point incremental forming using Model predictive control. The International 
Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, 1-16): This paper reported a toolpath correction 
approach to enhance ISF forming accuracy using a two-directional Model Predictive Control (MPC) 
algorithm. A toolpath optimisation method for vertical toolpath correction had been verified in Paper 
2 [71], and it helped to reduce errors in the base of the test shapes to a suitable level while its major 
limitation was that horizontal geometric errors were relatively large. This paper extended the work in 
Paper 2 [71] by augmenting the vertical control module with a new control module for horizontal 
toolpath correction. The proposed control algorithm was experimentally verified in single point 
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incremental sheet forming (SPIF) using two forming case studies. In the first case study (a truncated 
pyramid), two control approaches with different assumptions for the horizontal springback 
distribution along the horizontal cross-sectional profile were tested and compared. Then, the 
developed MPC control algorithm was applied to form a more complex asymmetric shape. Results 
showed that the developed strategy was able to reduce the forming errors in the wall of the formed 
shape compared to the existing works. The ISF process with MPC control led to significant accuracy 
improvement in comparison with the uncontrolled ISF process.    
Paper 4 (Lu, H., Kearney, M, Wang C., Liu, S., & Meehan, P. A (2017), Part accuracy improvement 
in two point incremental forming with a partial die using a model predictive control 
algorithm. Precision Engineering, 49, 179-188): This paper reported an enhanced MPC algorithm 
specially developed for TPIF with a partial die. The enhanced control algorithm was developed based 
on a simple deformation model for TPIF with a partial die and was able to correct the toolpath in both 
the vertical and horizontal directions. In the newly-added horizontal control module, dense profile 
points in the evenly distributed radial directions of the horizontal section were used to estimate the 
horizontal error distribution along the horizontal sectional profile during the forming process. The 
toolpath correction was performed through properly adjusting the toolpath in two directions based on 
the optimised toolpath parameters at each step. A case study for forming a non-axisymmetric shape 
was conducted to experimentally verify the developed toolpath correction strategy. Experiment 
results indicated that the two-directional toolpath correction approach contributes to part accuracy 
improvement in TPIF compared with the typical TPIF process that is without toolpath correction. 
Paper 5 (Li, Y., Lu, H., Daniel, W. J., & Meehan, P. A. (2015). Investigation and optimisation of 
deformation energy and geometric accuracy in the incremental sheet forming process using response 
surface methodology. The International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, 79(9-12), 
2041-2055): This paper was aimed to study the optimal parameter settings in ISF to achieve higher 
geometric accuracy with lower consumed energy through a comprehensive investigation of the 
influences of different process parameters on the consumed energy during the forming process, and 
the geometric accuracy of the formed parts. Using the Box-Behnken method for the multi-objective 
optimisation, a large set of experimental tests with 27 samples were performed by using varying 
values of four parameters, including step down, sheet thickness, tool diameter and wall angle. The 
test shape was a truncated pyramid. In each test, the forming forces were measured and used to 
calculate the consumed energy. The results showed that the sheet thickness had a significant influence 
on the deformation energy since higher plastic energy was required with the increase of the sheet 
thickness. Besides this, the deformation energy consumed was lower with the increase of step-down 
size within a limited range or the decrease of the wall angle. Moreover, it was summarised that the 
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quadratic effect of wall angle, the linear effect of sheet thickness and the interaction effect of thickness 
and step down could significantly affect the geometric quality. The optimal parameter setting of the 
pyramid-forming process were provided with the aim of minimising the deformation energy and 
geometric errors simultaneously.  
Paper 6 (Li, Y., Liu, Z., Lu, H., Daniel, W. B., Liu, S., & Meehan, P. A. (2014). Efficient force 
prediction for incremental sheet forming and experimental validation. The International Journal of 
Advanced Manufacturing Technology, 73(1-4), 571-587): This work presented an efficient analytical 
model for tangential force prediction. The forming forces in the cone-forming process were measured 
in a set of tests with varying step-down sizes and different wall angles. Different force trends were 
analysed by using different deformation mechanisms. Based on the energy method, an efficient model 
was developed to study the deformation zone in the ISF process for forming a truncated cone. The 
effects of deformation modes from shear, bending and stretching were independently considered in 
two sub-models. The comparison of the predicted tangential forces with the experimentally measured 
ones showed that an average error of 6 and 11 % in respect to the variation of step-down size and 
wall angle in the explored limits, respectively. The proposed model would greatly improve the 
prediction efficiency of forming force and benefit both the design and forming process.   
Paper 7 (Li, Y., Daniel, W. J., Liu, Z., Lu, H., & Meehan, P. A. (2015).  Deformation mechanics and 
efficient force prediction in single point incremental forming. Journal of Materials Processing 
Technology, 221, 100-111): This paper reported a comprehensive finite element (FE) model with fine 
solid elements for ISF. An analytical model, based on the integration of three deformation modes 
including stretching, bending, and shearing, for tangential force prediction was developed to 
understand the deformation mechanism of the ISF process. The change of process parameters would 
affect the ratio and contribution of each deformation mode in the proposed model. Using two test 
shapes (truncated cone and pyramid), the proposed model was verified in different tests where varying 
values of parameters (step down, wall angle, tool radius, and sheet thickness) were used. The results 
showed that the predicted forces had a good match with the experimentally measured ones. Then, the 
proposed model was further developed and verified in a test for forming an ellipsoidal cup. The results 
showed that the trend of tangential force could be properly predicted with the change of the local 
curvature. 
Paper 8 ( Li, Y. L., Liu, Z. B., Lu, H., Daniel, W. J. T., & Meehan, P. A. (2014). Experimental study 
and efficient prediction on forming forces in incremental sheet forming. Advanced Materials 
Research, 939, 313-321): This paper was aimed to study the forming forces under different forming 
conditions, and to develop an efficient model for force prediction in ISF. In this study, forming forces 
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were measured in the cone-forming process using varying step down sizes and wall angles. Based on 
bending and strain hardening mechanics, different force trends were observed and analysed. 
Influences of different parameters on the formability were also studied. With the use of an upper-
bound approach, an efficient model was developed for force prediction in a case study. The results 
showed that the predicted tangential forces matched with the experimentally measured ones well.  
Paper 9 (Wang, C, Daniel, W. J. T., Lu, H., Liu, S., & Meehan, P. A. (2017). An experimental and 
numerical study on forming force, fracture behaviour, and strain states in two point incremental 
forming process. Key Engineering Materials, 725, 586-591): This paper investigated the forming 
force evolution, material fracture, and strain states in the single-pass TPIF process. This study was 
performed in experiments and numerical simulation using a hemisphere shape. It was concluded that 
both the peak force and fracture depth increased with the tool diameter and the step depth size in 
TPIF. The deformation mechanism or the failure mechanism was strongly dependent on particular 
forming conditions based on a failure parts morphology observation. FEM simulation results 
indicated that the major plastic strain was positive while the minor plastic strain was negative in the 
TPIF process to form a hemisphere shape. The strain increment and total equivalent plastic strain was 
affected by both the tool diameter and the step depth size. 
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Chapter	5 Conclusions	and	Future	Work	
This chapter summarises the research work performed in this PhD project, which mainly focuses on 
two aspects: MPC control in the SPIF process and that in the TPIF process. The contributions to the 
advanced manufacturing field are listed, followed by some potential future work related to this thesis. 
Before developing the MPC algorithms for toolpath correction/control in ISF, the parameter 
investigation (Objective 1a) was performed to study the step depth, a critical toolpath parameter 
defined by the user in the toolpath generation, and to demonstrate the significance of this parameter 
in the generation and control of toolpath. Compared with previous studies on step depth [124, 125], 
which only focused on only one or two aspects of the formed part quality,  this work investigated its 
influence on three aspects of the formed parts, including geometric accuracy, surface morphology 
and formability, in two sets of experiments, using a typical test shape (a truncated cone). The results 
show that a smaller step depth leads to better geometric accuracy and part surface quality in the ISF 
process while too small a step depth value should be avoided with regard to the material fracture, 
especially when producing parts with large wall angles. Also, the forming time increases as the step 
depth decreases. Even so, smaller step depth should be used within a reasonable range in toolpath 
control and optimisation. A trade-off between geometric accuracy, material failure, part surface 
quality, and forming time should be made in the design and control of toolpaths and the first two 
aspects should be considered as priorities. 
To address the limitation of poor geometric accuracy in ISF processes, reported attempts for accuracy 
improvement have concentrated on toolpath optimisation/correction. A simple MPC algorithm has 
been developed for in-process toolpath control/correction in SPIF since MPC has the ability to use 
linear models to achieve good control of constrained nonlinear systems in various industries [68, 
120]. Compared with the simple MPC control strategy for SPIF reported by Wang et al. [68, 100], in 
which the control model was empirically built based on the information obtained from the 
uncontrolled forming process, our work utilised an analytical control model built based on the 
incremental deformation mechanism of SPIF. Hence, the control strategy can be directly applied to 
the forming process without forming trial parts in the uncontrolled ISF process to build the control 
model. Besides this, the formed part geometric accuracy was fully analysed with the use of the error 
distribution map of the whole part, which was not presented in previous work [68, 100]. In our work 
on a simple MPC algorithm, step depth of the toolpath was optimised at each forming step by solving 
a receding optimal problem, based on shape state feedback during the forming process. Two different 
shapes were formed in experiments to verify the developed control method. Results show that the 
geometric accuracy in ISF with feedback control has been greatly improved compared with the ISF 
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process without feedback control. As for the bottom areas, the geometric errors of the truncated cone 
and pyramid have been reduced from ±3.0mm to ±0.25mm and ±0.3mm, respectively. Enhanced 
geometric accuracy in the wall areas of the formed parts has also been achieved although not as much 
as the bottom areas. Overall, the developed MPC algorithm for the ISF process could contribute to 
the improvement of geometric accuracy in SPIF.   
In the simple MPC algorithm, only step depth ( zu ) is optimised during the forming process, which 
leads to significant accuracy improvement in the vertical direction (bottom area) while the geometric 
accuracy of the wall area also has been improved but needs further improvement. Therefore, a two-
directional MPC control algorithm for SPIF has been developed to correct the toolpath in the 
horizontal and vertical directions. With two separate MPC modules in vertical and horizontal 
directions, the toolpath was corrected by optimising zu  and hu  at each step during the forming 
process. The developed two-directional MPC algorithm was experimentally verified in two case 
studies for forming two different shapes. In the first case study, two different simplifying models for 
the horizontal optimisation were tested in strategy MPC-1 and strategy MPC-2, respectively. Results 
show that the previous simplified control algorithm (MPC-0), described above, leads to significant 
error reduction in the bottom area from ±3 mm (No control) to ±0.3mm while one of its limitations 
is that errors around the pyramid corners are relatively large (+1.5 mm). The two-directional strategy 
MPC-1 can help to improve the geometric accuracy around the corners while the wall areas were 
excessively formed. Strategy MPC-2 contributes to addressing the major limitation of strategy MPC-
0 as well as the shortcoming of MPC-1. Control strategy MPC-2 was further verified in case study 2 
for forming an asymmetric cone. The geometric errors in the base and most wall areas have been 
reduced from ±3 mm (No control) to ±0.3 mm (MPC-2). The two-directional control strategy 
provides a useful feedback control method to improve the accuracy via toolpath correction in SPIF. 
What’s more, the ISF process with MPC control offers a good attempt for accurate manufacturing via 
in-process control and/or optimisation.  
Finally, an enhanced MPC algorithm has been specially developed for TPIF with a partial die to 
conduct in-process toolpath correction in TPIF processes. The analytical predictive models used in 
the algorithm were developed based on the deformation nature of TPIF with a partial die, and the 
structure of the MPC algorithm for SPIF. The enhanced control algorithm is able to deal with toolpath 
correction in the horizontal and vertical directions through optimising two toolpath parameters ( hu  
and zu ) in two separate control modules. This toolpath correction strategy was experimentally 
tested to form a non-axisymmetric shape. Compared with the typical TPIF process that has no 
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toolpath correction, fairly good improvement in geometric accuracy (from ±3 mm to ±0.3 mm) was 
achieved with the use of the toolpath correction strategy in TPIF with a partial die while the geometric 
accuracy in the partial fillet areas requires further improvement. This work provides a helpful 
approach to achieve in-process toolpath control/correction in TPIF for geometric accuracy 
improvement. 
5.1 Thesis	contributions	
The development of MPC control of the SPIF and TPIF processes offers a good approach for in-
process control and/or optimisation in the ISF field as well as the accurate manufacturing field. The 
following results from this thesis are believed to be novel contributions to the existing literature: 
 The parameter investigation work (Objective 1a) 
This work is fundamental to understanding the influences of step depth, a critical toolpath 
parameter defined by the user, on the part quality of the formed parts, which provides basic 
guidelines for the generation and correction/control of ISF toolpath to achieve improved forming 
abilities of the ISF technology. Compared with previous studies on step depth [124, 125], which 
only focused on only one or two aspects of the formed part quality, this work investigated its 
influence on three aspects of the formed parts, including geometric accuracy, surface morphology 
and formability, in two sets of experiments, using a typical test shape (a truncated cone).  
 The development of the simplified MPC algorithm for SPIF (Objective 1b and 1c) 
Compared with previously reported control models for ISF [68, 100, 108] that were built based 
the measured process information from the forming process with no feedback control, the 
simplified MPC algorithm for SPIF uses an analytical predictive model built based on the 
incremental deformation nature of the SPIF process and can be directly applied for in-process 
toolpath control/correction. The experimental verification of the simplified MPC algorithm for 
SPIF provides experimental data for the toolpath control/correction in ISF.  
 The development of the two-directional MPC algorithm for SPIF (Objective 2)   
The two-directional MPC algorithm for SPIF is the first reported two-directional MPC algorithm 
for optimising the step depth and horizontal increment to improve geometric accuracy in SPIF. 
The MPC algorithm for SPIF used analytical predictive models, which were built based on the 
SPIF deformation mechanism in the vertical and horizontal directions, to build two separate MPC 
modules for toolpath correction in two directions. The development and experimental verification 
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of the two-directional MPC algorithm provides a helpful approach and experimental data for the 
development of toolpath control/correction strategies in ISF. 
 The development of an enhanced MPC control algorithm for TPIF with a partial die (Objective 
3) 
The control algorithm for TPIF with a partial die is believed to be the first reported attempt to 
improve the geometric accuracy in the TPIF process through in-process toolpath correction by 
optimising the step depth and horizontal increment during the forming process. The MPC 
algorithm for TPIF used analytical predictive models built based on the TPIF deformation 
mechanism in the two directions. In particular, in the horizontal control module, dense profile 
points in the evenly distributed radial directions of the horizontal section were used to estimate 
the horizontal error distribution along the horizontal sectional profile. The development and 
experimental verification of the MPC algorithm for TPIF provides a helpful approach and 
experimental data for the work on toolpath control/correction and geometric accuracy 
improvement in ISF. 
5.2 Suggested	future	work	
Although this PhD project has made some progress in understanding and promoting the ISF 
technology towards its industrial application, the research also raises a number of questions and issues 
which remain unsolved and further studies are needed. They are summarised as follows: 
 The parameter investigation work could be extended to further study the step depth and other ISF 
parameters (e.g., sheet thickness, sheet material type, tool diameter, tool feed speed, scallop 
height, forming forces, clamping and supporting devices, forming pressure of the clamping frame 
in TPIF and etc.) with the aim to obtain comprehensive information and understanding of the 
forming processes and how to reduce the part inaccuracies (springback, the bending effect, and 
the “pillow” effect) in ISF.  
 As for the predictive models in the MPC algorithms, more complex analytical models for 
modelling the forming process could be developed to deal with the fabrication of complex shapes 
in ISF processes with MPC control.  
 The developed MPC algorithms for SPIF and TPIF processes could be further developed to more 
accurately estimate and compensate the springback in ISF, especially in the areas with sharply 
curved features of the test shape. For instance, the step depth ( zu ) values in different radial 
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directions at each step might need to be optimised differently in each radial direction since the 
step depth ( zu ) value was taken as constant in all radial directions in current MPC algorithms. 
Besides this, the coupling of the two toolpath parameters, the step depth and the horizontal step 
increment, might be considered in the further development of the developed MPC algorithms. 
 The developed MPC algorithm could be applied to optimise the toolpath parameters of some other 
toolpath types for ISF, such as the spiral toolpath, to improve the low geometric accuracy in ISF. 
 The developed MPC algorithm with shape feedback might be combined with the control strategy 
with force feedback to prevent material failure and improve the geometric accuracy in the forming 
of complex shapes via ISF.  
 The integration of the developed MPC control strategy and the multi-stage strategy in ISF might 
offer a means of reducing geometric errors in the part region that has already been formed to 
obtain the accurate parts with improved accuracy in all areas. Also, this might enable the accurate 
manufacturing of complex parts with large wall angles that cannot be successfully produced in 
the single-stage ISF process.  
 After the further development, the MPC control strategy might be generalised and verified for the 
fabrication of sheet parts with various sheet materials, sheet thickness values and part sizes.  
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Abstract.  Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is a new-emerging sheet forming process well suited 
for small batch production or prototyping because it does not need any dedicated dies or punches. In 
this forming process, sheet metal parts are formed by a smooth-end tool in a stepwise way, during 
which plastic deformation is highly localized around the tool end. The part geometric accuracy 
obtained in the current ISF process, however, has not met the industry specification for precise part 
fabrication. This paper deals with a study on step depth, a critical parameter in ISF, for improving 
the geometric accuracy, surface quality and formability. Two sets of experiments were conducted to 
investigate the influence of step depth on part quality. Dimensional accuracy, surface morphology 
and material fracture of deformed parts were compared and analysed. An optimum value of step 
depth was suggested for forming a truncated cone. The present work provided significant 
fundamental information for the development of an advanced ISF control system on tool path 
control and optimization. 
Introduction 
Sheet metal forming is a widely used manufacturing process and plays a significant role in 
industry. There is a wide range of sheet metal forming processes, including stamping, pressing, etc. 
These require dedicated dies and punches to manufacture sheet-metal components with complex 
shapes. Due to the high cost in realizing such process and the lack of flexibility, conventional 
manufacturing methods are efficient for large scale production but less competitive for small scale 
fabrication of customised parts [1]. As market demand in the sheet forming area is becoming 
increasingly customer-oriented and sophisticated, more flexible manufacturing technologies for 
custom parts fabrication are demanded to be introduced and developed [2]. Incremental sheet 
forming (ISF) is a flexible process well suited for small batch production or prototyping because 
expensive dies and tools are not required, which makes it a promising alternative to meet the new 
market requests [3, 4]. 
In ISF, sheet metal parts are formed by a smooth-end tool, generally mounted on a three-axis 
CNC milling machine, in a stepwise way. Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the single point 
incremental forming (SPIF) process. The simple tool moves over the surface of the clamped metal 
sheet along a tool path directly generated from a 3D CAD file, during which plastic deformation is 
highly localized around the tool end. ISF is a dieless forming process and possesses a high degree of 
flexibility because specialised tooling is not required. The product design can be modified or 
changed easily and quickly. Additionally, the formability in ISF is higher than conventional 
processes due to the small plastic zone and incremental nature of the process, making it easier to 
deform sheet metal with low formability [5]. The small contact zone and incremental step size also 
contributes to small forces within the material. Therefore, the lead-time and cost of tooling in ISF 
can be greatly minimized. This forming technique makes rapid prototypes or small serial production 
of sheet metal parts relatively fast and economical [6].  
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Fig.1 Process principle of SPIF: step depth (∆Z) is the vertical distance between two neighbouring contours. 
Nevertheless, the major limitation of ISF is that the geometric accuracy obtained currently is 
lower compared with conventional forming processes and cannot reliably reach suitable levels 
specified by industrial users. Hence, the ISF process is still in the embryonic stage with no 
widespread industrial applications although rapid advances have been achieved recently. 
Additionally, the forming process is slow due to its point-to-point forming nature.  
Recently, the improvement of part accuracy and process optimization in ISF has been a key issue 
for researchers. During the ISF process, the tool path directly affects the forming accuracy since the 
shape is formed by a simple tool following a designed tool path. Regarding the generation of tool 
path, the most common method is a contour parallel method by which the tool path is generated in 
commercial CAM software and consists of a series of contours, with the step depth constant, 
parallel to the sheet plane. However, this method fails to fabricate complex parts with high 
precision. Many studies on the design, optimization and control of forming tool path have been 
carried out to overcome the limitations. Hirt et al. [7] proposed a tool path optimization method 
based on experiments and the modification of the tool path by a correction algorithm in the second 
run. Attanasio et al. [8] conducted a study on tool path optimization in TPIF and concluded that tool 
path with a small scallop height and variable step depth sizes contribute to better part quality. As 
reported in [9], a closed loop control scheme was used to modify the step depth during the forming 
process for tool trajectory control. Malhotra et al. [10] presented an automatic spiral tool path 
generation algorithm for SPIF, in which the incremental depth is controlled by the geometrical error 
between CAD model and formed parts.  
According to the previous research, step depth has been considered as a critical parameter in the 
design, optimization and control of tool paths. At present, comprehensive research work on step 
depth is required to further study the relationship between step depth and part quality, especially for 
improving part accuracy via tool path control and optimization. This paper focuses on the 
investigation of step depth to fully understand its influence on the formability and part quality, 
including geometric accuracy and surface finish. This would be of great significance for ISF tool 
path control and optimization to address the limitation of low geometric accuracy.   
Experiments 
Experiments were carried out on an AMINO® DLNC-PC ISF machine (Fig. 2). The sheet blank 
is clamped between a blank holder and a steel backing plate to prevent any movement of the blank 
during forming process. The metal blank, with 1.6 mm in thickness and 300 mm × 300 mm in size, 
is made of aluminium (7075-O), commonly utilized for forming automotive and aviation 
components. A 30 mm diameter cylindrical steel tool with a hemispherical end was used to deform 
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the blank; the tip of the tool is tungsten carbide and the body is made of K110 steel which was 
hardened and tempered to HRC60. Lubricant (oil-Shell Tellus Oil 68) was used to reduce the wear 
of the tool and friction between the tool and the blank. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 AMINO® DLNC-PC ISF Machine 
Two sets of tests were performed by varying the ∆Z values to study this parameter, focusing on 
geometric accuracy and surface quality and on material formability, respectively. CAD models of 
truncated cones with two different wall angles were designed in SOLIDWORKS. A laser scanner 
(Non-contact 3D Digitizer VIVID 9i) was used to measure the geometry of the deformed 
components. Surface morphology of machined faces on produced truncated cones was analysed as 
well.  The parameter settings of experiments are shown in Tables 1, as follows. 
Table 1 Parameter settings of experiments on step depth 
Parameter Geometric accuracy and  surface quality test Formability test 
Shape design  Truncated cone  Truncated Cone 
Wall angle () 50 60 
Feed rate (mm/min) 4000 4000 
Sheet thickness (mm) 1.6 1.6 
Tool diameter (mm) 30 30 
Step depth/∆Z (mm) 0.1, 0.6, 1.1 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0 
Results and Discussion 
This section presents experimental results obtained in the tests to analyse the influence of step 
depth in ISF process in terms of geometric accuracy, surface morphology and material fracture. 
Geometric accuracy. GEOMAGIC Qualify was used to produce 3D geometry data of the scanned 
shape and analyse the dimensional error between deformed test parts and designed CAD models. 
Specifically, both produced and designed profiles were given in large sets of points in the same 
Cartesian coordinate system. In this work, cross-sectional comparison along a defined section plane 
was used to evaluate the geometric accuracy since the truncated cone is symmetric. A system plane 
(plane XOZ) across the symmetry axis of the cone was set as the section plane. The deviation in Z 
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direction between the designed and fabricated profiles was calculated as the geometric error in 
cross-sectional comparison. 
 
 
 
Fig.3: (a) Cross-sectional comparison among deformed profiles and the target profile; (b) Error distribution 
of deformed parts  
The comparison among profiles of formed parts and the designed shape in geometric accuracy 
test is illustrated in the Fig. 3a), while detailed error distributions are correspondingly shown in Fig. 
3b). According to the curves in Fig. 3, the profile with 0.1 mm step depth has the best dimensional 
accuracy in the test compared with the target profile. Therefore, step depth can significantly affect 
the geometric accuracy. Specifically, the geometric accuracy increases when decreasing the step 
depth size. This can be due to the fact that the generated forming contours are more intensive when 
setting step depth at a small value. Consequently, the movement of the forming tool would be 
smaller between two adjacent parallel contours, providing more homogeneous material distribution 
and deformation as well as the reduction of the spring-back effect. 
Surface morphology. Surface morphology of inner faces, namely the machined faces, of deformed 
cones was shown in Fig. 5. Obviously, in the comparison of surface waviness among three 
produced parts, step depth has a great influence on the surface finish quality. As can be seen in Fig. 
5a) and 5b), there are obvious tool marks left on the machined surfaces when using large step depth 
sizes (0.6mm and 1.1mm). The distance between two adjacent tool marks on the formed surface, d, 
illustrated in Fig. 4, increases with the increase of step depth value. The relationship between d and 
ΔZ coincides with the sine law, as shown in Equation 1.  
݀ ൌ ߂ܼ/ݏ݅݊ߙ .                                                                                                                                     (1) 
(a)  
(b)  
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Where ߙ is the wall angle of the truncated cone. 
Due to the geometric error, the measured d values (1.406mm and 0.751mm with ΔZ at 1.1mm 
and 0.6mm, respectively) are a little smaller than calculated ones (1.436mm and 0.783mm). On the 
contrary, as for small step depth (0.1mm), the formed surface shown in Fig. 5c) is much smoother 
than the two surfaces above, with no visible tool marks on the surface. Thus, it can be concluded 
that the surface quality can be improved by choosing small step depth in the ISF process. 
α  d
∆Z
 
Fig. 4 Diagram of tool marks on the inner part face  
 
Fig. 5 Surface morphology of deformed parts in surface quality test: (a) ΔZ=1.1mm; (b) ΔZ=0.6mm; (c) 
ΔZ=0.1mm 
Fracture analysis. Based on the analysis above, smaller step depth contributes to better geometric 
accuracy and part surface quality but lower efficiency due to the increase of forming time. More 
importantly, small step depth also adversely affects the forming process in terms of material 
formability, especially when the forming wall angle gets close to the forming wall angle limit. In 
the formability test, a truncated cone with a 60° wall angle (close to the wall angle limit) was used 
to evaluate the formability at different step depth sizes, with ΔZ ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 mm. The 
sheet fractured during the forming process with small step depth below 0.5 mm while only the parts 
with ΔZ over 0.7mm were successfully produced. Fig. 6a) shows the material fracture of a deformed 
cone with ΔZ being 0.1mm. Furthermore, the material facture occurs at smaller forming depth in Z 
direction when the step depth is smaller, which is illustrated in Fig. 6b). This can be due to the fact 
1.406 mm 
0.751mm 
 a) 
 c) 
 b) 
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that a smaller step depth size means a smaller tool contour distance between two neighbouring 
contours. Thus, more intensive contact between sheet material and tool end will happen in the ISF 
process, during which material in the contact zone of the metal sheet is pressed and hardened by the 
tool end in each forming contour. More already hardened material would be deformed again by the 
tool in the following several contours when using a tool path with smaller step depth. This leads to a 
great increase in the contact stress required to reach the target deformation. Consequently, sheet 
formability will be reduced due to higher stress state induced in the material. Therefore, too small 
step depth values should be avoided in consideration of material failure. In this case, 0.7 mm step 
depth was suggested to be the optimum value for the forming of the truncated cone with 60° wall 
angle. 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 6: (a) Part fracture in formability test (ΔZ=0.1mm); (b) Formed depth of parts in formability test 
Conclusion and future work 
This research aimed to provide a comprehensive investigation on step depth, as a critical process 
variable in ISF process, and to demonstrate that this variable is of great importance in design and 
control of tool path. Several experiments were conducted to investigate its influence on the part 
quality of the formed parts, including geometric accuracy, part surface quality and material 
formability. According to the results, smaller step depth leads to better geometric accuracy and part 
surface quality in ISF process. Parts deformed with large step depth cannot reach the required level 
both in geometric accuracy and surface quality but too small a step depth value should also be 
avoided with regard to the material fracture, especially when producing parts with large wall angles. 
Also, the forming time will increase as the step depth decreases. Even so, smaller step depth should 
be used within a reasonable range in tool path control and optimization. A trade-off among 
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geometric accuracy, part surface quality, material failure and forming time should be made in the 
design and control of tool paths and the first two aspects should be considered as priorities. It is 
clearly suggested that there is an optimum value of step depth in the ISF path design; for instance 
0.7mm in the case presented. Further research on the optimization of step depth should be included 
in the design of an advanced ISF control system. The presented work is a foundation, which offers 
significant information for tool path control and optimization, and needs to be developed to further 
determine the constraints in tool path control system. The inaccuracy of parts is still obvious in 
using contour tool paths with constant step depth. For the future, control of tool path will be 
developed for part accuracy improvement and to reduce design time for new parts in the ISF 
process.  
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Abstract 
Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is a highly flexible sheet forming process, but it suffers from poor 
geometric accuracy. This paper presents a feedback control strategy using Model Predictive Control 
(MPC) to obtain improved geometric accuracy in ISF. Based on the incremental deformation 
mechanism of ISF, a novel model for shape state prediction has been proposed. The step depth of the 
toolpath was optimised based on shape state feedback during the forming process. Two different 
cases were studied for experimental validation of the developed control strategy. Comparisons 
between formed parts in both controlled and uncontrolled ISF processes were implemented in terms 
of cross-sectional profiles, formed depth at the bottom area and global deviation distribution. Results 
show that the geometric accuracy in ISF with feedback control has been greatly improved at the 
bottom area of the formed parts compared with a standard ISF approach without control. Improved 
geometric accuracy has been achieved on the wall of the parts as well.  
1. Introduction 
Incremental sheet forming (ISF) is a flexible sheet forming process in which sheet parts are formed 
by a single tool with a smooth end following a predefined toolpath. Compared with traditional metal 
sheet forming processes, such as stamping and deep drawing, ISF has no need of dedicated tooling or 
specialised dies so that various shapes can be fabricated using the same tooling [1]. The product 
design can be modified easily and quickly by changing the toolpath when the part shape changes [2]. 
Additionally, this technology possesses higher formability than conventional ones due to the 
localised deformation and incremental nature of the process [3]. In small batch production or rapid 
prototyping, ISF has been considered as a promising alternative to traditional sheet forming 
techniques that suffer from high cost in fabricating and maintaining dies as well as the lack of 
flexibility. Besides this, the time cost for the design, test and fabrication of dedicated dies and/or 
punches, which accounts for a large portion of the product prototyping time, can be saved in ISF. ISF 
has great potential to meet the new trend in the sheet metal forming industry that the life-cycle of 
pre-series and final products is becoming greatly shortened and product demand is becoming 
increasingly costumer-oriented [4].  
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Figure 1 Geometric inaccuracy in ISF. 
The geometric accuracy of the final parts is one of the most significant aspects in forming industries. 
However, poor geometric accuracy has been the major limitation of ISF in its development ever 
since its early conceptions were proposed in [5, 6]. There are three types of geometric inaccuracies 
detected in ISF processes [7],  as shown in Figure 1. At the end of the forming process, the formed 
blank will move backwards slightly both at the wall area and the bottom area after the tool is released. 
This phenomenon is called ‘springback’ and is common in the sheet metal forming industry. 
Generally, springback is caused by the reduction of stress when the removal of the deformation load 
takes place. Sheet springback is the major type of ISF defects. Secondly, another kind of error, the so 
called ‘pillow’ effect, can be observed at the undeformed bottom area. It is due to the bulging of 
sheet blank during the forming process [8]. Besides this, dimensional errors can also be detected 
around the clamped edges of the metal sheet. This type of inaccuracy is caused by the sheet bending 
effect [7]. It is uncontrollable in single point incremental forming (SPIF) [9]. Therefore, this kind of 
dimensional error is not considered in the control of ISF in this work.   
Since low geometric accuracy has greatly limited the industry take-up of ISF, the improvement of 
accuracy has become a key research aspect involved with ISF. In previous literature, different 
attempts have been conducted to enhance geometric accuracy in ISF. Attanasio et al. [4, 10] 
investigated the effects of two path generation methods on surface quality, dimensional accuracy and 
thickness distribution and optimised the two parameters in a series of tests. They concluded that the 
toolpath type with small scallop height and variable step depth contributes to good accuracy. 
Allwood et al. [11] proposed the use of partially cut-out blanks in which tabs or holes were created at 
the perimeter of the target part. The aim of this method was to reduce geometric deviations by 
localising deformation to the area where the tool travels. The results indicated that cut-outs did not 
contribute to large improvement in part accuracy. They also concluded that the idea of localising the 
deformation area around the tool earlier has great significance in the fabrication of more accurate 
parts via ISF. Bambach et al. [12] proposed a method by combining multi-stage forming with a 
stress-relief annealing process to improve the final accuracy of formed and trimmed parts. Using the 
proposed multi-stage approach, a pyramidal benchmark part and a fender section were fabricated and 
the geometric accuracy obtained was improved compared with single-stage forming. Then, an 
additional stress-relief annealing process after multi-stage forming annealing was adopted to reduce 
the final deviations, which has provided improved part accuracy although the maximum error (4.9 
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mm) is still large. Interestingly, Ambrogio et al. [13] used a novel two-stage approach by adding an 
additional back-drawing incremental forming step after the conventional ISF deformation to reduce 
geometric errors. 
In ISF processes, the toolpath is essential and has direct influence on the geometric accuracy. 
Therefore, toolpath optimisation and correction is one of the most promising approaches for 
improving geometric accuracy. Ambrogio et al. [14] proposed a preliminary toolpath modification 
strategy by using a steeper slope in the first half depth of the part. Hirt et al. [15] developed a 
toolpath correction algorithm to enhance the geometric accuracy. After analysing dimensional 
deviations between the trial part produced using a regular toolpath and the ideal part, the points of 
the new toolpath were calculated by mirroring the corresponding points on the formed part along the 
designed part. Several correction processes could be repeated until the geometrical accuracy reaches 
the required level. Behera et al. [16] proposed another toolpath compensation strategy in SPIF by 
using multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) for the prediction of the formed shape. Based 
on the detection of the category of feature and interaction between features in the shape design, the 
formed profile is firstly predicted in the proposed model. To offset the deviations between the 
predicted and ideal profiles, a compensated single stage toolpath can be generated by translating the 
points in the STL model. Their result showed that the compensated toolpaths can reduce the average 
dimensional errors to within ±0.4 mm. Fu et al. [17] developed an iterative algorithm to correct 
toolpath in SPIF based on Fast Fourier and wavelet transforms.  The iterative correction of tool path 
in the algorithm was conducted in Finite Element (FE) simulation. A truncated pyramid-shaped 
workpiece with improved geometric accuracy was fabricated using the corrected toolpath after three 
iterations in simulation. This method can suffer from the time consuming nature of FE method and 
its complexity. 
Also, some studies on the control of the ISF process to correct the toolpath have been performed to 
achieve better geometric accuracy. Allwood et al. [18] presented an online feedback control model 
formed from a set of spatial impulse responses found by linearisation around a pre-planned toolpath. 
In the results, the final dimensional deviation was reduced using feedback control. However, their 
model requires the trial fabrication of workpieces to obtain the spatial impulses of a toolpath before 
forming the part in ISF with feedback control. Their discussion also indicated that the proposed 
control approach would be difficult to conduct for freeform parts. Wang et al. [9, 19] used a closed 
loop MPC control scheme to optimise the tool trajectory of an ISF process. The results in their work 
showed that the final geometrical errors were reduced, compared with a standard contour following 
approach. Nevertheless, the predictive model is also based on the trial fabrication of parts in open 
loop ISF. Also, the global geometric accuracy of the parts was not presented in their studies in which 
only the geometric errors between cross-sectional profiles of parts were analysed. 
The corrected/optimised toolpath will lead to more accurate shapes. This idea has been widely 
accepted for ISF toolpath control and/or optimisation in previous work discussed above. This work 
proposes a novel MPC control strategy for ISF to improve geometric accuracy through toolpath 
control and optimisation. In this strategy, the predictive control model is based on the incremental 
deformation mechanism of ISF. Control actions can be conducted directly without forming a trial 
part in open loop ISF previously. Step depth, a critical toolpath parameter, is optimised by solving a 
finite-horizon optimal control problem at each forming step in a receding manner. Experiments, in 
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which two different shapes were formed, were performed in single point incremental forming (SPIF) 
to validate the proposed control strategy. Geometric accuracy of clamped parts obtained in controlled 
and uncontrolled ISF processes are compared by analysing the cross-sectional profiles, formed depth 
along the steps and the global dimensional deviation distribution of the parts. 
2. Methodology  
2.1 Toolpath parameters  
During the ISF process, the toolpath directly affects the forming accuracy since the shape is formed 
by a simple tool following a designed toolpath. Therefore, toolpath control and optimisation has 
great potential in improving part accuracy in ISF. As for toolpath generation in ISF processes, the 
most commonly used method is the parallel contour strategy. The contour toolpath is usually 
generated in commercial CAM software using a surface milling module. It consists of a certain 
number of z-level contours that are parallel to each other, as shown in Figure 2. Two critical 
parameters of the contour toolpath are step depth ( zu ) and horizontal step increment ( hu ). In the 
parallel contour strategy, zu is generally defined by the user. After that, the value of hu  will be 
calculated by the CAM software based on the designed shape and the zu value. However, this 
method fails to fabricate parts with accurate geometry due to springback and other effects. To 
improve the part accuracy, a MPC strategy is utilised to control and optimise the toolpath. During the 
forming process, zu is optimised to achieve a final shape with better geometric accuracy, while 
hu  is the same as that of the initial toolpath generated in the CAM software and it does not need to 
be constant.     
 
Figure 2 Two critical parameters of the contour toolpath. 
2.2 Model Predictive Control algorithm  
A MPC algorithm based on shape feedback has been developed for feedback control of ISF 
processes. In this MPC algorithm, control actions are implemented by solving a finite-horizon 
optimal control problem at each forming step which contains a single contour. At each step, the MPC 
optimiser optimises the step depth ( zu ) in a predefined horizon by analysing the difference 
between the target shape state and the predicted one. Only the first optimal move (optimised 
parameters) will be applied in the next forming step. The structure of MPC application in ISF is 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Structure of MPC application in ISF. 
To improve the poor geometric accuracy of the ISF process, this MPC control strategy optimises 
zu  in a receding horizon fashion at each forming step while horizontal increment hu  keeps 
unchanged from the initial toolpath. zu is defined as the input ( u ) in this MPC model. The 
controller is to drive the formed shape state to be as close as to the target one at each step. As a result, 
errors between the final shape and the ideal one can be reduced greatly through receding horizon 
control. Therefore, the predictive controller can be characterised as the following optimisation 
problem at each step k: 
min 2ˆ TJ Y W U U                                                                  (1) 
subject to  1 2 3( ) , , , , , 1, 2, ,p
T
k k k k NU k u u u u k N              
                                                      1,2, , N, pmaxmin k i iu u u       
where J is the cost function; N is the number of steps; pN is the prediction horizon; U is the input; 
Yˆ is the predicted geometry state; W is the target geometry state; The second item of the cost 
function J is to conduct penalties on large oscillation of the control inputs;   is the weighting 
coefficient and is a non-negative scalar. In this work, an optimal  value, 0.2, is adopted after tuning.  
In this paper, a truncated cone and a truncated pyramid are formed to test the developed feedback 
control model. For these two shapes, cross-sectional profiles through the centre are chosen to capture 
the dimensional features [16, 18, 19]. Therefore, cross-sectional profile states are used to represent 
the shape state in the control process.    
At the beginning of step k+1, the profile state of last step is measured as ( ) ny k R , which can be 
written as, 
1 2 3 1( ) , , , , ,
Tn n
k k k k ky k y y y y y
                                                             (2)  
where n is the number of profile state points.   
The state of next step is  1y k  , which is expressed as, 
  11 ( ( ), )ky k f y k u                                                             (3) 
Although studies on ISF have been conducted for decades, there is still no accurate mathematical 
model that can be used to formulise this forming process in terms of geometry state. In the ISF 
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process, the part is formed by a single tool and the sheet material undergoes deformation caused by 
bending, shearing and the springback effect, which makes the forming mechanism quite complex. 
Hence, it is impossible to build such a perfect model ( f ) to predict the future profile state. In 
previous literature, linear simplifications have been made to estimate the function f. Allwood et al. 
[18] used a linear impulse response model to characterise the shape states during the forming process. 
Wang et al. [9] made a linearisation around the contour trajectory based on shape states measured in 
open loop forming.  In this paper, we estimate the profile state of the next step by assuming that 
future profile state is the linear combination of currently formed profile state and the deformation 
under the effect of the future input. This is based on the incremental nature of ISF. Therefore, the 
prediction of profile state in next step can be obtained in Equation (4). 
  1 11| ( )ˆ k ky k k y k B u                                                           (4) 
Similarly, at step k, the predicted profile states along the prediction horizon are given in the 
following equation, 
    2
1 1 2
1
2
2
21 2
ˆ ˆ
ˆ
2 | 1|
( )
( | ) ( ) ...
p p
k
k k k
p k
k
k
k k k N k Nk
y k k y k k B u
y k B u B u
y k N k y k B u B u B u

  
    



   
  
    

 
 
      (5) 
where 1 2 1, , , , , 1, 2, ,
Tn n
k j k j k j k j k j pb bB b b j N

          . 
Note that all predictions in the future are formulated in terms of currently measured state ( )y k  and 
the future control move k ju  ,where 1,2, , pj N  . 
Equations (4) and (5) can be collected together into a compact matrix form as, 
     Yˆ k Y k B U k                                                             (6) 
where        1| , 2 | ,  , |ˆ ˆˆ ˆ TpY k y k k y k k y k N k       are the predictions along the prediction 
horizon; ( ) [ ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( )]TY k y k y k y k y k  ; 1 2( ) , , , p
T
k k k NU k u u u          ; B is the coefficient 
matrix and can be expressed as, 
B=
1
1 2
1 2
1 2
3
3
0 0 0
0 0
0
0
p
k
k
k k
k
k k
k k k N
B
B B
B B
B B B
B
B

 
 
  


        



   

                                                   (7) 
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Figure 4 Incremental deformation of the metal blank between two neighbouring steps. 
Actually, the coefficient matrix determines how the profile state changes when the tool is driven by 
future input moves. Figure 4 illustrates the deformation of the metal blank from step k to k+1 in an 
example case. This can be generalised to any other shapes that can be produced via ISF. The black 
line is the designed shape. As for the profile of each step, there are n points on the profile to 
represent the profile state. The sequence number of these points increases from 1 to n from the top 
edge to the centre. We denote the point of tangency, where the tool is tangent to the wall, at step k 
and step k+1 as 
ki
P and
1ki
P  , respectively. 1kiP  is the projection of 1kiP  onto profile ( )y k . The profile 
( 1)y k   can be divided into three zones, namely Zone A ( 1P ~ kiP ), Zone B ( kiP ~ 1kiP  ), and Zone C 
(
1ki
P  ~ nP  ). As the tool moves down from contour k to contour k+1, the material in Zone C will be 
pushed down by approximately the step depth size ( zu  ) and the material in Zone B will be pushed 
and pulled down along the wall while the material in Zone A has been already formed and will be 
deformed very slightly, which can be ignored. That is, the effect of tool movement on the material in 
Zone A is not very significant between two neighbouring steps so that we make a simplification 
without taking the effect in Zone A into account at each step. 
Based on this, some simplifications are made to obtain the coefficients, 1kB  . More specifically, the 
1kB  values of state points within Zone A can be estimated as 0 while those values of points within 
Zone C can be estimated as 1. Regarding Zone B, the area wrapped by profiles, namely ( )y k and
 1y k  , can be simplified as a triangle. The 1kB  values at point kiP and 1kiP  are 0 and 1, respectively. 
A linearization method is used to get the 1kB  values. In this zone, the 1kB  value linearly increases 
from 0 to 1 with the slope value as tan , where  is the local wall angle. Consequently, 1ikb   is 
expressed in the following equation. In general, there are only a few number of points belongs to 
Zone B.  
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                                                            (7) 
where 
1kb
f  is a linear function and the dependent variable increases from 0 to 1 in 1[ , ]k ki i  . 
Then, all 1 2 1, , , , , 1, 2, ,
Tn n
k j k j k j k j k j pb bB b b j N

           can be obtained in the way described above.  
2.3 Quadratic Programming for MPC solution 
The optimisation problem solved at each step of the MPC control process is a Quadratic Programming 
(QP) problem. It involves optimising a quadratic objective function subject to equality and inequality 
constraints that are affine. It is a special type of convex optimization problem. A standard quadratic 
programming problem can be formulated in the form [20], 
min 1
2
T Tx Px q x r                                                          (8) 
                  subject to Gx h  (inequality constraints) 
                              Bx c  (equality constraints) 
where P , q , r , G , h , B and c are compatible matrices or vectors. Specifically, P should be 
symmetric and positive semidefinite to ensure that the objective is convex quadratic. 
In the developed MPC algorithm, the optimization problem at each step is a typical QP problem. 
Therefore, QP is used to get the optimal input U for the receding optimisation problem in 
constrained MPC control of ISF. At step k, the cost function can be expressed as, 
2ˆ TJ Y W U U                                                             (9) 
By putting (6), (8) and (9) together, the cost function can be written as,  
2
( ) 2( ) ( ) ( )
1
2
T
T T T T
T T
Y B U W U U
U B B I U Y W A U W Y W Y
U P U q r
J
U


   
      

 

  

 

 
             (10) 
where ), 2(2( ) , ( ) ( )T T T TP B I q Y W B rB W Y W Y      . 
Figure 5 illustrates the flow chart of MPC control process in ISF. The target profile states and initial 
toolpath are system inputs. At step k, after the measurement of currently formed shape state, the 
optimal input ( ( )U k ) is obtained by solving a QP problem. Only the first move of ( )U k will be 
applied in the next step. Then, the optimisation process will be repeated until the part with good 
geometric accuracy has been formed. 
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Figure 5 Flow chart for MPC application to ISF. 
2.4 Experiment setup  
The ISF forming platform used in the lab is an AMINO® DLNC-PC ISF machine, as shown in 
Figure 6. This is a dedicated machine, with a FANUC controller for numerical control, designed for 
the ISF process by Amino Corporation. In the experimental design, the sheet blank is clamped 
between clamping blocks and a steel backing plate to prevent any movement of the blank edges 
during forming process. The metal blank, with 1.6 mm in thickness and 300 mm × 300 mm in size, is 
made of aluminium (7075-O), a metal material used in automotive and aviation applications. A 30 
mm diameter cylindrical steel tool with a ball end is used to deform the blank. The tip of the tool is 
tungsten carbide and the body is made of K110 steel which was hardened and tempered to HRC60. 
Lubricant ( oil-Shell Tellus Oil 68 ) is used to reduce the wear and friction between the tool and the 
metal blank. 
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Figure 6 (a) Single point incremental forming setup. (b) ISF with closed-loop feedback control. 
To evaluate the geometric accuracy, the 3D geometry of formed parts can be measured using a Non-
contact 3D Digitiser (VIVID 9i), as shown in Figure 6. The scanning accuracy is within ±0.05mm, 
which is accurate enough for the ISF shape measurement. Scanning a formed shape at each step only 
takes about 2.5 seconds. GEOMAGIC Qualify is used to produce 3D geometry data of the scanned 
shape and analyse the dimensional error between deformed test parts and designed CAD models. 
Specifically, both produced and designed profiles are given in large sets of points in the same 
Cartesian coordinate system.  
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In this work, the cross-sectional profile along a defined section plane is used to evaluate the 
geometric accuracy since test shapes are symmetric. A system plane (plane XOZ) across the 
symmetric axis of the test shape is set as the section plane. The deviation in Z direction between the 
designed and fabricated profiles is calculated as the geometric error in the cross-sectional 
comparison. 
To validate the developed closed-loop feedback control strategy, a truncated cone and a truncated 
pyramid, two commonly used shapes in the validation of ISF processes, were chosen as benchmark 
shapes for the experiments. CAD models of the test shapes are designed in SOLIDWORKS. The 
parameter settings of experiments are summarised in Table 1. The designed depth is consistent with 
previous approaches [9, 19].    
Table 1 Experimental parameter settings 
ISF Parameters 
Truncated cone (Case 1); 
Truncated pyramid (Case 2) 
Wall angle ( ° ) 50 
Designed depth (mm) 30 
Feed rate (mm/min) 4000 
Initial sheet thickness (mm) 1.6 
Tool diameter (mm) 30 
Step depth / zu  (mm) 2 (  open loop ); varying (controlled)  
In this work, the initial toolpath used for feedback control is generated using a CAD/CAM software, 
Unigraphix NX7.5 ( UG NX7.5) from Siemens. Figure 7 illustrates the initial toolpaths of test shapes. 
Both of them are parallel contour toolpaths with a constant step depth. 
 
Figure 7 Illustration of initial toolpaths of test shapes: (a) Truncated cone; (b) Truncated Pyramid. 
(b) (a) 
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3. Results   
The geometry of the deformed components is measured at each step. To demonstrate the feedback 
control strategy is effective, the formed shape at each step is compared with the one formed in open 
loop ISF and the target one via cross-sectional profile comparison. Specifically, dimensional errors 
of the whole shape in both ISF with and without control are analysed by using contour graphs. In 
addition, history of the average depth at the bottom and its error along the steps are compared to 
provide the evolution of the control action and its effectiveness. 
3.1 Case 1: Truncated Cone 
The test shape in case 1 is a truncated cone. The results are shown in Figure 8-12. In the first two 
steps of the forming process, dramatic springback was observed when the tool is released due to a 
large proportion of elastic deformation in the early forming stage. The formed shape is nearly flat 
and much shallower compared with the one with target depth. This makes it difficult to capture the 
shape features for the comparison work. Therefore, control actions are conducted from the end of the 
third step after measuring the formed shape at this step. 
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Figure 8 Cross-sectional comparison at three steps: (a) Step 5; (b) Step 10; (c) Final Step. 
 
Figure 9 Error distribution of truncated cone finally formed. 
In Figure 8, formed shapes in ISF with MPC control and without control are compared together with 
the designed one by using cross-sectional profiles at three different steps. For the validation of the 
developed MPC feedback control strategy, the number of steps is set as 15. In this paper, we only 
present the profile comparison at 5th, 10th and final steps that represent the early stage, the middle and 
the end of the control process, respectively. Figure 8(a) shows that in the early stage of the MPC 
control process, the errors between the formed profile and the target are reduced but still need to be 
improved. This is also shown in Figure 10 which shows the history of the average depth at the 
bottom and its error during the ISF processes. Figure 8(b) and (c) illustrate that the dimensional 
accuracy have been significantly improved compared with that in open loop ISF. The error 
distributions of the final profiles are shown in Figure 9. The final formed shape and the designed one 
are well-matched in the region concerned (the bottom area and the wall area). The geometric errors 
at the bottom have been greatly reduced. 
To provide an overview of the effectiveness of the developed feedback control strategy, the average 
depth of the part bottom, is analysed along the steps, as shown in Figure 10. More specifically, the 
average depth is the average of the formed depth of points at the bottom plane.  
Step depth, is optimised from the third step to the end. From step 3 to step 7, the formed depth is 
getting closer to the target one at each step. From then on, the error between the formed depth and 
the designed one is greatly reduced (within ±0.2mm). Optimised inputs at different steps are varying 
while the inputs are set as constant at 2mm in open loop ISF, as illustrated in Figure 11.    
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Figure 10 History of average depth of the part bottom and its error along the steps.  
 
Figure 11 Inputs along the steps. 
 
 
Figure 12 Top view of accuracy colour plots: (a) Formed cone in uncontrolled ISF; (b) Formed cone 
in ISF with MPC control. 
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To examine the global geometric accuracy, parts formed in both uncontrolled and controlled ISF are 
compared with the nominal model through colour contour plots. The scanned point cluster can be 
directly compared with the CAD file in 3D comparison module of Geomagic Qualify. Figure 12 
shows the global dimensional accuracy in normal direction in these two processes. Results in the 
figures indicate that the geometric deviations in ISF with MPC control has been reduced a lot in 
comparison with that in uncontrolled ISF. More specifically, the geometric error in the bottom area 
has been reduced from ±3.0mm to ±0.25mm. Improved geometric accuracy also has been observed 
in the wall area but does not reach the accuracy level of the bottom area. This is due to the fact that 
the horizontal increment values are kept the same as those used in the uncontrolled ISF process and 
only the step depth values are optimised during the forming process with control. For the geometric 
error around the clamped edges, the area with dark blue colour in contour plots, is uncontrollable in 
SPIF, the accuracy in this area is not considered in this paper. 
Figure 8 and Figure 12 also show that changes of step depth values have direct influence on the 
deformation of the wall area. In a single step with the horizontal increment set as unchanged, the 
wall area will be stretched down further by the tool as current step depth increases, and vice versa. 
Similarly, the wall area of formed shape can be driven closer to the target one through adjusting the 
horizontal increment values. The geometric accuracy of the wall area could be further improved by 
optimising the horizontal increment and step depth at the same time. Overall, this will be covered by 
future work.  
3.2 Case 2: Truncated pyramid 
The results for the truncated pyramid are shown in Figure 13-17. Like case 1, the control actions 
were also conducted after measuring the formed part at the third step. The cross-sectional 
comparison of formed profiles at three steps is shown in Figure 13. Figure 13(a) illustrates that 
geometric errors are reduced in the early stage of the feedback control process but are still relatively 
large. This is also shown in Figure 15 that plots the history of the average depth and its error during 
the ISF processes. Figure 13(b) and (c) represent the stable stages of the control process. Figure 14 
shows corresponding error distributions of the final profiles in Figure 13(c). The dimensional 
accuracy has been greatly enhanced compared with that in open loop ISF. The final formed shape 
and the designed one are well-matched at the bottom.  
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Figure 13 Cross-sectional comparisons at three steps: (a) Step 5; (b) Step 10; (c) Final Step. 
 
Figure 14 Error distribution of truncated pyramid finally formed.  
Figure 15 illustrates the average depth of the bottom along the steps. This demonstrates the 
effectiveness of developed feedback control strategy. The input, namely step depth, is optimised 
from the third step to the end. From step 3 to step 7, the formed depth is getting closer to the target 
one at each step. From then on, the error between the formed depth and the designed one is greatly 
reduced (within ±0.2mm). Optimised inputs at different steps are varying while the inputs are set as 
constant at 2mm in open loop ISF, as illustrated Figure 16.    
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Figure 15 History of average depth of the part bottom and its error along the steps. 
 
Figure 16 Inputs along the steps. 
In Figure 17, the global geometric accuracy of the formed pyramid is evaluated by comparing parts 
formed in both uncontrolled and controlled ISF with the designed one. The colour contour plots 
show the distribution of geometric deviations. The geometric accuracy in the bottom area has been 
significantly improved via feedback control of ISF. The accuracy level at the bottom can reach ±0.3 
mm compared with that in open loop ISF (±3.0mm). The accuracy near clamped edges is not 
considered in this work due to fact that the geometric errors in this area are uncontrollable in SPIF.  
Regarding the wall area excluding the four corners, the geometric inaccuracy has also been reduced 
from ±3.0mm to ±1.0mm. That is, the wall area of the part obtained in controlled ISF is less accurate 
than its bottom area. This is due to the fact that only the step depth is optimised during the forming 
process with control. Larger geometric errors can be observed in the four corners of the formed 
pyramid in Figure 17(a). These errors are reduced in controlled ISF but still are relatively large, as 
shown in Figure 17(b). Further improvement of the inaccuracy in the wall area will be included in 
the scope of future work in which the horizontal increment will be optimised as well based on 
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current work. As for the nonaxisymmetric shapes, some key features, such as the corners of the 
truncated pyramid, will be taken into consideration in the module of horizontal increment 
optimisation.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17 Top view of accuracy colour plots: (a) uncontrolled ISF; (b) ISF with MPC control; 
Overall, these indicate that the average geometric deviation in ISF with MPC control has been 
greatly reduced in comparison with that in uncontrolled ISF. The formed cone and pyramid in ISF 
with feedback control are shown in Figure 18 (a) and (b), respectively. 
 
Figure 18 Formed parts in ISF with feedback control. 
4. Conclusion and future work   
As geometric accuracy significantly limits the development and application of ISF,  many attempts 
have been conducted to achieve better geometric accuracy. Toolpath control and optimisation has 
been considered as a promising approach in terms of controlling the geometric accuracy in ISF. In 
this paper, a novel MPC control approach for ISF has been developed and validated. The predictive 
control model is based on the incremental deformation mechanism of ISF. Step depth of the toolpath 
[mm] (a) [mm] (b) 
(a) (b) 
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was optimised at each forming step by solving a receding optimal problem, based on shape state 
feedback during the forming process. Two different shapes were formed in experiments to validate 
the developed control method. Results show that the geometric accuracy in ISF with feedback 
control has been greatly improved. As for the bottom areas, the geometric errors of the truncated 
cone and pyramid have been reduced from ±3.0mm to ±0.25mm and ±0.3mm, respectively. 
Enhanced geometric accuracy in the wall areas of the formed parts also has been achieved and the 
wall areas were are not as accurate as the bottom areas. Overall, the developed MPC control strategy 
for the ISF process is effective and could contribute to the improvement of geometric accuracy in 
ISF.   
As for current work, only step depth ( zu ) is optimised during the forming process, which leads to 
significant accuracy improvement in vertical direction (bottom area). The geometric accuracy of the 
wall area also has been improved and it could be further improved by adjusting the horizontal step 
increment ( hu ) values. In the future, the MPC control model will be further developed by 
optimising two key parameters of toolpath, step depth horizontal step increment, together with 
experimental validation in forming more general shapes. Besides this, the proposed MPC strategy 
will be combined with multistage ISF to further correct the errors in the areas which has already been 
deformed.   
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Abstract  
Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is an emerging forming technology that promises high 
flexibility and formability. These properties make it suited for small scale and customised 
production. However, the poor geometric accuracy of ISF limits the wide application of this 
flexible forming technology. This paper presents a two-directional toolpath correction 
approach to enhance ISF forming accuracy using a Model Predictive Control (MPC) 
algorithm. A toolpath optimisation method for vertical toolpath correction has been validated 
in our previous work [1], and it helps to reduce errors in the base of the test shapes to a 
suitable level while its major limitation is that horizontal geometric errors are relatively large. 
This paper extends our previous work [1] by augmenting the vertical control module with a 
new control module for horizontal toolpath correction. The proposed control algorithm was 
experimentally validated in single point incremental sheet forming (SPIF) using two forming 
case studies. In the first case study (a truncated pyramid), two control approaches with 
different assumptions for the horizontal springback distribution along the horizontal cross-
sectional profile were tested and compared. Then, the developed MPC control algorithm was 
applied to form a more complex asymmetric shape. Results show that the developed strategy 
can reduce the forming errors in the wall and base of the formed shape compared to the 
existing works. The ISF process with MPC control leads to significant accuracy improvement 
in comparison with the typical ISF process that is without toolpath control.    
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1 Introduction 
Flexible forming technologies are becoming an increasingly significant part of the 
manufacturing industry because small batch and customised production have become a 
significant component in the market, and it is predicted that the proportion of customised 
production will increase in the future. Single point incremental forming (SPIF) is a flexible 
sheet forming processes for quick and low-cost production for small batch manufacturing 
since it possesses the dieless nature and guarantees high flexibility in the fabrication of sheet 
parts. SPIF uses a simple tool with a smooth end to deform sheets along a toolpath typically 
generated from CAM software. In SPIF, the part is incrementally fabricated by orderly 
accumulation of plastic deformations localised around the ball end of the tool. With no needs 
of any dedicated tooling or dies, SPIF can be quickly adjusted for new and modified product 
shapes via toolpath alteration. However, SPIF still suffers from some drawbacks including 
long processing time and low geometric accuracy. The latter one is the major cause of low 
take-up of SPIF in the forming industry. Micari et al. [2] summarised that three types of 
geometric inaccuracies in SPIF are the sheet bending effect, the pillow effect, and springback. 
The geometric inaccuracy caused by the sheet bending effect can be partially reduced by 
using a backing plate underneath the metal blank, but it is still uncontrollable in SPIF. 
Therefore, this kind of error will not be considered in this work. Sheet springback, which 
results from the sudden decrease of stress as the deformation load from the tool is released, 
accounts for the majority of SPIF defects. To address the limitation of poor geometric 
accuracy primarily caused by the springback, a number of mitigation approaches have been 
presented in the literature. Attanasio et al. [3] performed a set of experiments to optimise two 
process parameters, namely the scallop height and step depth;  Ambrogio et al. [4] developed 
a two-pass approach by adding a back-drawing ISF stage after the typical SPIF process to 
improve geometric accuracy; Araghi et al. [5] proposed a hybrid ISF approach by combining 
ISF with stretch forming; Behera et al. [6] developed a multi-stage strategy based on 
intelligent sequencing and multi-step mesh morphing techniques and Bambach et al. [7] 
demonstrated that a multi-stage strategy with stress relief annealing can reduce the geometric 
errors in ISF.  
An alternative approach reported in the literature is to improve the low geometric accuracy of 
ISF through toolpath correction. Recently, some off-line approaches were presented to 
correct the ISF toolpath. Ambrogio et al. [8] modified the ISF toolpath by using a larger wall 
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angle to form the first half of the shape in terms of depth, which is a preliminary attempt on 
toolpath optimisation. In [9], an iterative approach was presented to optimised the toolpath 
based on the springback of formed parts in the trial fabrication. Similarly, Behera et al. [10] 
developed a multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) correction strategy for toolpath 
compensation in ISF. Fiorentino et al. [11] used an iterative control algorithm based on an 
artificial cognitive system for toolpath correction. On the other hand, some studies on the in-
process toolpath correction for accuracy improvement in ISF have been reported recently. 
The on-line toolpath correction method measures the progress of the formed part and corrects 
the toolpath in-process to improve the forming accuracy. Based on spatial impulse responses 
of the system obtained from the ISF process without control, Allwood et al. [12] used a 
feedback control strategy to reduce geometric errors. Wang et al. [13, 14] reported a MPC 
control strategy for improving the poor accuracy in SPIF via toolpath optimisation. The 
predictive model for this work is also empirically determined. The results showed that final 
geometric errors were reduced at the base of the formed shapes using the control strategy 
while the errors in the wall areas of the test shape are still relatively large. What’s more, the 
error distribution map of the whole part was not reported in these studies [12-14]. 
In our previous work [1], an MPC control strategy for ISF toolpath optimisation, using an 
analytical model for shape prediction, was presented to improve geometric accuracy through 
optimising step depth during the forming process. Results show that good accuracy 
improvement has been made in the bottom areas of the test shapes with the use of the 
developed control strategy. As for the wall areas of the test shapes, geometric errors are still 
relatively large. Specially, the corners of the pyramid still have relatively low accuracy. This 
is due to the fact that this work only dealt with toolpath optimisation in the vertical direction 
without considering toolpath correction in the horizontal direction. This finding is consistent 
with the results presented in [14]. 
In this paper, a two-directional MPC control algorithm is developed to control and correct the 
toolpath in the vertical and the horizontal directions. This work extends our previous work by 
augmenting the existing vertical MPC controller with a horizontal controller with the view to 
further reduce the errors of the wall and corner areas of the test part. Two key toolpath 
parameters, the horizontal step increment and the step depth, are optimised by solving 
optimisation problems at each step following a receding horizon control framework. 
Compared with previous studies on toolpath optimisation, analytical models, based on the 
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incremental nature of the ISF deformation, were used for shape state predictions. During the 
forming process, the shape state predictions are obtained based on the shape measurement in 
the past and future toolpath parameters. Control actions are computed in two separate 
modules, namely vertical and horizontal MPC modules. Two case studies were performed in 
the SPIF process for experimental validation. After testing and comparing two models with 
different assumptions for the horizontal springback distribution in the first case study, the 
developed control algorithm with the interpolated horizontal model was applied in the 
fabrication of an asymmetric shape to verify its effectiveness.  
2 Model Predictive Control of ISF 
MPC [15] is a control strategy that uses a predictive model of the system under control to 
choose inputs that optimise the performance, such as minimising geometric errors in ISF, 
while ensuring system constraints are satisfied over a prediction horizon. In this work, there 
are two separate MPC modules to deal with the optimisation of two critical toolpath 
parameters, the horizontal step increment ( hu ) and the step depth ( zu ), as shown in Figure 
1. During the forming process with control, each MPC time-step is taken to be the forming of 
a single contour. The number of steps taken to form the shape depends on the designed depth 
of the shape and the initial zu  value. The forming of a single contour depends on the values 
of zu  and hu  computed in the control strategy. The ISF process with MPC control is 
shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1 Structure of the ISF process with MPC control. 
Figure 2 illustrates the implementation of the MPC algorithm in ISF. The system inputs 
include the target shape states in two directions ( zW and hW ) and toolpath contours generated 
from CAM software. After forming the contour k, the formed shape is measured and the 
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measured profile state is then used in the predictive models to predict the shape states of next 
several steps in terms of the vertical and horizontal directions. Then, the MPC optimisers will 
determine a sequence of control inputs that minimise the difference between the target shape 
states and the predicted shape states. Optimised inputs of next pN steps ( ( )zU k
 and ( )hU k ) 
will be obtained by solving the optimisation problems in each of the two control modules. For 
each direction, only the first element of the optimised parameters will be used to correct the 
toolpath in the following single step. The entire control process is then repeated at each 
subsequent step (forming contour) until the shape is formed. 
Start
System inputs: 
 Wz, Wh, and initial tool path
Solve min Jz and Jh 
Optimal inputs
 ∆Uz*(k) and ∆Uh*(k)
Forming a 
single contour
Forming 
completed ?
End
YES
NO
Only apply the first 
optimal move 
Shape measurement: y(k)
k=k+1
 
Figure 2 Application of the MPC control algorithm in ISF. 
2.1  MPC algorithm with two-parameter optimisation 
2.1.1 Two critical parameters of ISF 
The parallel contour toolpath is the common toolpath type used in ISF and typically contains 
a sequence of horizontal contours. The horizontal step increment ( hu ) and the step depth 
( zu ) are the critical toolpath parameters in ISF, shown in Figure 3. There are a number of 
contour points on each single contour and their coordinates are defined in a cylindrical 
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coordinate system. X ( , , )j j j jk k k kr z  is a contour point on contour k. At a single step, e.g., step 
k+1, ( 1)zu k  is a scalar because all the points of a single contour are on the same z-level 
plane, and it can be expressed as,   
1( 1)z k ku k z z                                                        (1)   
where 1kz  and kz are the z coordinates of Xjk  and 1X
j
k , respectively. hu  is a vector that 
captures the radial distances between points of interest on two successive contours. hu of 
step k+1 can be expressed by the following equation, 
  1 2( 1) ( 1), ( 1), , ( 1), , ( 1)j mh h h h hu k u k u k u k u k                                  (2)                        
where m is the number of points on a single contour, and 1
j
h ku  is the radial distance 
between the jth pair of points ( Xjk  and 1X
j
k ) on two neighbouring contours, as shown in 
Figure 3.The value of zu is typically defined by the user. The values of hu  are computed, 
according to the zu value and the part design, in the CAM software. However, the initial 
contour toolpath without control typically leads to low geometric accuracy caused by the 
springback. This paper aims to control and optimise both zu  and hu  to improve the ISF 
accuracy.     
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Figure 3 Two critical parameters of the typical ISF toolpath. 
2.1.2 Vertical direction optimisation 
This control module for vertical direction optimisation was built, based on the MPC 
algorithm in our previous work [1], to optimise zu  for accuracy improvement in the vertical 
direction. In ISF, zu  is the determinant of vertical movement of the tool between successive 
contours and it has direct effect on vertical deformation of metal sheet. The cross-sectional 
profile through the centre axis is used to represent the shape state. After forming step k, the 
vertical profile state is measured as ( ) nzy k R , 
1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ), , ( )
Ti n
z z z z zy k y k y k y k y k                                       (3) 
where n is the number of profile points and ( )izy k is the z-coordinate of the ith point ( iP  ) on 
the profile, as shown in Figure 4.    
The forming mechanism in ISF is complex so that it is difficult to find an accurate analytical 
model to describe the system  1 ( ( ), ( 1))z z zy k f y k u k    for on-line toolpath correction 
[1]. The finite element method could properly model the forming process. However, it 
usually takes long time [16, 17], from several hours to several days, for the simulation of ISF 
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processes so that this method is not suitable for online toolpath correction. Using the linear 
predictive model in [1] for shape state prediction in the vertical direction, the vertical profile 
state at step k+1 can be predicted as, 
 1|ˆ ( ) )) ( 1 ( 1z z z zy k k y k B k ku                                                  (4) 
where ( 1)zB k is the coefficient vector that captures the influence of the input zu  on the 
deformation of next step in the linear model.  
 
Figure 4 Incremental deformation between two neighbouring steps ( refer to [1]). 
Figure 4 shows how the vertical cross-sectional profile varies with the vertical input between 
two consecutive steps. This can be generalised to a large number of shapes fabricated in ISF. 
The green lines are the formed profiles ( )zy k  and ( 1)zy k   and the black line represents the 
ideal profile in design. 1P  and nP  are the first point and the last point on the formed profile, 
respectively. 
kc
P  and 
1kc
P  are the contact points and are geometrically detected because they 
are where the ball end of the tool tangentially touches the local wall. The profile ( 1)zy k
consists of three zones, namely Zone A ( 1P ~ kcP ), Zone B ( kcP ~ 1kcP  ), and Zone C ( 1kcP  ~
nP ). Based on the simplifications in the linear predictive model in [1], the metal sheet will be 
pushed down with the increase in depth as zu  in Zone C. Since Zone A is a formed region 
and will not be formed by the tool in the future, the deformation of material in this region will 
be slight and will be ignored. The metal blank in Zone B will be pushed down and stretched 
by the single tool following the predefined slope of the forming step. Therefore, all the 
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elements in 1 2( 1) ( 1), ( 1), , ( 1)
Tn
z z z zk bB k b k b k        can be computed in Equation (5). 
Generally, Zone B contains only a few points.  
1
1
1
0, 1 (Zone A)
( 1) , (ZoneB)
(ZoneC)
1,
k
i k
z k k
k
k
i c
i cb k c i c
i c
c i n



         
                                           (5) 
where i  is the index number of the profile points. kc  and 1kc   are the index number of 
points 
kc
P  and 
1kc
P  , respectively. Consequently, all the zB  values of the future pN steps,
1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ) , 1, 2, ,
Tn
z z z z pk j b k j b k jB b k j j N          , can be obtained similarly.  
This simplified model has been verified as reasonable from the results of our previous work 
[1]. In addition, this simplification has been justified through experimental validation, as 
discussed in Section 3.1. Using the linear predictive model in Equation (4), the profile states 
in the prediction horizon,  namely the future pN steps,  can be predicted as, 
     zˆ z z zY k Y k B U k                                                     (6) 
where        ˆ ˆ ˆ1| , 2| , ˆ , |  Tz z z z pY k y k k y k k y k N k       contains the state predictions in 
the prediction horizon, ( ) [ ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( )]z z
T
z z zY k y k y k y k y k   is the measured profile shape 
at time-step k, ( 1) ( 2( ) , , ,) ( )z z
T
pz zk k kU k u u u N         is the input sequence over 
the prediction horizon, and zB  is the coefficient matrix to predict how future inputs influence 
the changes of the vertical profile state in the predictive model. zB  is expressed as, 
zB = 3
1
1 2
1 2
1 32
0 0 0
0 0
0
0
p
z k
z k z k
z k z k z
z k z k z z k N
k
k
B
B B
B BB
B B
B
B

 
 
  


        



   

                                       (7) 
and 1 2, , , , 1, 2, ,
Tn
z k j z k j z k j z k j pb b bB j N         . 
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At step k, the optimisation problem in the vertical control module is summarised as, 
min 
2ˆ T
z z z z z zY W UJ U                                                       (8) 
subject to  
1
ˆ ( ) ( ) 1,2,| ,( ) ,z z z
i
z
j
py k j k y k B uk i k i Nj

      
maxmin 1 , ,( ) ,2,z z z pk j Nu u ju       
where zJ is the cost function; zW  is the vertical profile states in design; 
( ) ( 1), ( 2), , ( ) , 1, 2, ,
T
z z z z pU k u k u k u k N k N            is the input sequence; N is 
the number of steps; The second item of zJ is added to limit the fluctuation of the control 
inputs; z  is a non-negative weighting factor and is set as 0.2, which is the same as in [1]. 
The solution of Equation (8) can be found by solving a quadratic programming (QP) problem  
[1], which is programed in Python.  
2.1.3 Horizontal	direction	optimisation 
Results of previous studies from [1, 13, 14] indicate that the MPC control strategy with 
optimising vertical step depth only can greatly reduce geometric errors in the base area of the 
formed parts. However, the reduction in the geometric error in the wall areas of the formed 
part was more modest, especially the corners of the formed truncated pyramid. In this work, a 
new horizontal MPC module is added into the control strategy with the aim to reduce the wall 
and corner geometric errors.  
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Figure 5 Incremental deformation in the horizontal direction. 
Figure 5 illustrates the incremental deformation between two forming contours in the 
horizontal direction. In the top view, the vertical cross-sectional profile is obtained in a 
vertical section through points s
kQ and 1skQ  , which are the contact points kcP and 1kcP  in the 
section view, respectively.  Meanwhile, the horizontal cross-sectional profile ( )hy k  is on the 
horizontal section plane through the contact point (
kc
P ). The horizontal cross-sectional profile 
is represented by a number of profile points for optimisation. The number of profile points, m, 
is determined by the complexity of the target shape and generally increases as the shape 
complexity increases. j
kQ and 1jkQ  is the jth pair of points on ( )hy k and ( 1)hy k , respectively. 
At step k, the radial coordinate ( jkR ) of each profile point (
j
kQ ) is the profile state of this point. 
Therefore, the horizontal profile state at step k is measured as ( )hy k  expressed as follows, 
1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ), , ( )j mh h h h hy k y k y k y k y k                                                 (9) 
where ( )j jh ky k R , m is the number of profile points on the profile.    
In consideration of the incremental nature of ISF, the horizontal distance between j
kQ  and 
1
j
kQ  is taken to be the horizontal input ( 1)
j
h ku  , the jth element of ( 1)hu k  . At step k, 
the horizontal profile state of next step can be predicted by, 
(ˆ ( 1 1( )| ) )h h hy k k y k u k                                                  (10) 
where 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1) ( , ( , , (1) 1) , ,1) 1)(j mh h h h hk k ky k y y ky y         is the predicted profile state, 
and 1 2( , ( ,( 1) 1) , ( , , (1) 1) 1)j mh h h h hk k k k ku u u u u            is the horizontal step 
increment of step k+1. 
Similarly, the profile predictions along the prediction horizon can be expressed as, 
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Equation (11) can also be written as, 
     hˆ h h hY k Y k L U k                                                   (12) 
where        1 | , 2 | ,  , |ˆ ˆˆ ˆh h h h pY k y k k y k k y k N k        is the collection of predicted 
profile states of next
pN steps, ( ) [ ( ), ( ), ( ), , ( )]h h h h hY k y k y k y k y k   is the measured profile 
state at step k, ( ) ( , ( , , (1) 2) )h h hh pk kU k k Nu u u          is the input sequence over 
the prediction horizon, and hL  is the coefficient matrix to determine how the horizontal 
profile state varies with the horizontal input in the next 
pN  steps. By collecting Equation (11) 
together, hL  is expressed in Equation (13).  
hL =
0 0 0
0 0
0
m m
m m m m
m m m m m m m m
I
I I
I I I I

 
   
      
                                         (13) 
At each step, the control problem in the horizontal module can be summarised as: 
min 
2 2
0
ˆ
h h h h h hY WJ U U                                               (14) 
subject to 0( 1, , ,) 2( ) , ph h k Nk i i iu eu       
1
(ˆ ( | ) ( ) 1,) 21 , ,,
j
h h h p
i
ky k i k y k u Nj

       
where hJ  represents the cost function, hW  is the horizontal profile state in design, the last 
item of hJ  is to limit the variation range of the control inputs around the initial inputs, h  is 
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the non-negative weighting factor and 0.7h   has been adopted after tuning in this work, 
0( )h k iu  is the initial horizontal step increment in the initial toolpath, and e is the 
inequality constraints of the horizontal inputs and is set as 0.5. The optimisation problem 
given in Equation (14) is a typical QP problem and can be solved using the method in [1].   
2.2  Case study 1 
In this case, the developed control algorithm is validated by forming a truncated pyramid 
(Figure 6), which is a typical test in ISF because it has flat wall areas as well as relatively 
sharp corners where the shape bends significantly. The yellow area is the concerned region.  
 
Figure 6 Test shape in case study 1. 
To optimise zu , the vertical cross-sectional profile is obtained in a section through the 
corner of the pyramid, as shown in Figure 7. The optimization of hu  will only consider one 
eighth of the shape due to its symmetry. Two models with different assumptions of the 
horizontal springback distribution were utilised to simplify the optimisation problem in the 
control process. The first model assumes that the horizontal component of the springback is 
uniformly distributed along the horizontal cross-sectional profile at each step. The second 
model assumes that the horizontal springback linearly varies with the radial coordinate of the 
point on the horizontal cross-sectional profile. The use of a simplified model allows the entire 
horizontal contour to be adjusted based upon the optimised hu values of only a few profile 
points rather than all the profile points. 
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2.2.1 Uniform horizontal springback  
In the first model, under the assumption of uniform horizontal springback, the correction of 
the springback is taken to be uniformly distributed along the cross-sectional profile, as shown 
in Figure 7. That is, the optimised contour is assumed to be obtained by slightly enlarging or 
shrinking the initial contour by a constant scale factor. Therefore, this scale factor can be 
calculated using a profile point in any radial direction. In Figure 7, ( , )j j jk k krX  is the point on 
the initial contour k and ( , )j j jk k kQ R   is the point on the profile ( )hy k  .   
 
Figure 7 Optimisation of contour in the horizontal direction. 
The scale factor can be calculated in the following equation.  
* ** ( ) ( ))/ ( ( ) ( ) /)/ 1 (j j j jh h h
j j j j j
k k k k hk kr r r rk k k kru u u u                                (15) 
where k is the scale factor; jkr is the radial coordinate of point jkX on the initial contour k;
* j
kr is the radial coordinate of point 
* j
kX on the optimised contour. ( )
j
h ku and * ( )jh ku are 
respectively the initial horizontal input and the optimised input in the radial direction of 
j
k  .   
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In this case, the profile point at the corner, namely point s
kQ ( , 45s sk kR    ), is chosen for 
calculating the scale factor. s
kQ is also where the shape is vertically sectioned to get the 
vertical profile. Therefore, k is calculated as, 
* ( )1 ( /( )) ss sh hk krk ku u                                                  (16) 
where ( )sh ku and * ( )sh ku are respectively the initial horizontal input and the optimised one 
in the direction of sk  . The horizontal input in any direction can be obtained from 
Equations (15) and (16),  
* *( ) ( ) ( )( / , 1,2, ..( )) . ,j sk k
j j s s
h h h hk k k kr r j mu u u u                               (17) 
Therefore, the optimisation of * * 1 * 2 * *, ,( ) , ,( ) ( ) ( ) (, )j mh h h h hk ku u k ku ku u         ) shrinks 
to an optimal problem requiring the optimisation of * ( )sh ku with the use of the horizontal 
MPC module.  
2.2.2 Interpolated horizontal springback 
From the results in our previous work by [1], it appeared that while there was significant 
error at the corner of the pyramid, the use of the MPC module for vertical toolpath correction 
was able to reduce errors in the middle of the wall to be fairly low, as shown in Figure 8. This 
suggests that the horizontal springback is not uniformly distributed along the horizontal 
profile, which is consistent with other sheet forming processes, such as air bending [18]. A 
model with varying horizontal springback is developed to correct the horizontal errors. More 
specifically, the horizontal springback distribution is assumed to vary linearly between the 
springback of point 1
kQ ( 1 1, 0k kR    ) and point skQ ( , 45s sk kR    ) based on the radial coordinates 
of the points, as shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8 Optimisation of contour at step k (enhanced model). 
To control the springback effect, the contour is adjusted based on the model with varying 
springback distribution. Consequently, the scale factor k for adjusting the initial contour 
varies at different radial directions and can be expressed as, 
1 2, , , , ,j mk k k k k                                                     (18) 
For the linearly interpolated horizontal springback model, only springback at the two radial 
directions ( 1k   and sk  ) will be detected and the springback at any radial direction 
( jk  ) is estimated by a linear interpolation based on the radial coordinates. Therefore, the 
scale factor value jk can be obtained using the following equation, 
 1 1 1 1( )( ) /( )j s j sk k k k k k k kr r r r                                                (19) 
Also, jk can be expressed in a generalisation of Equation (16),  
* ( ) (1 ( /))j jhk h
j j
kk k ru u                                                  (20) 
Similarly, 
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* ( ) (1 ( /))s shk h
s s
kk k ru u                                                   (21) 
From the results of our previous work [1], geometric accuracy in the middle of four pyramid 
walls was greatly improved to the desirable level (±0.3 mm) when only zu  is optimised 
and hu  is kept unchanged from the initial CAD toolpath. The radial direction 1k 
corresponds to the middle of the pyramid wall. Therefore, 1k  is taken to be 1. It means that 
the position of the contour point in this direction will not be adjusted while optimising the 
contour.  
By combining Equations (19), (20) and (21) together, the optimal input at any radial direction 
can be obtained using the linear interpolation,  
* *
1
1
( )( , 1,2( , ... ,
(
) ( ) ( ))
)
) (j j s
j
s
h h
j
k k k
s
k
h s
k k
h
rk k k r r j m
r r r
ku u u u                         (22) 
Once again, the optimisation of * * 1 * 2 * *, ,( ) , ,( ) ( ) ( ) (, )j mh h h h hk ku u k ku ku u          shrinks 
to an optimal problem for optimising * ( )sh ku . After * ( )sh ku is calculated in the horizontal 
MPC module at each step, the optimised contour can be obtained for springback correction. 
Hence, the computational complexity for using either of the two springback models is 
identical.  
2.3  Case study 2 
To further validate the developed MPC control algorithm, another case study was performed 
using a more complex asymmetric shape. The test shape is an asymmetric cone, as shown in 
Figure 9, with the wall angle varying at different radial directions from the centre.    
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Figure 9 Test shape in case study 2. 
In the vertical optimisation, the formed shape is sectioned through point s
kQ ( , 45s sk kR    ), as 
shown in Figure 10, to get the vertical cross-sectional profiles. As for the horizontal 
optimisation, the model with interpolated horizontal springback distribution was used to 
estimate the horizontal errors. The optimised hu  values in five selected radial directions 
( 0 , 45 ,90 ,180 , 270       ), which are marked by arrow lines in Figure 10, are computed 
directly in the horizontal MPC optimiser. The optimised hu  values in other radial directions 
are calculated using linear interpolation between the sample points, that is, using an 
appropriate modification to Equation (22) for each inter-sample segment.  
 
Figure 10 Application of the horizontal model with interpolated springback. 
Top view Side view 
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2.4  Set-up in experiments 
The present work was conducted on an AMINO® ISF machine, shown in Figure 11. A 3D 
Digitiser (VIVID 9i), with the scanning accuracy within ±0.05 mm, was utilised to scan the 
3D geometry of formed parts. In the SPIF process, a 3 mm thick steel backing plate and 
clamping blocks were used to clamp the sheet blank. Besides this, the backing plate can also 
provide a rigid support for the undeformed areas of the blank. This helps to reduce geometric 
inaccuracies caused by the sheet bending effect. The test material is aluminium (7075-O). 
The initial blank is a 300 mm × 300 mm square and the thickness is 1.6 mm. A ball-ended 
tool with a 30 mm diameter was used in the experiments. Lubricating oil was used for 
lubrication during the forming process. 
 
Figure 11 Experimental set-up of the ISF system with MPC control. 
Figure 11 illustrates the experimental implementation of the manufacturing system with MPC 
control in the lab. The geometric data of scanned formed parts is collected and analysed in 
GEOMAGIC Qualify. Cross-sectional profiles for feedback control are obtained in sections 
in different directions. In the first three steps of the forming process, the metal blank is 
formed without control and the MPC control modules are turned on when the forming of 
third step is finished, since the formed shape at the early stage is too shallow to accurately 
capture the formed features. After solving the optimisation problems in the control modules 
by the QP method [1], optimised toolpath parameters are used for the forming of next contour. 
The CAD shapes are designed in SOLIDWORKS. Unigraphix NX7.5 is used to generate the 
contour toolpath with a fixed zu  for typical ISF with no toolpath control.  Table 1 illustrates 
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detailed parameter settings of the experiments and the MPC controllers. The depth of the 
shape design is consistent with the work by [13, 14].    
Table 1 Parameter settings in experiment  
Parameters Truncated pyramid Asymmetric Cone 
Tool diameter (mm) 30 20 
Raw thickness (mm) 1.6 1.6 
Feed rate (mm/min) 4000 4000 
Total depth  (mm) 35 35 
Wall angle ( ° ) 40 
Varying at different 
radial directions 
Prediction Horizon ( pN ) 6 6 
3 Results and discussions 
3.1  Justification of the predictive model 
To model the forming process for MPC control, simplifications were made to predict the 
formed vertical profiles during the control process. Before analysing the results of MPC 
control strategies, the simplified model (Figure 4) used for vertical profile predictions was 
experimentally justified in forming the test shape in case study 1. In the typical ISF process 
without toolpath control, the formed shape of each step was measured during the forming 
process. To validate this model, the predicted profile of next step was compared with the 
formed profile of next step (Figure 12a). The predicted profile of next step was obtained in 
the predictive model based on the formed profile of the current step. The comparisons from 
two example steps show that the majority of the predicted profile of the next step matches 
well with the formed one while the prediction error near the position where the tool touches 
the blank, namely Zone B in Figure 4, is relatively large. However, there are only a few 
profile points within this region so that it will not significantly affect the optimisation in the 
control strategy.  
Figure 12b illustrates how the prediction error changes along the steps in terms of the centre 
point in Figure 12a. The prediction error is defined as the difference between the predicted z-
coordinate of the centre point and the formed one at each step. As discussed previously in 
Section 2.4, the control strategy in the vertical direction was applied after the first three steps 
so that the prediction of the profile begins from the 4th step. The prediction error is relatively 
large at the early stage of the forming process, which is due to the fact that the springback is 
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relatively large in the first few steps. As the formed depth increases, the prediction error 
begins to fluctuate in a small range (-0.05~+0.12mm) from about the 10th step. This 
illustrates that the prediction error will not accumulate due to the feedback of measured shape 
state at each time-step. The prediction errors cannot be ignored, especially in the first few 
steps, but the influence of the prediction errors can be partially compensated in the MPC 
optimiser by updating the feedback of the measured shape state and control actions at each 
step. Therefore, the simplifications in the model can be considered as reasonable for in-
process feedback control of ISF.  
 
 
Figure 12 Experimental justification of the predictive model in typical ISF (no control):  
(a) Comparison of the predicted profile and formed file at two example steps;  
(b) Prediction errors at the centre point of the cross-sectional profile at different steps.  
3.2  Case study 1 
To verify the developed control algorithm, the test shape is formed in four tests using 
different strategies (Table 2). Control strategy MPC-0 is the one reported in our previous 
work by [1]. It only deals with the optimisation of zu . In the two-directional MPC strategy, 
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two parameters are optimised at the same time. To determine hu at each step, strategy MPC-
1 uses a simplified model with uniform horizontal springback while an enhanced model with 
interpolated horizontal springback is used in strategy MPC-2. In the experimental verification 
of the MPC strategy, the cross-sectional profile through the centre axis and two corners is 
chosen as the shape state for feedback control. The profile provides the vertical states of all 
the points for vertical optimisation. Control actions are conducted after the measured state 
and the target state are compared and computed in the MPC optimisers.  
Table 2 Different strategies 
Strategies zu  hu  
 No control 
(typical ISF) 
from CAM 
(1mm) from CAM 
MPC-0 
(previous work [1]) MPC-vertical from CAM 
MPC-1 MPC-vertical MPC-horizontal (uniform horizontal springback)  
MPC-2 MPC-vertical MPC-horizontal (interpolated horizontal springback) 
After experimental justification of the predictive model, the results obtained from the four 
strategies are analysed and compared in several aspects. Figure 13a shows the comparison of 
profiles from cross-sections through the corners and the corresponding error distributions. 
The deviations in the z direction are regarded as the geometric errors. The results shows that 
errors formed from the typical ISF process are quite large and those in the wall area reach 
about 3mm. In Strategy MPC-0, errors at the bottom are greatly reduced to ±0.3 mm while 
those on the wall are also reduced, compared with those in uncontrolled ISF, and are still 
relatively large (±1 mm). With the addition of the horizontal MPC module, significant 
accuracy improvement (within ±0.3 mm) is achieved in both the bottom and wall areas in 
MPC-1 and MPC-2. The errors beyond the region concerned are caused by the bending effect 
and will not be discussed in this work since this is uncontrollable in SPIF [13].   
However, in MPC-1, the model with an assumption of uniform horizontal springback fails to 
obtain high-level accuracy on the wall in terms of the cross-section through the centre and the 
middle of the wall. Figure 14a and b show that the accuracy of the wall area gets worse in 
MPC-1 compared with MPC-0. In MPC-1, each contour was horizontally enlarged in a 
constant scale based on the horizontal error of cross-sectional profile through the corners. 
This leads to too much deformation on the planar walls of the pyramid shape because the 
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horizontal springback values on the planar walls are less than those at the curved corners 
where there are larger residual stresses. Using an enhanced model that better accounts for the 
spatial variance of horizontal springback, MPC-2 helps to address the issue in MPC-1 and 
greatly reduces the error on the planar walls, as shown in Figure 14b. In all three controlled 
processes, accuracy at the bottom have been improved to the range of ±0.3 mm. Figure 15a 
illustrates the vertical inputs along all the steps and Figure 15b and Figure 15c show how the 
horizontal input differs from the initial one at each step at the radial directions through the 
corner and the wall middle, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 13 : (a) Cross-sectional profiles through the corners; (b) Corresponding error distribution. 
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Figure 14: (a) Cross-sectional profiles through the middle of walls; (b) Corresponding error 
distribution. 
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Figure 15 Inputs along the steps: (a) Step depth; 
(b) Horizontal step increment through the corner (deviations from initial inputs); 
(c) Horizontal step increment through the wall middle (deviations from initial inputs). 
To fully evaluate the geometric accuracy from different strategies, error maps of the formed 
parts, in the unclamped condition, are presented in Figure 16. The scanned shape and the 
CAD file are compared in the 3D comparison module of Geomagic Qualify. In additional to 
these maps, horizontal sections were made through a horizontal plane with the depth of 
25mm to quantify the horizontal error distribution more clearly. Horizontal cross-sectional 
profiles along a section trajectory (from A to B in Figure 16 b, c, and d) and the 
corresponding error distributions are compared in terms of strategy MPC-0, strategy MPC-1, 
and strategy MPC-2, as shown in Figure 17.  
Compared with uncontrolled ISF with no toolpath control (Figure 16a), large accuracy 
improvements have been observed at the bottom area and part of wall areas in strategy MPC-
0 while errors around the corners have been reduced to some extent and still need to be 
further reduced (Figure 16b). Figure 17 shows that most of the wall areas have high accuracy 
(+0.3mm) but errors around the corners have reached the level of +1.5mm.   
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In strategy MPC-1, a horizontal optimisation module was added to improve the poor accuracy 
in the horizontal direction. Figure 16c shows that errors around corners are significantly 
lessened and the accuracy at the bottom area remains similar to MPC-0. This indicates that 
the horizontal module in strategy MPC-1 helps to increase the geometric accuracy around the 
corners and it does not have significant influence on the vertical optimisation. This means the 
varying of hu in a range at one step does not substantially influence the formed depth of 
bottom areas. Figure 17 shows that a new problem occurred associated with MPC-1. The 
errors of main wall areas have increased to a higher level (-1.0 mm) from strategy MPC-0 as 
these areas were over-deformed beyond the walls of the part design. Figure 17 also shows 
that the horizontal errors are not uniformly distributed along the section trajectory at a certain 
z-level, which demonstrates that the springback is not uniformly distributed in the horizontal 
direction. 
With the use of strategy MPC-2, the bottom area and most part of the wall areas have high 
accuracy (±0.3 mm) while small part of the wall areas near the corner is less accurate but 
still have improved accuracy (±0.5 mm), as illustrated in Figure 16d and Figure 17. This can 
be due to the fact that the estimation of the distribution of springback effect along the 
horizontal profile is not perfect. This limitation might be solved when many more sample 
points on the horizontal profile are considered for the estimation of horizontal errors in 
various radial directions. Overall, these show that strategy MPC-2 with an interpolated 
springback model can give better evaluation of the horizontal springback distribution than 
MPC-1 with a uniform springback model. Compared with uncontrolled ISF and our previous 
work by [1], the dimensional accuracy of the formed part has been greatly improved in the 
concerned areas. 
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Figure 16 Geometric error maps of the formed parts: (a) No control; (b) MPC-0; (c) MPC-1; (d) 
MPC-2. 
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Figure 17 Comparison of horizontal cross-sectional profiles and the corresponding error distributions. 
3.3  Case study 2 
The developed MPC control algorithm was applied to form an asymmetric cone to 
demonstrate the applicability of the developed control strategy to asymmetric shapes. More 
specifically, strategy MPC-2 using the model with interpolated horizontal springback was 
used in this case study. To compare typical ISF with no toolpath control and controlled ISF, 
the geometric accuracy of formed shapes in the unclamped condition are analysed in terms of 
the geometric error maps. At the same time, the influence of the release of clamping plates on 
the formed shapes was analysed. 
 
Figure 18 Comparison of the formed shapes in clamped and unclamped conditions: (a) Section 
through plane XOZ ( 0   ); (b) Section through the radial direction 45   . 
Figure 18 shows that there is large springback at the clamped edges of the metal blank after 
the removal of clamping plates, which is caused by the residual stress around the clamped 
areas. In contrast, the release of clamping plates nearly has no influences on the concerned 
region of formed part. These results indicate that the formed region should not be too close to 
the clamped edges when choosing the size of the metal blank for part fabrication.  
(a) 
(b) 
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The error distributions of the whole parts are shown in Figure 19. In the base and most wall 
areas of the formed part, the geometric accuracy is greatly improved from ±3 mm to ±0.3 
mm with the use of the MPC control strategy. In Figure 19b, an annulus zone in light blue 
colour can be observed at the bottom, which is the “pillow effect” that occurs at the flat base 
of the part formed in SPIF [2]. This area is where the tool travels at the final step and it is 
lower than the centre area of the bottom due to the residual stress. The “pillow effect” can 
also be observed in Figure 18 and Figure 19a. This work focused on reducing the geometric 
errors caused by springback so that the errors caused by “pillow effect” will not be studied 
here. In some very small areas of the wall, the geometric errors have been reduced but remain 
slightly larger than the desirable level. These can be due to fact that current model with 
interpolated horizontal springback does not fully capture how the horizontal springback is 
actually distributed along the horizontal profiles. Nevertheless, the developed two-directional 
control algorithm leads to an order of magnitude overall improvement in geometric accuracy 
compared with ISF without toolpath control.   
 
Figure 19 Comparison of the formed parts in terms of the geometric error map: (a) No control; (b) 
Control strategy MPC-2. 
4 Conclusions and future work 
To address the limitation of poor geometric accuracy in ISF processes,  reported attempts for 
accuracy improvement have concentrated on toolpath optimisation/correction. In this paper, a 
two-directional MPC control algorithm for in-process toolpath correction in ISF has been 
developed and validated in two case studies. With two separate MPC modules in vertical and 
(a) (b)
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horizontal directions, the toolpath was corrected by optimising zu and hu  at each step 
during the forming process. In the first case study, two different simplifying models for the 
horizontal optimisation were tested in strategy MPC-1 and strategy MPC-2, respectively. 
Results show that our previous control strategy (MPC-0) leads to significant error reduction 
in the bottom area from ±3 mm (No control) to ±0.3mm while one of its limitation is that 
errors around the pyramid corners are relatively large (+1.5 mm). The two-directional 
strategy MPC-1 can help to improve the geometric accuracy around the corners while the 
wall areas were excessively formed. Strategy MPC-2 contributes to addressing the major 
limitation of strategy MPC-0 as well as the shortcoming of MPC-1. Then, control strategy 
MPC-2 was further validated in case study 2 for forming an asymmetric cone. The geometric 
errors in the base and most wall areas have been reduced from ±3 mm (No control) to ±0.3 
mm (MPC-2). The two-directional control strategy provides a useful feedback control method 
to improve the accuracy via toolpath correction in SPIF. What’s more, the ISF process with 
MPC control offers a good attempt for accurate manufacturing via in-process control and/or 
optimisation.  
The interpolated springback model in strategy MPC-2 can provide better evaluation of the 
distribution of horizontal springback than the uniform springback model in strategy MPC-1. 
However, the primary limitation of the current work is that the interpolated model still cannot 
fully capture how the horizontal springback is distributed along the horizontal profile because 
only serveal profile points in the predefined radial directions are utilised to evaluate the 
horizontal errors using an interpolation method. In the future, this limitation might be 
overcomed in the generalisation of the current horizontal model by using many more profile 
points for more accurate evaluation of the horizontal springback distribution. Besides this, the 
integration of the developed control algorithm and multi-stage strategy in ISF may offer a 
means of reducing geometric errors in the region that has already been formed.   
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Abstract 
As a flexible forming technology, Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is a promising 
alternative to traditional sheet forming processes in small-batch or customised 
production but suffers from low part accuracy in terms of its application in the industry. 
The ISF toolpath has direct influences on the geometric accuracy of the formed part 
since the part is formed by a simple tool following the toolpath. Based on the basic 
structure of a simple Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm designed for Single 
Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) in our previous work [1] that only dealt with the 
toolpath correction in the vertical direction, an enhanced MPC algorithm has been 
developed specially for Two Point Incremental Forming (TPIF) with a partial die in this 
work. The enhanced control algorithm is able to correct the toolpath in both the vertical 
and horizontal directions. In the newly-added horizontal control module, intensive 
profile points in the evenly distributed radial directions of the horizontal section were 
used to estimate the horizontal error distribution along the horizontal sectional profile 
during the forming process. The toolpath correction was performed through properly 
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adjusting the toolpath in two directions based on the optimised toolpath parameters at 
each step. A case study for forming a non-axisymmetric shape was conducted to 
experimentally validate the developed toolpath correction strategy. Experiment results 
indicate that the two-directional toolpath correction approach contributes to part 
accuracy improvement in TPIF compared with the typical TPIF process that is without 
toolpath correction.  
1. Introduction  
ISF is a flexible sheet forming technology that offers a promising alternative to 
traditional sheet forming processes for the cost-effective production of small-batch or 
customised parts. Without using dedicated dies, it uses a simple tool with a 
hemispherical end to form the sheet parts. By travelling along a 3D CAM toolpath on 
the surface of the sheet, the tool end deforms the sheet incrementally with the plastic 
deformation localised near the tool end [2] during the forming process. The two main 
variations of ISF are SPIF and TPIF. The main difference is that TPIF uses simple dies 
besides the forming tool (Figure 1b and c) while SPIF (Figure 1a) only uses a single 
tool to form the parts. To be more specific, TPIF can be classified into two types, 
namely TPIF with a full die and TPIF with a partial die, as shown in Figure 1b and c. 
The simple dies are generally made of cheap materials like timber or resin [3] so that the 
cost in the fabrication and storage of dies is not huge. With the use of supporting dies, 
TPIF generally leads to better geometric accuracy of the formed parts than SPIF [4]. 
The major limitation of ISF is the poor geometric accuracy of the formed parts. The 
errors are usually caused by the sheet springback and sheet bending. The sheet 
springback accounts for the geometric inaccuracies in the most areas of the formed parts. 
In addition, the “pillow effect”, an unwanted curved surface, typically occurs on the flat 
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base of the part formed in SPIF [5]. In order to improve the poor geometric accuracy, 
some attempts have been presented in the literature, including experimental 
investigation of process parameters [4, 6], hybrid ISF processes [7-9], the use of 
partially cut-out blanks [10], and a multi-stage strategy [3].  
 
Figure 1 Typical ISF variations. 
Recently, many studies concentrated on the toolpath correction/optimisation. The ISF 
toolpath can be corrected by using error compensation based on trial fabrications [11], a 
feature-based toolpath generation strategy [12], a Multivariate Adaptive Regression 
splines (MARS) correction strategy [13], iterative algorithms based on a transfer 
function [14], and  an artificial cognitive system [15]. Moreover, some in-process 
toolpath correction approaches were performed in SPIF based on a control strategy 
using spatial impulse responses of the process [16] and a MPC strategy [17]. In 
particular, the MPC control strategy reported in [17] only dealt with the optimisation of 
the step depth, which is one of the two critical toolpath parameters in ISF. The 
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predictive model in the control algorithm was obtained based on the formed shape in 
SPIF without toolpath control. In our previous work [1], a different MPC control 
strategy was developed to improve geometric accuracy via in-process toolpath 
correction. The MPC control algorithm used an analytical predictive model to vertically 
correct the toolpath by optimising the step depth during the forming process. The results 
showed that the geometric errors were improved in the base areas of the formed part, 
but the errors in the part wall areas were still relatively large since the proposed control 
algorithm only dealt with toolpath correction in the vertical direction. Additionally, 
obvious “pillow effect” was observed at the flat bases of the parts formed in the SPIF 
processes. The “pillow effect” is one of typical geometric inaccuracies in SPIF, however, 
there is no notable “pillow effect” in TPIF with the use of dies to support the flat base 
[18].  
Currently, there are not many studies that have been reported on in-process toolpath 
correction in TPIF. In TPIF with a single full die, it is difficult to correct the geometric 
errors by freely adjusting the toolpath because the tool movement is greatly limited by 
the full die with a definite shape as shown in Figure 1b. A possible way for toolpath 
correction in TPIF with a full die is to use different full dies with modified shapes at the 
intermediate stages of the forming process. It would be time-consuming to fabricate 
multiple full dies for forming a part. On the contrary, TPIF with a partial die is more 
flexible and the toolpath can be freely adjusted in a large range for geometric accuracy 
improvement.  
This paper presents a MPC control algorithm for TPIF with a partial die to improve 
geometric accuracy via in-process toolpath correction in the horizontal and vertical 
directions. Based on our previous work for SPIF toolpath correction only in the vertical 
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direction [1], an enhanced MPC algorithm has been developed specially for TPIF with a 
partial die to correct the toolpath through optimising the step depth and the horizontal 
step increment. In particular, a horizontal control module is added in the enhanced MPC 
algorithm for toolpath correction in the horizontal direction. In the horizontal control 
module, intensive profile points in the evenly distributed radial directions of the 
horizontal section were used to estimate the horizontal error distribution along the 
horizontal sectional profile during the forming process, which provide an achievable 
method to estimate the horizontal error distribution in forming general shapes. Two 
analytical models, based on the deformation nature in TPIF with a partial, were used for 
shape state predictions in two directions so that in-process toolpath control and 
correction can be directly conducted. During the forming process, shape measurement is 
performed at each time-step to provide shape feedback in the control algorithm. In the 
two (vertical and horizontal) separate MPC modules, optimised values of step depth and 
horizontal step increment are used to correct the toolpath in the vertical and horizontal 
directions, respectively. A non-axisymmetric shape was used to experimentally validate 
the developed control strategy. The experimental results were analysed by comparing 
the typical TPIF process and the TPIF process with toolpath correction in terms of 
horizontal sectional profiles, the error colour map, and the percentage distribution of 
geometric deviations. This work offers an achievable approach on in-process toolpath 
control/correction in TPIF with improved geometric accuracy on the final parts.  
2. MPC control strategy for TPIF with a partial die 
MPC is an advanced control technology and it is able to use linear models to deal with 
the control of constrained non-linear systems in various industry processes [17, 19]. 
This control technology is used to drive the system state following the target trajectory 
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by minimising the predicted states and the target states in a finite horizon. Suppose a 
nonlinear system is modelled as, 
( 1) ( ( ), ( ))y y k kk f u   .                                         (1) 
The optimisation problem solved by MPC at each time instant is expressed in the 
following equation,  
min 
2 2ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )J k k kY k W U   ,                           (2) 
subject to   1| ( ( )ˆ( ) )y Ay kkk k B u    
min maxu u u      
where  ( )J k  is the cost function,      ( ) 1| , 2 | ,  , ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ |  TpY k y k k y k k y k N k      
contains the predicted system outputs and ( 1 ( )ˆ )| () Ay k By k kuk    is the linear 
simplification of the system,      1 , 2 ,  ,  TpW w k w k w k N        is the target 
trajectory, ( 1), ( 2), , ( )p
T
U u k u k u k N          	collects the system inputs over 
the prediction horizon ( pN ).  
The process model is dynamic because the prediction model at each sampling instant is 
updated based on the currently measured state and the estimated future inputs. Control 
actions over the finite horizon are obtained by solving an optimisation problem at the 
current sampling instant but only the first move of the control actions will be applied in 
the future. 
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The in-process toolpath correction strategy for TPIF with a partial die is developed 
based on a two-directional MPC control algorithm. The basic concept of toolpath 
correction in TPIF is illustrated in Figure 2. There are geometric errors on the formed 
part using the initial toolpath. By correcting the toolpath based on shape feedback in the 
MPC controlled process, the geometric errors can be reduced on the final parts. More 
specifically, the toolpath is corrected in two perpendicular directions during the forming 
process. This is achieved by properly modifying the values of two critical toolpath 
parameters, namely the horizontal step increment ( ru ) and the step depth ( zu ) in 
Figure 4, based on the optimisation in the MPC algorithm.  
Figure 3 illustrates the structure of feedback control of TPIF using the two-directional 
MPC control algorithm. The forming process consists of a number of forming steps and 
each forming step corresponds to the forming a single contour. The control algorithm 
takes each forming step as a time-step. At time-step k, the measured shape states of 
currently formed shape are imported to the predictive models for shape state predictions 
of future several steps in the two directions. To drive the predicted shape states as close 
as to target shape states, the MPC optimisers will optimise zu and ru  of the next 
several steps, however only the optimised zu and ru  of the following single step 
(k+1) are used to correct the toolpath. In this way, the control of toolpath parameters 
will be repeated step by step till the end of the whole forming process.  
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Figure 2 Toolpath correction by using a MPC control algorithm (section view). 
 
Figure 3 MPC control of two toolpath parameters in ISF. 
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Figure 4 Two critical parameters of the contour toolpath. 
There are no specialised modules for generating ISF toolpath in commercial CAM 
softwares. The most commonly-used toolpath type in ISF is the parallel contour 
toolpath generated in the milling module of CAM softwares [20]. It consists of a certain 
number of contours that are parallel to each other, as shown in Figure 4. In this control 
model, each contour is represented by a certain number (m) of contour points defined in 
the cylindrical coordinate system. Therefore, the toolpath can be horizontally corrected 
in enough number of radial directions when forming general shapes, such as non-
axisymmetric shapes. ru  collects the radial distances between on two successive 
contours in terms of the predefined contour points (Figure 4). ru  can be represented as, 
  1 2( 1) ( 1), ( 1), , ( 1), , ( 1)j mr r r r ru k u k u k u k u k               ,              (3) 
and 1( 1) , 1,2,...,
j j j
r k ku k r r j m      
where m is the number of contour points at each step, ( 1)jru k   is the radial distance 
between corresponding profile points from two neighbouring contours. 
Step depth, zu , is the vertical depth that the tool travels down between two 
consecutive steps. In particular, the number of contours depends on the zu value and 
the total depth of the shape design. Therefore, the number of steps is also determined by 
zu  and the shape depth since the forming of a single contour is taken as a time-step. 
At each step, the z coordinates of all contour points on a single contour are the same 
since these points are on the same z-level plane. This can be expressed as,   
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1( 1)z k ku k z z    .                                                       (4) 
Between two neighboring contours of the toolpath, zu  and ru  account for the tool 
movements in the vertical direction and the horizontal direction, respectively. Therefore, 
two separate MPC control modules are designed to optimise the two parameters 
separately.  
2.1 MPC control algorithm in TPIF 
A simple MPC control algorithm that only optimises zu  in SPIF was demonstrated in 
our previous study [1] that it was able to properly correct the toolpath in the vertical 
direction. Toolpath correction in the vertical direction leads to geometric accuracy 
improvement in the base area of the formed parts whilst the part accuracy in the wall 
areas requires further improvement. This is consistent with the work reported in [17]. In 
this work, an enhanced MPC algorithm has been developed specially for TPIF with a 
partial die to correct the toolpath in the vertical direction as well as the horizontal 
direction. To be more specific, a new horizontal MPC module is added into the control 
algorithm to correct the toolpath in both the horizontal and vertical directions to reduce 
dimensional deviations of the formed part. The predictive models in the vertical and 
horizontal control modules are analytical models that are built based on the deformation 
nature of TPIF with a partial die in terms of the two directions.     
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Figure 5 Cross-sectional profiles of formed shapes during TPIF. 
Figure 5 shows the cross-sectional profiles of the formed shape in two directions during 
the forming process of TPIF. At each step, the formed shape is scanned and sectioned 
horizontally and vertically to get the cross-sectional profiles in the horizontal and 
vertical directions, respectively. The locations of the contact point 
kc
P and the bottom 
point bkP are geometrically identified based on the local feature of the currently formed 
shape after scanning the formed shape. The cross-sectional profiles in the two directions 
are taken as the shape states for optimisation in the control modules. Each vertical 
sectional profile is obtained in a vertical section plane through a predefined radial 
direction ( 1,2, , )s jk k j m    . On the vertical sectional profiles, contact points kcP
and 
1kc
P  in the side view are the points 
s
kQ and 1
s
kQ  in the top view, respectively. The top 
view illustrates the horizontal sections, which corresponds to the horizontal section 
planes in the side view, at two neighbouring steps.   
Since the deformation models for building the predictive models in the vertical and 
horizontal modules are different and they are obtained by sectioning the part in the 
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vertical and horizontal directions, respectively, the two control modules are described 
and explained separately for clear understanding.    
2.1.1 Horizontal control module 
The newly-added horizontal MPC module is aimed to optimise ru  for toolpath 
correction in the horizontal direction. In the horizontal model, the horizontal sectional 
profile at each step is represented by intensive profile points in different radial 
directions, as seen in the top view of Figure 5. This method can provide proper accuracy 
for the estimation of horizontal error distribution in forming general shapes. As a matter 
of the resolution for representing a curve, more profile points can give more accurate 
estimation of the formed sectional profiles, especially. To guarantee enough accuracy in 
representing the formed profiles and the horizontal error distribution, the horizontal 
sectional profile at each step is sampled in 360 uniformly distributed radial directions in 
this study, as shown in the top view of Figure 5. That is, the number of profile points is 
set as m=360. At time-step k, ( , )j j jk k kQ R   is the jth profile point of horizontal profile 
( )ry k  and its radial coordinate (
j
kR ), is taken as the profile state of this point. 
Consequently, the horizontal profile state of step k is defined in the following equation, 
1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ), , ( )j mr r r r ry k y k y k y k y k     .                                        (5) 
From the definition of ru  (Figure 4), namely the horizontal distance that the tool 
moves between two consecutive steps, the horizontal distance between jkQ  and 1
j
kQ   can 
be taken to be ( 1)jr ku  , as shown in the side view of Figure 5. In TPIF, the part is 
formed incrementally step by step with the sizes of ru  and zu  typically being small. 
Consequently, the amounts of springback in two neighbouring steps are very close to 
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each other and can be taken to be equal to each other. Based on this, a linear model is 
built for MPC control to predict the horizontal profile states during the forming process. 
Since the linear model is dynamic and the feedback of the measured shape state is 
updated at each step, the prediction errors brought by the linear model can be partially 
compensated. Therefore, the linearisation can be taken as reasonable for in-process 
control in ISF. After the shape measurement at step k, the state of point 
1
j
kQ  can be 
predicted in the next equation. 
ˆ ( (1) ) 1)(j j jr r rk ky y ku                                                    (6) 
Taking into account the profile points in all radial directions, the profile state of next 
step can be estimated as, 
(ˆ ( 1 1( )| ) )r r ry k k y k u k    ,                                           (7) 
where 1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1) ( , ( , , (1) 1) , ,1) 1)(j mr r r r rk k ky k y y ky y         is the predicted profile 
state of next step, 1 2( , ( ,( 1) 1) , ( , , (1) 1) 1)j mr r r r rk k k k ku u u u u            is 
the horizontal step increment of next step. 
In the future several steps, the predicted profile states can also be obtained in the 
following equation, 
 
   
1| ( ) 1)
2 | 1| 2)
(
ˆ (
ˆ ˆ (
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where pN  is the prediction horizon in MPC control and is set as 6 in this work after 
tuning. 
By collecting Equation (8) together, the matrix-vector form of this equation can be 
obtained, 
     rˆ r r rY k Y k L U k   ,                                               (9) 
where ( ) [ ( ), ( ), , ( )]r r r r
TY k y k y k y k   is the measured profile states at current step,
       ˆ ˆ ˆ1| , 2 | , ˆ, |  Tr r r r pY k y k k y k k y k N k        is the collection of the 
predictions of future horizontal profile states, 
( ) ( ,1 ), () 2 )( ,r r r p
T
rk k kU Nk u u u         stands for the horizontal inputs of 
next 
pN steps; hL is the coefficient matrix that indicates how the horizontal input 
influences the horizontal profile state in the future pN  steps and it is expressed in the 
next equation, 
rL =
0 0 0
0 0
0
I
I I
I I I
      
  

.                                      (10) 
At time-step k, the control problem in the horizontal module can be summarised as an 
optimisation problem to optimise the horizontal toolpath inputs through minimising the 
difference between the predicted profile states and target profile states in the prediction 
horizon: 
min 
2 2
0
ˆ
r r r r r rY WJ U U    ,                                          (11) 
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subject to  
1
|ˆ ( ) 1,) 2, ,( ,
j
r
i
r r pk i Ny k j k y k u j

       
0( 1,2,) ,( ) , pr rk j k j Nu e ju       
where rJ  stands for the cost function, rW  is the target profile states in the horizontal 
direction, rU 	contains the horizontal inputs of several future steps, 0rU 	is the 
collection of the initial horizontal inputs in the initial toolpath. Besides the minimisation 
of the difference between  rˆY k and rW , another item is added in the cost function to 
limit the control inputs in a predefined range around the initial inputs with e is set as 0.5, 
r  is the weighting coefficient and is adopted as 0.7 in this work after tuning;  
2.1.2 Vertical control module 
To optimise zu  for toolpath correction in the vertical direction, the vertical MPC 
module is developed based on a different deformation model that only uses one 
specified point to represent the vertical shape state in the vertical module while the 
control structure is similar to the horizontal control module.  
In the side view of Figure 5, the vertical cross-sectional profile at each step is a curve 
which also can be represented by a number of points. At step k, 
kc
P is the contact point 
where the flat local wall is tangent to the hemispherical end of the tool while
kb
P is the 
point where the bottom point of the ball end touches the metal blank. Due to the 
springback, the formed depth of the shape is generally smaller than the target depth. 
This control module is to drive the metal blank to the target depth by using the 
optimised zu . That is, the vertical control module aims to drive the bottom point on 
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the cross-sectional profile to the target position. Considering the vertical sectional 
profiles in all the radial directions ( 1 2, , , ,j mk k k k k       ) in the top view of Figure 
5, the z coordinates of the bottom points of these vertical sectional profiles are taken as 
the shape state, ( )zy k , in the vertical direction. 
1 2( ), ( ), , ( ), , (( ) )j mz zz z zy k y k y k y ky k                                          (12) 
Based on the incremental nature of TPIF, the shape is formed incrementally step by step 
and the size of zu  typically is small. Therefore, the amounts of springback in two 
neighbouring steps are very close to each other and can be considered to be equal to 
each other for building a linear model for MPC control. Under this simplification, the 
vertical distance between 
kb
P and 
1kb
P  in the radial direction 
s
k  will be the step 
depth of step k+1, as expressed in the following equation,  
 ˆ( () 1| )1s s sz z zu y k kk y k   .                                          (13) 
In the contour toolpath, the contours are parallel to each other. The contour points of 
each contour are on the same z-level plane, which is consistent with the way they are 
defined in the initial contour toolpath. Therefore, the ( 1)zu k  values in all the radial 
directions are the same. That is, 
1 2( , ( ,( 1) 1) , ( , , (1) 1) 1)j mz z z z zk k k k ku u u u u            can be expressed as, 
1( 1) ( 1)
s
z z mk Iu ku     .                                               (14) 
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Based on this, the optimised ( 1)zu k  can be obtained in the optimisation of just one 
element, namely ( 1)szu k  , in a selected radial direction. In this work, the radial 
direction through the middle of one of the curved fillets ( 45sk   ) was used for 
optimising ( 1)zu k  in the vertical control module. 
Consequently, only one element of 1 2( ), ( ), , ( ), , (( ) )j mz zz z zy k y k y k y ky k      , namely 
( )szy k , is investigated in the vertical control module. The vertical shape state at each 
step can be simplified as, 
) (( )zz
syy k k .                                                    (15)      
( )szy k  can be obtained in the cross-sectional profile in the selected radial direction 
( 45sk  ) after measuring the formed shape at step k. The vertical state of next step can 
be predicted as, 
 ˆ ( 1)
( 1)
1| ( )
( )
s
z z z
s s
z z
ky k k y k u
y k u k
  

 
   ,                                        (16) 
where ˆ ( 1)zy k is the predicted profile state of next step. Similarly, the vertical shape 
states over the prediction horizon can be obtained by, 
 
   
ˆ ( 1)
ˆ ˆ ( 2)
(
1| ( )
2 | 1|
( ) 1) ( 2)
ˆ ( 1) ( 2) ( )( | ) ( )
s s
z z z
s
z z z
s s s
z z z
s s s s
z p z z z z p
y k k y k u
y k k y k
k
k
k k
k k
k u
y k u u
y k N k y k u u u k N
  
   
  
 
 
   
         

.       (17) 
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Equation (17) can be gathered into the matrix-vector form, 
     zˆ z z zY k Y k L U k   ,                                              (18) 
where        ˆ ˆ ˆ1| , 2 | , ˆ , |  Tz z z z pY k y k k y k k y k N k       collects the state predictions 
of future pN steps, ( ) [ , ,( ( )]( ) ,)
s s s
z z z z
Ty k y k yY kk   is the measured shape state at time-
step k, ( 1) ( 2)( ) ( ), , ,s s sz z z z
T
pu k u k kU k Nu          is the vertical toolpath inputs, 
zL is a matrix obtained by collecting Equation (17) together and is expressed as, 
zL =
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0
1 1 1
      
  

.                                                 (19) 
To the drive the formed depth as close as possible to the target depth at each step, the 
control problem in the vertical control module at time-step k can also be summarised as 
an optimisation problem in the following equation. The second item is used to limit the 
size of vertical toolpath inputs that are negative at all steps. z  is set as 0.2, which is the 
same as in [1]. 
min 
2ˆ T
z z z z z zY W UJ U                                                       (20) 
subject to ( 1)( ) , ,( 2) ( ), , 1, 2, ,
T
p
s s s
z z z zu k u kU k N k Nu k         
 
1
ˆ ( ) 1,( ) 2, ,| ,s sz z z
j
p
i
y k j k y k u k i Nj

    
maxmin 1 , ,( ) ,2,z z z pk j Nu u ju       
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where zJ is the cost function, zW  is the target vertical states, N is the number of steps. 
The min and max values of zu  are 0.5mm and 2 mm, respectively.  
In summary of Section 2.1, two separate MPC control modules have been developed to 
get the optimal ru  and zu for in-process toolpath correction at each step. To solve the 
optimisation problems in the two control modules, the cost functions can be transformed 
into typical Quadratic Programming (QP) problems and would be solved using the 
method in our previous study [1]. After solving the optimisation problems, *zU and *rU , 
the optimised toolpath inputs over the next pN steps, will be obtained. Only the first 
optimal move, namely the optimised toolpath inputs in the next one step, will be applied 
to form the contour in the next single step. Control actions will be conducted using the 
two-directional MPC control algorithm at each subsequent step until the shape is finally 
formed. 
2.2 Application in TPIF with a partial die  
The developed control strategy was applied to TPIF using a partial die to form parts. 
The implementation of the control system in the lab is shown in Figure 6. After the 
forming of a certain step was finished, currently formed shape was measured by a 3D 
digitiser. The shape states of current shape used for feedback control were generated by 
sectioning the scanned geometry. The shape states then were imported into the MPC 
control module where toolpath parameters were optimised in the well-defined 
optimisers. As a result, the metal blank was deformed by the tool following a corrected 
toolpath in the next step. As the tool formed down step by step, the toolpath was 
continuously corrected based on the shape feedback to get improved geometric accuracy 
in the final part.  
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Figure 6 Structure of the closed-loop control system for ISF. 
3. Experimental validation 
The developed control strategy for TPIF with a partial die was experimentally validated 
in forming a non-axisymmetric shape. The control system for TPIF is built based on an 
ISF machine from AMINO® Corporation (Figure 6). During the forming process with 
control, the shape measurement of the formed parts for feedback is completed using a 
3D Digitiser (VIVID 9i) placed on the top of the forming platform. It takes about 2.5 
seconds for each scan and the scanning accuracy is in the range of ±0.05 mm, which is 
of sufficient accuracy for shape measurement in ISF. Then, the geometric data of 
scanned formed parts is collected in GEOMAGIC Qualify and is imported to the control 
algorithm programmed in Python. When the forming process is completed, the 3D 
comparison between the scanned formed part and the designed CAD model is 
performed using GEOMAGIC Qualify. The experiment results from uncontrolled and 
controlled TPIF processes were compared and analysed in terms of the geometric 
accuracy.   
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3.1  Case studies 
The test shape used for the experiments was a non-axisymmetric shape, which contains 
both flat and curved walls (Figure 7). The wall angle was 40° and the total depth was 
35mm. There are a number of z-level contours in the initial toolpath, as shown in Figure 
7. The initial step depth was set as 1mm. Consequently, the number of steps in the 
forming process was calculated as 35. The metal sheet used for tests was made of 
aluminium (AA 7075-O) and the raw thickness was 1.6 mm. The unformed blank size 
was 300 mm × 300 mm. A ball-ended tool with a 20 mm diameter was used in the 
experiments. The feed rate in the forming process was 4000 mm/min. Based on the test 
shape, a partial die (Figure 8) made of timber was fabricated for the TPIF forming 
process in the test. Lubricating oil was used for lubrication during the forming process. 
 
Figure 7 Test shape and the initial toolpath from CAM software. 
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Figure 8 The partial die used in the TPIF process. 
3.2  Results and discussion 
In this section, the results of toolpath correction in TPIF are firstly illustrated by the 
comparison of initial toolpath and the corrected toolpath. Figure 9 shows the contours of 
the corrected toolpath and initial toolpath in terms of three sample steps (10th, 20th, and 
30th). The initial depth of the contours at the three steps are z=-10, -20, -30mm, 
respectively, since the initial step depth was set as 1mm. From the comparison in the 
isometric view and the top view, it can be observed that the toolpath is corrected in the 
horizontal and vertical directions. This is achieved based on the optimised zu and ru
at each step during the forming process.  
 
(a) 
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Figure 9 Contours of the corrected toolpath and the initial toolpath at three sample steps: (a) 
Isometric view; (b) Top view; 
To analyse the geometric accuracy of uncontrolled and controlled TPIF processes, 
formed parts in the unclamped condition are compared using horizontal sectional 
profiles (Figure 10) and error distribution colour maps from the top view (Figure 11). 
The sectional profiles in Figure 10 were obtained in the horizontal sections at three z 
levels (z=-10, -20, -30mm). 
In the TPIF process without toolpath control, the formed part has low geometric 
accuracy in the wall areas and the errors reach as large as 3 mm near the outside 
(bottom) edges, as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11a. This is mainly caused by the 
sheet springback. However, from the top view (Figure 11), the inside base area (top) 
supported by the partial die is of high accuracy (±0.3 mm) in both controlled and 
(b) 
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uncontrolled TPIF processes. Also, there is no notable “pillow effect”, which occurs in 
the flat base of the formed part in SPIF, observed in the base areas in the TPIF 
processes.  
Compared with the part formed in uncontrolled TPIF, the part formed with MPC control 
has improved accuracy in most areas, as shown in Figure 11b. This can also be 
demonstrated by the comparison of the sectional profiles (Figure 10). In particular, there 
is significant improvement (from ±3 mm to ±0.3 mm) on the geometric accuracy in 
terms of the wall areas. Nevertheless, the accuracy in the certain areas of the corner 
fillets is still out of the desirable range and is slightly worse than the result from TPIF 
without toolpath control. In the areas of corner fillets, the local curvature of the shape 
changes rapidly in a relatively small range since the fillet radius equals the tool radius in 
the shape design. This could cause sudden changes of the strain when the tool deforms 
this area. As a result, the springback in the corner fillet areas varies rapidly so that the 
springback would be more complex and more difficult to capture. The springback of 
these areas was not well compensated in the current control model, which is the primary 
limitation of the current work. 
Figure 12 shows the comparison of deviation distributions (percentage) between TPIF 
processes with and without control. More specifically, the formed shape was scanned 
into a large number of scatter points. This figure illustrates how dimensional deviations 
of all the points are distributed in different deviation ranges in the form of percentage 
distribution. The percentage of deviations ranging from +0.6 mm to +3.0 mm is greatly 
shortened from 78% to 8.5% with the use of MPC control algorithm. The percentage of 
deviations in the range ±0.3 mm significantly increases from 19.5% to 70%. Compared 
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with uncontrolled TPIF, the deviations of the points are more intensively distributed 
near the desirable range in terms of the TPIF with toolpath control.  
 
Figure 10 Comparison of sectional profiles from three horizontal sections. 
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Figure 11 Geometric accuracy colour maps: (a) No control; (b) MPC control. 
(a) 
(b) 
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Figure 12 Deviation distributions (percentage) of different error ranges in the colour maps. 
4. Conclusions and Future work  
This paper reports an in-process toolpath correction strategy specially developed for 
TPIF with a partial die using MPC control for its ability to use linear models to achieve 
good control of constrained nonlinear systems in various industries [17, 19]. The MPC 
control algorithm was developed based on the deformation nature of TPIF with partial 
die, and a simple MPC algorithm for SPIF in our previous work [1]. The control 
algorithm presented in this paper is able to deal with toolpath correction in the 
horizontal and vertical directions through optimising two toolpath parameters ( ru and
zu ) in two separate control modules. This toolpath correction strategy was 
experimentally tested to form a non-axisymmetric shape. Compared with the typical 
TPIF process that has no toolpath correction, fairly good improvement in geometric 
accuracy was achieved with the use of the toolpath correction strategy in TPIF with a 
partial die while the geometric accuracy in the partial fillet areas requires further 
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improvement. This work provides a helpful approach to achieve in-process toolpath 
control/correction in TPIF. 
One of the primary limitations of this work is that current control approach is not able to 
perfectly compensate the springback in the partial corner fillet areas of the test shape. 
The springback in the fillet areas with high curvature could be more complex because 
the local curvature changes rapidly in a small range and rapid changes of the strain 
could occur when the tool deforms the corner fillets. In the current control model, the
zu values of the contour points in different radial directions on each contour are taken 
to be constant, which follows the way of defining zu in the typical contour toolpath. To 
effectively correct the errors in the areas with high curvature, such as corner fillets, the z 
positions of the contour points on each contour might need to be adjusted differently in 
different radial directions.  
In the future, this limitation might be solved by using more complex predictive models 
and the further development of current MPC control algorithm through using varying
zu values in different radial directions at each step as well as coupling two toolpath 
parameters in the control algorithm. What’s more, the geometric errors in the region that 
has already been formed might be further corrected by the integration of the MPC 
control algorithm with a multi-stage toolpath.  
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